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Thesis (Abstract)
To prove to you that I had changed, I spent two years
building a gigantic paper plane out of onion skins. No
other task satisfied me beyond retreating from my old
ways. I chopped onions for hours, obsessed, locked into
the habit of crying inside onion fumes. Swollen, lachry
mose — is this not the image of someone processing?
After months and months of stinging eyelids, I possessed
the necessary volume. False petals dehydrating in count
less hotel pans. The operation entered its second phase:
stitching together fragile thinness into one impossible
sheet. My fingers lost their whorls, an optional step,
dissolving the integrity of my person. In the end I tell you
it was perfect; an endless page of onion skin. I surveyed a
field of yellows, browns, and reds. The color of my in- and
outsides. A thing of such rare beauty I nearly stopped
then and there. For a while I wagged the sheet like a
blanket in the sun. Loose particles scattered in the air,
crinkling against each other. The world is consumed by
fluttering beetle wings. I got to folding. The next phase.
In my meticulous labor I had forgotten how to move
decisively. Over a year’s work at risk of ruin by one errant
pleat. The only task left was to fly. I creased a point for
the nose and the wingspan followed thereafter. It was my
body, only sharper.
Spring funneled into Summer. I and everyone who toler
ated my reeking onion stench gathered in the staging
hanger. We carried the plane to the top of the hill and
started running. Advised by an auspicious wind. I laughed
and hollered the whole way down. I nearly bit it. Never
had I held something so massive and so light. It was the
last time that I cried. Everyone else watching raised a
hand to visor their brows as my machine took off towards
the ocean. How far did it travel? Imagine me before the
assignment. Imagine me becoming the kind of person who
could create such a marvel and let it go.

Thesis Abstract
Community, Harana, & Karaoke: Towards a Theatrical
Design explores graphic design’s potential as theatrical
staging for building community and practicing the difficult
and complicated art of loving others through performance.
Studying graphic design as harana, the traditional Filipino
custom of romantic serenade, offers a framework to
view both mediums as social architectures that propose
and transform proximities of relation between people.
As in harana, graphic design facilitates in naming,
grounding, and organizing social relationships; in taking
these affective environments as content and form, both
arts align with the nature of performance and staging.
Through practice, research, and abstraction, the graphic
designer and the haranista possess the capacity to bring
people together across space and time. Lessons learned
in karaoke further extend these ideas to democratize
and amplify the performative nature of graphic design as
harana, in addition to modeling role play and collaborative
social engagement. Karaoke and graphic design compel
dialogical, communal, and collaborative performances for
experimenting with conceptions of identity, and incen
tivize mutual co-dependence. These dynamics mirror the
structure of rehearsal.
Community, Harana, & Karaoke imagines a theatrical
design in open rehearsal, where failure is safe to pursue.
Theatrical design is messy, fluid, and earnest. Its
simulations permit access to so much more than what
is immediately available under present conditions. This
methodology creates zones for processing feelings
by designing the scaffolding to supports emotional
immersion and social connection. Theatrical design
constructs a space for us to imagine the world as it could
be, all the while providing a framework for criticality
within pedagogies of intimacy, truth, and love.
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Foreword
What may qualify me most to be writing this introduction
is not that I am a designer, or a Filipino immigrant, or a
former community organizer, but rather that I have been
fortunate enough to call Ryan a friend. Our growing up,
learning design, falling in and out of love with strangers,
community building, and identity seeking have all hap
pened alongside each other in the care of the same friend
ships and in the same spaces, both public and private.
Reading this text, I am transported to Ryan’s orange
couch watching movies borrowed from the library, we are
holding Lorraine’s hands as we guide each other through
a crowded bar, we are embracing Fausto in the lobby of On
the Boards, we are at Eastern Cafe with Shelby crafting a
workshop, we are in a lecture hall learning about One and
Three Chairs, we are in my dorm room exchanging Valen
tine’s Day cards, we are dancing to “1, 2, 3, 4” in our high
school gym.
After more than a decade of friendship and many refusals
to step in front of cameras and onto stages per Ryan’s
request, I wonder now what it would be like to finally
give into his impulses to art direct and choreograph his
friends. (“Shyness can stop you from doing all the things
in life you’d like to.”) I wonder if it could help me catch the
feeling that myself and other survivors chase: the feeling
of being in our bodies and of seeing our actual selves
undistorted by our traumas. I wonder if this in fact is one
of the goals. I wonder what it would be like to give in to the
way Ryan connects people, emotions, and ideas into ex
quisite movement and form. I wonder what it would be like
to give in to love.
All this saccharine reminiscing to say, Ryan’s design
practice of nurturing community (nurturing love) has been
inherent in nearly everything he does. Cataloguing this
work into a coherent and beautiful form that is this thesis
is a feat on its own. Actually leading a life in this same
practice, another.
Nicole Ramirez

Introduction

Dear Reader,
I’ve been thinking about you. Do
you think about me, too? Everything
I make, I make with you in mind. You
are the person I’ve been waiting for all
this time. What took you so long? On
second thought, no need to explain.
I’m gladdened from the want of you.
Thank you for your time, for holding
space for us to be together.
Did you hear the voicemail I left on
your phone? I was embarrassed to say
it, but I’m glad I did. I was lonely then.
Did you see the wall with the cartoon
couch and false bookshelves? Did you
walk through the hidden door? When
you stepped into the dark room, did
you hear the song that reminds you of
your last slow dance? Did you like it?
Dancing, I mean. You must have been

there when the nightclubs closed.The
dance floors opened somewhere else,
but where? Did you dance then? What
did it feel like to hold someone in your
arms? It’s been a while, hasn’t it?
Remember the time you showed up in
someone else’s skin? I was someone
else, then too. What did we say to each
other under disguise? Who were you
under a new name? Some things are
better left inside those other selves.
Say no more. You may not recall, but
somewhere along the way you fell.
I fell too. It’s nice, isn’t it, to go through
something like that together.
And when you stayed apart, we kept
our distance. We continue to do so but
I feel you, somewhere, humming with
life. You, like everyone you know, leave
your mark on all that you touch. We
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Introduction

Introduction

contaminate each other, that way. We
carry particles of each other inside
our bodies. Even when I walked your
way, even as you stepped backwards,
we still switched places.
Tell me where you want to go.
The future is all that’s left to plan.
I’m awaiting your arrival, ready to feel
complete. Are you leaving, headed
somewhere bright? Somewhere
scary? I’m with you.Tell me a little bit
about who you love. In return, I will
describe the dimensions of every open
heart that has housed me. Generosity
is honesty when we have nothing
left to offer but ourselves. I’m here
by the grace of charity, by people
who understand that sharing is not a
diminishment but an expansion. Let

me share with you. Sit with me. Break
bread. Be full.
Your name is a spell that summons
me. I speak it to remember who I am.
Before you leave, answer a question
you’ve been waiting to ask, or we can
sit in silence and read the room. Upon
your return, for we are all always only
ever returning, I will want to get to
know the person you have become.
We can never revisit this time, this
place so let me be emotional. It’s here
where I know what’s possible. Come
back to me, after everything and after
all you will accomplish. Come back,
okay? Goodbye.

6
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Yours,
Ryan Diaz

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

THE SECOND PLAY
THE SECOND PLAY is a short play drawing text from six interviews conducted in the midst of a global pandemic during the month of January
2021. Many thanks to Seayoung Yim, Emma Lingat, Lorraine Lau, Sara
Porkalob, Annabelle Gould, and Brinda Bose for their time and conversation. This draft was first performed remotely via Zoom on February
12th, 2021 for Alicia Cheng’s Thesis Research class as part of the RISD
Graphic Design MFA program.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ORIGINAL CAST
RYAN

Alyza DelPan-Monley

A FRIEND

Nadine Tabing

A VOICE

Ryan Diaz

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
[A digital curtain opens]
A FRIEND

Oh good, he’s not here.

RYAN

Who?

A VOICE

They look at each other.

A FRIEND

We can begin.

RYAN

Do you see my screen?

A FRIEND

No.

RYAN

[A beat] I should move on.

A FRIEND

That’s a very practical set of words you just said.

RYAN

I need to choose a direction and invite interpretations.

A FRIEND

Do you want to burn something? Find an object, assign
meaning to it, and then break it.

Koike Keiichi, Heaven’s Door

THE SECOND PLAY
RYAN

THE SECOND PLAY
RYAN

Maybe a...poster?

Do you know in the moment if you are performing or
acting?

A FRIEND

Absolutely not! Unless that’s the process for you. You
can make the poster. But then burn it. You can make two

A FRIEND

[Examining at their body, scanning themselves as if

posters. Give one away and then burn the other. It will

they’re dreaming, or a ghost, or an alien, etc.] Acting

separate the tie between you. We need a ritual. Space

might be tied to medium: like film or theatre. Someone
on stage. Performing could happen on a stage, but it

for transformation to occur.

can happen in dance or for musicians, poets, artists.
RYAN

I’m afraid of empty space. It’s a Filipino thing to

Graphic designers. You can say that performance applies

find comfort in abundance. What would Philippine min-

to more mediums than acting can. Like right now. We’re

imalism even look like? How do I explain this... How

performing right now.

should I represent this part of myself?
A FRIEND

Sorry you were muted.

RYAN

I said a ritual makes sense.

RYAN

Yes and no. [A beat] I don’t know yet.

A FRIEND

Something my playwriting professor said is, “How do you
write beyond the thing you know?” If you know something
already, then it’s boring. But how do you write past

A FRIEND

yourself? It’s an impossible problem.

We’ll start easy. Simple. Nothing more than what it is.
Like right now.
RYAN

RYAN

That’s the challenge I like seeing people grapple with.

Sure. Okay if I record this conversation? For my play?

Opening up a space by saying, “This is a performance,”

[Moves to press record] Oh, we’re already recording.

can be exhilarating but also terrifying. Make choices
you don’t know how to make. I like to give people ex-

A FRIEND

plicit tasks to muffle self-awareness.

A play! The second play you’ve ever made. Remember the
first?
A FRIEND

RYAN

It establishes that we’re performing all the time. In
all aspects of life. We’re socialized into performance

It only fills me with absolute misery every time I do.

from birth, consciously or unconsciously. And many of
A FRIEND

I was very proud of you. You wrote some words and then

us grow to realize our roles no longer align with how

you got other people to say those words. I think it

we want to perform.

comes from a palace of creation. Sorry, typo.
RYAN
RYAN

How do you get people to perform? Or become aware of
it?

It’s very sweet of you to say so. I don’t remember it
as generously. The truth probably sits somewhere between our experiences.

A FRIEND

As a dancer performing in public spaces interacting
with people who don’t expect me to be there, I’ve seen

A FRIEND

that most people will respond from a deep need to have

And this?

a very earnest experience.
RYAN

I’m writing a script for performance. A play for play.

A FRIEND

Are we acting?

RYAN

Performance is as real as anything. I like blurring reality and imaginary. I’m grateful for people who treat
make-believe with sincerity. They often take my work
more seriously than I do, at least at first.

RYAN

Yes and no.

A FRIEND

Performing and acting can be the same thing but sometimes they’re different.
10

A FRIEND

We live in a culture disconnected from feelings. Our
emotions are compartmentalized away from our bodies.
11
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When you enter a defined space, something that’s not
real life, when you’re invited to operate based on new

RYAN

A FRIEND

rules, everyone gets excited about sharing the feelings

cause they’re coming together, or coming together be-

we don’t always get to explore.

cause they are performing?

There’s permission to open up. To be in the moment and

RYAN

But there’s resistance, too.

There is value and power in being seen in the act of
becoming.

meet every sensation with curiosity.
A FRIEND

It’s a chicken-and-egg thing. Are people performing be-

A FRIEND

Like theatre. Video recordings of my plays are so odious. It’s not the same; it’s something else entirely.

RYAN

Some people might say performance gets in the way of
authenticity. That it obscures our actual selves be-

RYAN

The more I work this way, the distance widens between

neath a mask. But I think it’s unfair and unrealistic

the ephemerality of revelation and the static artifact.

to demand for a time or place where performance ceases.

The palace of creation expands and contracts. I wish I
could make a video game.

A FRIEND

Why is that?

RYAN

If I told you to just stop performing — right now — what
would you do? It would be an impossible request.

relational things that demand a relational context,

A FRIEND

I could try, but wouldn’t the ultimate judge be you and

ebb and flow, the exchange of energy and information.

A FRIEND

I think we work in stories, specifically. Stories exist in documentation and in the oral tradition. They’re

The construction of experiences produces alternative

not me?

selves.
RYAN

And who am I to judge? We even perform for ourselves in
order to believe in some performances we want to proj-

RYAN

There’s an Ocean Vuong quote that goes:

A VOICE

“Being queer saved my life. Often we see queerness as

ect, unhealthy or otherwise. I want to expand the range
of performances available to everyone. Generously, but
also responsibly and ethically. I don’t want to elicit

deprivation. But when I look at my life, I saw that

performances that harm or diminish.

queerness demanded an alternative innovation from me. I
had to make alternative routes; it made me curious; it

A FRIEND

How are you doing that?

RYAN

We talked about how performance occurs in any medium.

made me ask, ‘Is this enough for me?’”
RYAN

Or how Patty Smith, writing about Robert Mapplethorpe,
said:

Design is the medium I’m using right now to make space
for others to become some other thing.
A VOICE
A FRIEND

“He figured out what he wanted to see by seeing
himself.”

Learning about how people are and what they do. How
they communicate and how they feel. You watch and you
document. You allow people to witness themselves and

RYAN

for knowing. Becoming and knowing yourself.

others.
RYAN

I’m interested in the process of becoming and the need

The audience is important. If there were people watch-

A FRIEND

And what do you love about doing that? What have you
learned about your work since we last talked?

ing us have this conversation, we would be mindful of
that, and act differently. Even subtly. Yet there’s
something about an audience that also emboldens perfor-

RYAN

I think performance is sacred. I’m learning that the

mance. Performances can take on more risk when others

methods in my design practice apply to my philosophy

are around to soften the misery of potential failure.

on teaching, which is also sacred. It’s about creating

12
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THE SECOND PLAY
sites of possibility. It’s yes-and-ing. Creating space
for others to grow might look like a stage or it might
look like a classroom. It could look like Zoom, which
we are collectively pretending is a classroom when it’s
something else entirely.
A FRIEND

So few people have someone who will say, “I will be a
witness to you and I will be with you through it.” It’s
a way to think about school. I think about what you
said and it affirms that I want to make space for people to do things that feel scary or different and be

THe Book
OF LOVE

with them through it. In performance, we create contact
points between the possible and the impossible. In performance, we are modeling different ways to use space
or to just be in our bodies. We ascribe to a logic that
doesn’t exist, something make-believe that still feels
very, very real to us. I love embodying so many different states of being that I can’t in my normal life. And
I’ve tried. There are issues around power and around
confidence. Around being loving to myself and others.
It’s so hard to be loving with people, isn’t it? By entering alternative realities, even for a little bit,
if done enough times,

anything you experience can be

a part of yourself if you do it enough. It can change
what you believe is possible. That’s all I do as a preschool teacher. We say, “Let’s try new things and learn
together. It’s safe here to do that and I am with you.”
That’s it. That’s all we do.
RYAN

That’s all we do.

A FRIEND

Yes.

RYAN

Yes.
[RYAN addresses the audience for critique]

E N D

O F

P L A Y

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

To love purely is to consent to distance, it is to adore the distance between ourselves and that which we love.
Simone Weil, Gravity and Grace, 1947
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ESSAY #1

The Book of Love

LET US
BE CLOSE

Buksan ang bintana at ako’y dungawin
nang mapagtanto mo ang tunay kong pagdaing.
Come closer to me now.

Harana & Graphic Design

PANAWAGAN — ANNOUNCEMENT

The Lost Art of Serenade
Harana was a traditional form of courtship in the Philippines
wherein men introduced themselves and/or wooed women by singing
underneath her window at night. It was widely practiced in old
Philippines with a set of protocols, a code of conduct and a
specific style of music.

For a young man in colonial Philippines, it was certainly
advantageous to possess musical abilities as it was often useful in
courting a Filipina woman. However, all is not lost if he lacks the
singing ability. It was common practice to enlist friends as well as
the best musicians and singer or haranista in town. Thus, harana was
not always a solitary endeavor. In fact, it was considered a social
event.
FLORANTE AGUILAR AND FIDES ENRIQUEZ, “WHAT IS HARANA?”

Vintage postcard depicting a harana performed by men in barong. On the back
side of the card is written, “Harana: A Filipino custom wherein the men sing sweet
Kundimans to the girl they love.”
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In 2013, my friends and I shuffled into a screening for Harana:
The Search for the Lost Art of the Serenade during the Seattle
International Film Festival.1 Every year we purchased tickets for
any film produced in the Philippines featured among the fest
ival’s offerings, hungry for narratives beyond the dramas and
variety shows we saw on The Filipino Channel (RIP) playing on
our parents’ TVs nearly 24 hours a day. I knew nothing about
the movie or its subject besides the short summary in the fest
ival guidebook. The blurb explained the genre of harana but
I wasn’t prepared for the emotional response the music stirred
in me. As the film opens and a jeepney transports the men
17

1 Thank you Mariela Montero for suggesting the movie and to Maristela
Montero and Misha Seibel for also being part of that screening party. I never
would have guessed it would play such a big role in my future.

In this endeavor, the most trusted instrument was the guitar.
Its intimate sound complemented the sweetness of Spanish-influenced
songs combined with the poetry and lyricism of the Tagalog language
as it wafted through the breezy, tropical night.

The Book of Love
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we’d learn to admire through the dark morning streets of the
Philippines, an elderly woman’s voice sets up the importance of
harana in her life:
I vividly remember those days that I no longer see nowadays and wish
would happen again — that to this day is very alive in my thoughts,
the songs bestowed upon me by harana. Even when they disturbed your
sleep, you don’t mind being bothered and awakened by the haranistas
because of the tender and twinkling sound of the guitar wafting
through the night. Those were the only ways we expressed our secret
love, through glances, song and conduct. There was no such thing as
dating in those days. From the still air to the farthest reaches
of our barrio, it was heard and everyone talked about it the next
morning. ‘Liwayway was serenaded! It was such a beautiful harana,’
they said. This is the experience I will never forget from my youth.

A note on my use
of “Filipino”

There is a lot of debate over the use of the
word “Filipino” and gendered language
within Filipino communities and scholar
ship. From my experience, most people
who have grown up in the Philippines
use “Filipino” arguing that it’s already a
gender-neutral term since the language
itself lacks gendered pronouns. Mean
while, I see Filipinos in the diaspora opting
to use “Filipinx” as borrowed from the
rise of “Latinx” within South American
communities. I’ve opted to simply use
“Filipino” as a deference to how my mother
and my relatives in the Philippines would
recognize our ident ity and don’t want to
distance myself further from them than
I already am as an American-raised Filipino
born in Japan to a Navy family. Far be it
from me to assert how my family ought to
talk about themselves. My choice is also
entirely personal. I recognize and appre
ciate why Filipino activists are drawn to

18

Filipinx. I myself have described myself
as Filipinx in the past but stopped after
recognizing my own discomfort with the
construction decontextualized from the
work of Latinx activism. The adoption of
Filipinx felt uncritically grafted onto Taga
log, a language that doesn’t even have an
“x” in its linguistic system. Thus expecting
others to adopt Filipinx felt like its own kind
of Americ
 an colonization of a language
I can’t even speak. On the other hand if
one chooses to identify as Filipinx, who am
I to say whether the decisions that lead to
those choices are valid or not? I respect
individuals who feel Filipinx is right for
them, but I am more comfortable using
Filipino as of this publication and am open
to evolving my stance yet again as I think
about the topic further. For more reading,
read “Are You Filipino or Filipinx” by Kate
Cabigao for Vice.

A harana scene from the movie Sarung Banggi (1947) directed by Susana C. de Guzman starring Rogelio de la
Rosa & Mila del Sol. The film is about a poor man who wins the heart of a highborn woman through song.

prese nts these singers as caretakers of form and the cultural
memory of a Philippines that doesn’t exist anymore except in
song, a projection of a collective, romantic past that could bear
the weight of history, longing, and neglect.
The film introduced me to harana and it was a re-entry
and a displacement all at once. I felt the hot streak of recogni
tion watching Filipino elders croon for a faded, mythical his
tory: I ached my own desire for invitation and arrival, for home
coming in the Philippines. While the filmmakers and haranistas
paid tribute to a lost past when men courted women by singing
for entry into their family homes, the film sang of homeland,
casting my own displacement and distance from the Philippines
in stark relief. I soaked up the imagery of congested streets in
crowded cities, the bulging grey sky heavy with typhoons, nipa
huts lit at night with people sitting shoulder to shoulder. As
Aguilar played “Bayan Ko” (a kundiman, another kind of love
song) at a public square in Tondo, Manila, it felt like the entire
theatre was wiping away their tears.2 I was moved like a family
listening to a haranista outside their window. I closed the dis
tance between myself and others. We wept together.
19

2 Thanks to Nicole Ramirez for introducing me to “Bayan Ko” during our
Anakbayan days at the University of Washington. To this day, the Lolita
Carbon medley that also combines “Sa Sariling Bayan” for Sandaan that
you first played for me is hands down the best version of the song.

Like by those men on their way to perform, like that
woman reminiscing, harana transported me through time and
space while seated inside the dark of the theatre, immersed in
the simple power of lilting guitar and sweet melodies.
Directed by Benito Bautista, Harana follows the singer
Florante Aguilar documenting and recording traditional seren
ades in the provinces of the Philippines. I swooned listening
to the aching melodies and heartfelt serenades. Even though
I couldn’t understand Tagalog, the lyrics “kung ako’y mahal
mo kahit na sandali, ako ay lilinapin” (if you love me, even for
a moment, I will be restored) communicated their sentiment
through elders bringing the past into the present through voice
and guitar alone. As a project of archival preservation, the film
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As a ritual, harana deploys four stages of conduct that
map onto an framework and structure for social connection.
In the blog post “The Different Stages of Harana (Serenad
ing)” Florante writes, “[Harana is] full of pent-up feelings that
society dictated cannot be expressed outwardly. But if you sing
it, not only is it acceptable but quite elegant and meaningful.”
Panagawan, the first stage, is when haranistas announce their
presence outside the home of their beloved, imploring them
to open their window. The family responds by either inviting
the haranista inside or delivering a song of rejection, if they
even open their windows at all. Within the interior space, the
haranistas sing a subset of songs declaring a confession of love
and devotion, pagtatapat.
After hearing a few songs of praise and admiration, the
beloved is welcomed to respond through panagutan songs, an
opportunity for collaboration, call, and response. Panagutan
songs range from the expression of diplomatic refusal (“Ang
tangi kong pagibig ay minsan lamang,” true love for me is rare),
to the joyous acceptance of reciprocal interest (“O kay sarap
mabuhay, lalo na’t may lambingan,” Oh, how sweet it is to love,
more so in the presence of love and affection). The haranistas
and the beloved might respond with more songs, maybe even
a duet, creating a back-and-forth. This process can go on until
dawn before the performers are sated. Finally, the process
comes to a close with pamaalam, the farewell that’s more jovial
or hopeful than bittersweet.

I could imagine new ways to exist on the page and
off it. Poetry can be that kind of blueprint. Sidney
Clifton, [Lucille] Clifton’s daughter … talks about
how poetry can be a spirit-conduit. It can connect us
to ourselves and to those we love. In a time like this,
that connection is sacred.
Ashley M. Jones, Poetry Magazine (06.2021)
20

PAGTATAPAT — PROPOSAL

Songs Bestowed Upon Me by Harana
What compels me to study harana in the context of graphic
design are its qualities as a social ritual that forges connections
between people, ideas, and potential futures. Harana models
performance as an organizing tool that invites others into levels
of spatial and temporal interiority through mutual vulnerabil
ity. As an inherently social event, harana enfolds others as
collaborative partners with agency, not as pawns or test subjects.
Drawing from its model, I explore methods of establishing
trust in collaborative processes while reconciling my role as an
authorial facilitator allowing room for participant dissent and
repartee. Its structure is a dark wood I can survey and wander
within. Inside this framing, I envision an imaginative structure
rooted in spatial dynamics between people, emotional sitespecificity, and opportunity to merge my interest in the method
ologies of graphic design as rehearsal.
Harana connects me to a non-Western, personally signi
ficant cultural practice in the Philippines as the field of graphic
design questions and grapples with the issue of decoloniality.
Despite my limited study at this time, I distinguish for my pur
poses how harana sets itself apart from the canonical models for
graphic design that don’t satisfy me in this stage of my practice.
I’m excited by the opportunities a process of relation like harana
proposes for artists and audiences alike, establishing agency for
both as they interact with each other through the negotiation of
roles inside a performance structure.
The Dark Wood

“Midway upon the journey of our life /
I found myself within a forest dark, / For
the straightforward pathway had been
lost.” (The Divine Comedy: Inferno by Dante
Alighieri translated by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow). In the 10th grade I wrote an
essay about Paolo and Francesca, two
lovers amongst a coterie of famous lovers
from world history and literature. They were
doomed to the lover’s gyre in the circle
of hell devoted to lust. I’ve been trying to
think about love seriously for a long time
now and I’m still learning every day.
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My English teacher held me back after
class and accused me of plagiarism. That
high school was in a wealthier, whiter
neighborhood than the one I was supposed
to atten and I was only admitted after
qualifying for a transfer due to my class
standing in middle school. This was one of
the first interactions with a teacher there
and it filled me with such self-doubt and,
later, righteous anger that I invoke it here
now, just to put it on record that I didn’t
plagiarize my essay and that she was racist.
Thank you for fueling my engine to succeed,
Mrs. King.
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I borrow from harana to legitimize the creation of
artifacts and experiences that facilitate connection and relation.
Harana suits my purposes not only for its cultural relevance in
my personal history, but for how it magnifies and materializes
mushy feelings and furtive emotions. While I’m not an expert
or scholarly resource on the custom, I’m invoking harana
within my practice less as a wholesale lift but as a source of
inspiration to make sense of my impulses and interests. Harana
demonstrates how art can bring people together through ritual
and performance. While I can’t help but wonder if my use
of harana here is appropriate given my diasporic identity, or
appropriative given my privilege and position as an Americanraised Filipino, I do my best to respect the tradition while
interpreting it my own way.
Wading through my impressions and the secondhand
information on harana combines speculation and research into
a process for synthesizing harana and the path I want to pur
sue in my work as a graphic designer. I acknowledge the risk of
extrapolation and bias in working from a foundation of anec
dotal infor mation on harana. I admit that adopting Harana the
documentary as a primary text, while extensive and inform

ative, is not a robust source for truth. The film has an agenda of
valorizing the art through a romantic, nostalgic lens in order to
revive it for a new generation of Filipinos.
I’m interested an approach to harana that draws from
Taehee Whang’s description of “speculative research” in their
production of the zine “The Legend of Mr. Pants,” a publica
tion about South Korea’s butch lesbian taxi driver union they
created through the online publishing and curatorial initiative,
Hyperlink Press.3 Their research imagines possibilities of
what could have been and what will be for the nation’s lesbian
community while imagining extending the research into new
arenas. The work becomes a generative loop.
I want to explore how harana as a form can serve as the
basis for orienting my practice within a conceptual projection
that stems from a past of latent possibility outwards into futures
brimming with potential. Social ritual is the defense, structure,
and legitimization of my work in community engagement and
performance.
I believe the mediums I work within can draw from
harana as a social performance in order to create opportunities
for the expression of otherwise pent-up feelings. I’ve explored
emotions borrowing from my experiences working alongside
theatre artists, dancers, and writers, and now my research
into harana provides a lens to reevaluate my creative practice.
Harana is a pattern of engagement to dismantle the constraints
limiting the field of graphic design.
In the past I worked within corporate and small studio
structures creating rational, sober, logic-driven systems of
modular components at the service of market forces. I spent
years in this practice of graphic design serving up visual form
while hastening capitalism’s alienating effect on myself and
others in the fashion and tech industries. This approach to
design treats individual expression as error within standards
of machine reproducibility. Outside of the professional realm,
I challenged myself to incorporate my interests in alternative,
queer social dynamics and messy feelings into my work despite
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Speculation

Research

Fig. 1: The cycle of speculative research, lol.

3 Thank you to Jung Joon Lee and Yeong Ran Kim for inviting me, Kit Son Lee, and
Lai Xu to work on the Queer/Feminist/Praxis conference at RISD and introducing
me to the incredible artists of Hyperlink Press!
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graphic design’s traditional paradigms within the Eurocen
tric Modernist movement. I didn’t want to separate my artistic
impulses and design training any longer.
I balanced my day job by freelancing, often pro bono, for
community organizations, theatres, poetry journals, and artist
collectives where my work was in direct conversation with the
people I admired and the networks wanted to build community
with. This not only created a sense of true fulfillment, but
placed me in the projects and side gigs where I didn’t have to
design anything at all, and I could write, curate, edit, and act as
dramaturge for other artists’ and arts institutions.
Quitting my job and spending the past two years with
the time and freedom to experiment, to ask myself what I would
like graphic design to do in the world, I return again and again
to my interest in bringing people together as a community in
relation with one another. Utilizing graphic design as the tool
and medium with which I express my ideas through experiences,
publications, and artifacts, I’ve sharpened my practice towards
a spatial, relational model of being with others. Just as the
haranista expresses themselves through lyric and melody to
reach their audience, how can a graphic designer embed the
social into their manipulation of text and image?
It’s important for me to incorporate feeling and emotion
into design for its own sake, and resist importing sentiment
back into design as co-optation by capital; I want to be a more
thoughtful person who works in graphic design, not a bet
ter-credentialed, more marketable graphic designer selling emo
tional snake oil to the masses. Considering the sizable student
debt I’ve accrued at an elite academic institution, perhaps my
intent is a far cry from how I will actually practice in the future,
but I still have hope that there’s a way to maintain these ideas
when the opportunity arises.

PANAGUTAN — RESPONSE

Talking, Singing, Dancing
After the screening of Harana, I purchased the film’s official
soundtrack from a booth selling CDs just outside the entrance
to the theatre. The album featured studio recordings of the
haranistas committed to preserving the traditional songs before
they vanished, lost to time.
I visited my parents’ house sometime afterwards and
I brought the Harana soundtrack to play on their speaker sys
tem while they milled about within earshot. My parents listened
passively until there was a moment of recognition as well-known
melodies drifted in the air. History spins and the heart moves
in step with it. A switch flipped within them when they recog
nized the melodies. They looked at each other and smiled, mov
ing closer to each other, their hands reaching out to hold and be
held as they swayed. I watched them dance and sing along as the
words returned to them. Their sentimentality surprised me as
much as it surprised them. Love dissolves time. Never so openly
affectionate with each other in front of me as they were then,

My parents on my dad’s birthday in 2018.
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it was as if they had forgotten where and who they were. For
three sweet minutes, they were transported to a time when their
love wasn’t concerned with a mortgage, children, or America.
“Where did you get this?” they asked me as the song came to a
close. “This is harana!”
Harana formalizes the blending of space; it’s an art that
bridges the gap between internal and external through distinct
roles for the performer and their audience separated by a solid
yet permeable barrier. It possesses site-specificity, located in the
emotional terrain of the lover and their beloved separated by the
threshold of the hacienda and mapped within a historical con
text as a uniquely Filipino ritual.
Considering harana as a social process, in this case in
service to courtship, a successful serenade moves the beloved to
invite the performer into their courtyard, reflecting the inti
macy of nested social spheres and the physicality of the body. As
one delves deeper and moves inwards, our closest, most private
realms limit potential audiences and maintain a discrete bound
ary between levels of intimacy and the individuality of each
person in the harana.
Erich Fromm discusses this difference between symbiotic
union and mature love in his book The Art of Loving.4

4 Thank you Mukul Chakravarthi for giving me The
Art of Loving as a Christmas 2020 present. Our time
together that Winter will always be special to me.

In contrast to symbiotic union, mature love is union under the
condition of preserving one’s integrity, one’s individuality.
Love is an active power in man; a power which breaks through the
walls which separate man from his fellow men, which unites him
with others; love makes him overcome the sense of isolation and
separateness, yet it permits him to be himself, to retain his
integrity. In love the paradox occurs that two beings become one and
yet remain two.
ERIC FROMM, THE ART OF LOVING (19)

The sense of space within harana is ultimately a negoti
ation between the lover and the beloved through mutual shar
ing and exchange. How deep are you willing to let someone
go before enough is enough and opacity — the right to not be
completely understood, to exist in impenetrable difference,
that writer and theorist Édouard Glissant demands for all peo
ple — must be preserved? Harana are songs for entry, decla
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rations of interest and a hymnal of attraction, all for the chance
at love. Emotional movement begets physical movement begets
the movement of people in choreography together through time
and interiority. But beyond romance as its provocation, what
other impulses work within this model of call and response be
tween spaces?
In the ways that spatial proximity is the primary, social
consideration for harana, I believe graphic design has a power
to facilitate in naming, grounding, and organizing relationships
between people as its content and form. Like harana, graphic
design and other artistic fields possess an affective, sensual capa
city to move people emotionally, physically, and — if one is up
to the responsibility — spiritually — in the deepest cloister of
the holiest ground. I believe that a call for closeness, for people
gathering to explore their humanity together, is where my prac
tice of graphic design aligns with my personal values as a person
in the world.
Across the field whether as a territory of visual commu
nication or as a medium for artistic expression, graphic design’s
primary concern is the exchange of ideas between people. Why
not take love as a model for closeness and as the subject for
discussion. If I claim love as my driving impulse, what then
does that say of my worldview and my politics, my perspective
behind my work?
When I played the Harana soundtrack for my parents,
they were moved to dance, and the conversation that followed
was an invitation into history. I’m interested in design as a meth
od to prompt the kinds of conversations and community build
ing I long to have with others, just as the lover performs the
social ritual of harana to discover if love in search of love. The
beloved cannot let them in if the lover isn’t willing to ask, One
must be willing to perform the ritual despite the risk of deni
al. The rewards of love are worth the vulnerability it requires.
Won’t you let me in?
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Image of a traditional harana in the Philippines circa 1905 from the U.S. Library of Congress.
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Somewhere, Beyond the Sea

One haranista from the same province claimed that women who can sing
were more likely to be serenaded than those who cannot. In fact,
when joined by the woman, the whole night becomes a ritual of calland-response singing, with the woman choosing appropriate songs
to serve as playful clues to her true sentiment. Women were indeed
known to be active participants rather than passive listeners.

There is only one woman haranista featured in the doc
umentary. She sings an Ilocano song, “Tengga Ti Baybay”
(“Doon sa Gitna ng Laot” or “Out in the Open Sea”). The song
is about the sorrow of unrequited love that makes the lover feel
abandoned, adrift. As she sings, her husband watches her with
wet eyes. I remember her the most out of any featured haranista.
How special he must have felt, being wooed by her.
Harana is an admittedly dramatic performance and the
prescribed roles can be compulsory under the pressure of public
scrutiny. The entire neighborhood, not just the home of the
beloved, witnesses the ritual and like a public marriage proposal

The only woman haranista singing “Tengga ti Baybay,” an Ilocano harana
featured in the documentary, Harana: In Search for the Lost Art of Serenade
(2012), directed by Benito Bautista.
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5 Thank you to Forest Young for pointing out the linkages
between harana as dowry and the idea of love as something
precious or expensive in the Tagalog language.

It must be said that there are aspects of harana I don’t love.
Its heteronormativity, for instance — its traditional genre devo
tion to gender and dominion. Yet despite the outward appear
ance of the male lover appealing to the emotions of the female
beloved, it’s the patriarch of her household the man is seeking
to please. The patriarch is in charge of opening the door, per
mitting entrance and romantic conquest. The border of the asy
enda (hacienda) penetrated via the Trojan horse of the seductive
guitar. Whose heart melts? The young woman flattered by the
song or the man inside with her, sympathetic to mythological
chivalry and performance as dowry?5
In a blog post titled “Top 10 Misconceptions About the
Custom of Harana (Filipino Serenade),” the star of Harana,
Florante Aguilar and his collaborator Fides Enriquez debunk
the myth that only men sang harana, an assumption perpetuated
by common depictions of the practice in oral histories and
cultural imagery:
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the expectation to follow through can feel coercive so as not to
look ungrateful or unfair to the person proposing.
The historic ritual of the Philippine harana might be
long to a bygone era but it lives on through informal nipa hut
performances, karaoke catalogs, documentaries, recordings
made in professional music studios, and distributed on stream
ing platforms. While modern delivery methods don’t carry the
same romantic heft as the evening serenade outside a lover’s
window, they spread the art to a wider audience than ever before
and far more democratically. I’m only aware of Harana because
the subjects and crew sang their film into being and brought me
closer to a history I’d never known.
With an expanded, more diverse public engaging with
harana the form can adapt and grow as modern haranistas con
ceive ways to extend its possibilities and address the problems
with its historical practice. Harana’s second life can be queer,
gender-nonconforming, open-ended, less polished, directed to
wards a community as a whole, performed as a means for dissent,
and more accessible. There are more songs and registers for
harana, more life. Nothing in the past is immune from growing
with the needs of the present and future. Harana, as I mean to
incorporate it into my practice, must be dismantled so the goods
can be shared between everyone.
Building from this research and speculation on hara
na, I move to establish my work as a designer motivated by a
full-throated, clear-eyed passion for experiential learning within
and for community. I endeavor to explore civic and individual
transformation mediated through serious engagement with
emotion and performance. There will be drama, there will be
theatrics. There will be confession, admission, and omission as
acts of collective storytelling and dialogue. I’m interested in the
power of actions that can open windows, welcome fresh light,
and invite others inside. I’m willing to blend my history and
experiences with others, to grow together. I want to bring people
closer. In all those ways and more my practice, like harana, is
rooted in love.
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Mail Order Brides, or, M.O.B. are Reanne “Immaculata” Estrada, Eliza “Neneng” Barrios, and Jenifer “Babs” Wofford, Filipina-American
artists that started between friends in the San Francisco Bay Area. Their work inspires me for their critical performance work that pushes
boundaries through camp, excess, and horror. I like to imagine this performance from 2003, United We Sit, awaiting a haranista as they
enter their beloved’s household.
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ESSAY #2

ALL ABOUT
LOVE OR
SOMETHING
NEARBY
What do you think?
I’m trying out this thing where questions about love & forgiveness

CHEN CHEN, “POPLAR STREET” FROM WHEN I GROW UP I WANT TO BE A LIST
OF FURTHER POSSIBILITIES

To be honest, this comic I found somewhere on the internet is basically this entire section
in a nutshell. TL;DR, I guess!

Twitter poetry by @SR15B_SYH written before they apparently
restarted their profile in December 2020.
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During the summer of the COVID -19 pandemic I was taking
Cathy Park Hong’s 6 remote writing class “Documentary Hybrid
Forms” when I was introduced to a set of questions by Bhanu
Kapil. The assignment was inspired by Kapil’s The Vertical
Interrogation of Strangers, a project spanning over four years that
turned into a book of questions and answers. Kapil interview
ed women of Indian descent across different age ranges and
backgrounds across the United Kingdom, United States, and
India. Her process started with a single question: “Is it possible
for you to say the thing you have never been able to say, not even
to the one you have spent your whole life loving?” As the pro
ject developed, Kapil expanded her questions until she had a
list of twelve prompts to choose from during each thirty minute
session with participants. The time restriction was intended
to “ensure an honest and swift text, uncensored by guilt or the
desire to construct an impressive, publishable ‘finish.’” The
questions are so heavy it seems like a hopeless task to write
anything truly satisfying even if someone had all the time in the
world. Where to begin?
35

6 I was first introduced to Cathy Park Hong through her 2019 book of essays, Minor Feelings: An Asian
American Reckoning through a passage Daphne Hsu posted to Instagram. Later in class, Daphne
referenced Hong again and Trinh T. Minh-ha’s idea that we “speak nearby” to acknowledge the gap between
oneself and others, especially in creative endeavors. I read it myself and then again with a book club with
old and new friends organized by Nicole Ramirez.

are a form of work I’d rather not do alone.

The directness and simplicity of the questions excavated
me. Silence, dismemberment, suffering — Kapil demands a
lot from her interviewees. Any possible response cracks open
more fault lines for digging, unearthing. During these sessions,
Kapil’s subjects somehow had to find the words to speak the
unspeakable while Cathy Park Hong asked the same thing of her
writing class: pick a question; answer it.
Unwilling to address my mother’s pain or the conse
quences of silence that still rippled through me, I thought,
surely love would be simple enough to define. Alone in my
apartment, cut off from the outside world as a global pandemic
claimed life after life after life, I chose to answer the impossible
question, “Who are you and whom do you love?”
Since that day, I’ve been tossing the question around in
my head. Now I realize the vastness of its scope, too big for me
to answer alone. I think of Ms. Lauryn Hill’s solo album The

Miseducation of Lauryn Hill, and the interludes that feature
conversations between the poet activist Ras Baraka and a group
of children discussing the concept of love. Baraka asks the kids
about the songs and films and other media they know that talk
about love as they giggle through their responses. “You didn’t
know that was about love ’til you saw it on TV and they said it
was about love,” he teases. Just like Bhanu Kapil’s questions in
The Vertical Interrogation of Strangers, if I wanted to learn more
about love, there was no better way than to learn and expand
what I already knew than by inviting people into dialogue, shar
ing our thoughts and ideas with each other.
A question about “whom I love” is easier to answer when
I bring in other voices that offer their opinions to spar with, to
learn from, to behold, and be held by. I use this harana approach
to understanding love, and in my creative practice. It suits my
impulse to literally and figuratively bring people into a room
together. The work I make draws from the ways in which I know
how to be with others. The way I know how to be with others is
in the work of nurturing community.
Community happens in my friends’ homes, at their
kitchen tables or living room sofas lamplit at three in the
morning; chairs are arranged in a circle in community centers;
studio desks covered in energy drinks and handwritten notes;
church basements; library rooms hosting club meetings; stuffy
car interiors on long road trips; karaoke nights; train cars
converted into disco nights; lazy Susan banquet tables at dim
sum halls; gym floors with dumbbells and plates clanging on
the floor; cafés that let patrons sit for hours nursing empty
coffee cups whose foam has long since crusted over; gay bars,
nightclubs, and divey pubs featuring happy hour drink specials;
post-show panel discussions; rehearsal spaces found at a mo
ment’s notice and for cheap; bookstores hosting basement
poetry readings; video chats that last for hours with no one
talking; group chats sending dumb memes back and forth.7 In
these spaces I have felt love, sorrow, fury, and every emotion
in between and steeped in fullness. These spaces are the class
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Scan of The Vertical Integration of Strangers by Bhanu Kapil distributed before Cathy Park Hong’s “Documentary Hybrid Forms” class.

7 So many of these spaces I mention are deeply queer and/or Filipino spaces. Thank you to the
communities of friends and acquaintances who make community happen.
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rooms of my life. Where else would I turn, what else would I go
to learn more about love if not in community?
I begin with research on love through collection, retriev
al, and connection-mapping to establish a grip on the subject.
It’s easy to uphold love as a fundamental human experience, but
attempts to define it proved my lack of language or thinking on
the subject despite the strong feelings I knew I held. Without
others to sound off on, to challenge me, the best I could muster
was an obscenity test for love, that I know it when I see it. I won
der how much or how often others examine what love means to
them and how they practice loving deeply. The mad question:
truly, what is love? And what is it not?
Browsing Timothy Goodman’s work is one place to
start for how love can be woefully misunderstood, especially in
graphic design where flaws and ideologies are reproduced across
media and surface, becoming propaganda that shapes public
sentiment. Having to set aside my critique of his toothless style
that cribs from Keith Haring without the political urgency on
behalf of queer community subjected to state violence and an
tipathy, Goodman’s dross peddles in apolitical, lowest common
denominator, banal graphic doodling. His empty typographic
platitudes are destined for basic Instagrammable canvas tote
bags and other did-you-love-high-school-or-are-you-interesting
nostalgic merchandise, or else festooned upon corporate office
space and public walls in gentrified neighborhoods as cynical
decoration in service to feel-good capitalism. What does his
mural, DON’T BE AFRAID TO ACT LIKE YOU FUCKING
CARE mean when it’s so divorced from context? Who is Good
man’s audience? The mural was commissioned by Tictail, a
startup now subsumed by the online retail platform Shopify.
Does it matter who commissioned the work and for to what end?
What stake did Tictail have in creating communities of care?
How did they enact it? At least LIVE LAUGH LOVE belongs
to the masses with an airtight simplicity.
Goodman bears at least some responsibility for the ongo
ing project of cheapening feeling and romantic sentiment that

contributes to a state where love is as equally abhorrent to
engage with as it is tied to capital and hypocrisy. His earnestness
is a fool’s gold, a bait and switch that deadens the rhetoric
around love, numbing audiences to more honest, complicated
engagement with loving in the face of big-toothed, aw-shucks,
white bread sincerity.
What Goodman claims as his personal style has its imi
tators everywhere and together the hoard evangelizes their agen
da of spreading insipid, fake-deep emotional backwash. Their
love is generic, machine-reproducible. Instead of operating as
subjects in love with the beloved, there is no target, no specifici
ty, no object or objective, and feeling is rendered under a glossy
sheen untouched by the complicated, the difficult, the strange,
messy, grisly act of loving at least as I’ve experienced it.
There is no community this work speaks to or engages
except a fantastical, vague public that resists challenge or com
plexity. There is no dialogue, only a lazy tweet elevated to
signage that so badly wants to bear the significance of truism.
The work is space-agnostic — the opposite of site-specific —
more interested in its own platform than its surroundings. The
creator, their persona, the client clamors for attention from
a one-way mirror. They see only themselves and world peers in.
The work is more than happy to pat itself on the back, fawning
over its overeager display of premeditated authenticity.
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Dialogue cannot exist, however, in the absence of a profound love
for the world and for people. The naming of the world, which is
an act of creation and re-creation, is not possible if it is not
infused with love. Love is at the same time the foundation of
dialogue and dialogue itself. It is thus necessarily the task of
responsible Subjects and cannot exist in a relation of domination.
Domination reveals the pathology of love: sadism in the dominator
and masochism in the dominated. Because love is an act of courage,
not of fear, love is commitment to others. No matter where the
oppressed are found, the act of love is commitment to their cause—
the cause of liberation. And this commitment, because it is loving,
is dialogical. As an act of bravery, love cannot be sentimental; as
an act of freedom, it must not serve as a pretext for manipulation.
It must generate other acts of freedom; otherwise, it is not love.
Only by abolishing the situation of oppression is it possible to
restore the love which that situation made impossible. If I do
not love the world—if I do not love life—if I do not love people—I
cannot enter into dialogue.
PAOLO FREIRE, PEDAGOGY OF THE OPPRESSED (CH. 3, PP 89–90)8

8 Thank you Akhila Khanna for your expertise on Pedagogy of the Oppressed and for teaching it
so skillfully to Romik, who always brought him up in my critiques. This reference is indebted
to you! Thank you Gabriella Seattle for holding the workshop on Pedagogy of the Oppressed all
those years ago and for introducing me to the concept.
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sentiment. Having to set aside my critique of his toothless style
that cribs from Keith Haring without the political urgency on
behalf of queer community subjected to state violence and an
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denominator, banal graphic doodling. His empty typographic
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is a fool’s gold, a bait and switch that deadens the rhetoric
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There is no community this work speaks to or engages
except a fantastical, vague public that resists challenge or com
plexity. There is no dialogue, only a lazy tweet elevated to
signage that so badly wants to bear the significance of truism.
The work is space-agnostic — the opposite of site-specific —
more interested in its own platform than its surroundings. The
creator, their persona, the client clamors for attention from
a one-way mirror. They see only themselves and world peers in.
The work is more than happy to pat itself on the back, fawning
over its overeager display of premeditated authenticity.
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Dialogue cannot exist, however, in the absence of a profound love
for the world and for people. The naming of the world, which is
an act of creation and re-creation, is not possible if it is not
infused with love. Love is at the same time the foundation of
dialogue and dialogue itself. It is thus necessarily the task of
responsible Subjects and cannot exist in a relation of domination.
Domination reveals the pathology of love: sadism in the dominator
and masochism in the dominated. Because love is an act of courage,
not of fear, love is commitment to others. No matter where the
oppressed are found, the act of love is commitment to their cause—
the cause of liberation. And this commitment, because it is loving,
is dialogical. As an act of bravery, love cannot be sentimental; as
an act of freedom, it must not serve as a pretext for manipulation.
It must generate other acts of freedom; otherwise, it is not love.
Only by abolishing the situation of oppression is it possible to
restore the love which that situation made impossible. If I do
not love the world—if I do not love life—if I do not love people—I
cannot enter into dialogue.
PAOLO FREIRE, PEDAGOGY OF THE OPPRESSED (CH. 3, PP 89–90)8

8 Thank you Akhila Khanna for your expertise on Pedagogy of the Oppressed and for teaching it
so skillfully to Romik, who always brought him up in my critiques. This reference is indebted
to you! Thank you Gabriella Seattle for holding the workshop on Pedagogy of the Oppressed all
those years ago and for introducing me to the concept.
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9 Thank you to the natural helpers
training facilitators at API Chaya:
Derek Dizon, Kalayo Pestaño, and
Kiyomi Fujikawa.
10 Thank you Romik Bose Mitra for inspiring me to write my own criticism in this thesis. Your willingness to tackle big ideas and challenge yourself gave me the confidence to address my disdain for Timothy Goodman which was clearly just waiting for an outlet. Thank you Nora Khan,
the MOMUS emerging critics residency, and my peers at RISD for teaching me how to thoughtfully critique design. Thank you Betsey Brock and
Jayme Yen at On the Boards for giving me my first arts criticism gig through the On the Boards Writers Ambassadorship program.

In this lack of commitment to dialogue and checking-in
with others, it’s easy to imagine how the phrase, or other phrases
Goodman has illustrated like LOVE IS UNDEFEATED could
be weaponized against the acritical, neoliberal communities
I assume he is speaking to and on behalf. So many examples of
violence occur because people say they merely loved too much.
From classic examples of spurned lovers or the modern incel
with a gun, love also bears the capacity for harm. In my work
with advocacy groups and community organizing for survivors
of intimate partner violence, I am wary of these public murals
speaking at ground-level to potential survivors of domestic
abuse as much as to their abusers.9 Devoid of context besides its
commission as a PR stunt on behalf of a web app, it is irrespon
sible to encourage loving fearlessly if that also means operating
without fear of repercussions, when control and domination
masquerades as love. If love is as powerful as Goodman pro
poses — and I think it is — shouldn’t we take it more seriously?
Shouldn’t we avoid and shun substanceless drivel on what could
have been a much more purposeful (if not just more interesting)
use of public space? Shouldn’t we care?10
So then I ask once more: what is love and how do I define
it? How do I not make the same mistakes in my attempt to des
cribe love? The task asks me to scrutinize myself as a lover, to be
critical of how I express it and my relationships with others. The
lover must contend with their position as a subject in relation to
objects of their affection.
The lover risks acting with manipulation, domination,
and violence if they cannot distinguish between affection and
objectification. It’s hard to balance an expectation of ideal love
with love that’s practical and grounded. I can imagine the ways
I want to be loved by others — with more consideration, more
respect, honesty, earnestness, and grace — and so there must
be better and worse ways to love. Depending on the lover’s
interpretation (tough love or tainted love, for example), the
application of love can be just as liberating as it can be harmful.
This is why love is rightfully terrifying. One must be willing to

love but maybe some measure of fear, as in awe, is necessary to
truly act in accordance with the words put out into the world.
But I digress.
Beyond aiming for a singular definition of love, there’s
the issue of alternate, opposing, competing perspectives on the
matter and perhaps a one-size-fits-all definition is unfeasible.
Goodman already demonstrates its problematic representation
at least in Western society. As love saturates the fabric of life —
its representation woven through mass media, consumption, art,
morality, and politics — love’s ubiquity within culture makes its
study appear unserious or silly as an endeavor. Cultural baggage
like love’s primacy in Hallmark holidays have done serious dam
age to the face of love as a shamelessly coercive arm of consum
erist manipulation. But is this love’s fault? The heart-on-theirsleeve sycophants of the Goodman variety have certainly done
their damage. Sentimentality, plain old heartbreak, the oppor
tunistic cynicism of consumerism, and every other reason have
created weary lovers. The jadedness is real, enough so that just
Valentine’s Day is a visceral affront11 (I’m used to others groan
ing at my love for the holiday but I really do sympathize).
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Promo for the Hallmark Channel original movie, Nature of Love (2020, dir. Marita Grabiak). According to the film
synopsis: “City girl Katie, who is supposed to write a magazine feature on a glamping resort, faces her fears by
trying the camp's activities with a rugged outdoorsman and nature guide.” This love, sadly, is not for me.

11 I just want to note here how happy I am that the cohort at RISD I’m
graduating with loves Valentine’s Day and we through the Valentine’s Day
party ever. You really should have been there.
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12 Shout out to my students from my Wintersession type elective class who let me assign them with the
task of making Live Laugh Love postcards. The results were more than I could have ever expected. Thank
you for humoring me. Your work and engagement through that project inspired this section of my writing.

Love’s oversaturation has also produced some of the
greatest works of theory and fiction, from classic page-turners
to contemporary epics that continue to expand on the question
of love. Rather than devalue and degrade love through care
lessness and weariness, I endeavor to value and dignify it with
an open attitude. When I read criticism of love (or confront my
own pessimism for that matter) as a conservative, compromised
force, the critic implies that there is a better, more progressive
love. While naming forms of injurious love, skeptics admit the
inverse and bear their optimism plain: love is a healing, sustain
ing, nourishing force that we must never take for granted.
We can isolate love as an aesthetic form and examine how
it revels in schmaltz and melodrama. I cite the discog raphy of
Celine Dion, romantic comedies (celebrity vehicle and B-/C/D-list alike), trade paperback novels, and public imagination
of the gendered, middle-aged devotees of the aforementioned
LIVE LAUGH LOVE-style home decor.12 I gleefully and
unironically treasure these representations for their ardor. In
contrast, Goodman’s work is also earnest but in the direction
that maintains an aloof, cool distance. His safe, toothless appeal
is primed for corporate investment and marketing departments
calculating the cost of commission against a projected boost
in brand image. Tossing that work in the bin, I’m interested in
representations of love that aren’t safe, aren’t marketable, that
are vulnerable to the point of embarrassment and disdain, are
reg arded as passé or with skepticism. That is, I’m interested in
the representations of love that align with harana.
To begin by always thinking of love as an action rather than a
feeling is one way in which anyone using the word in this manner
automatically assumes accountability and responsibility. We are
often taught we have no control over our “feelings.” Yet most of us
accept that we choose our actions, that intention and will inform
what we do. We also accept that our actions have consequences. To
think of actions shaping feelings is one way we rid ourselves of
conventionally accepted assumptions such as that parents love their
children, or that one simply “falls” in love without exercising will
or choice, that there are such things as “crimes of passion,” i.e.
he killed her because he loved her so much. If we were constantly
remembering that love is as love does, we would not use the word in
a manner that devalues and degrades its meaning.
BELL HOOKS, ALL ABOUT LOVE
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I’m drawn to bell hooks’s call for love as direct action:
love as a verb rather than a noun is a means of acknowledging
the lover’s agency. As an action, love demands thoughtfulness in
execution rather than a pedestal for better admiration as a noun.
Harana is both a social ritual and the act of serenading. Through
this model, love is attached to a verb, the serenade for enacting.
This action of loving differs from imagining the thing of love
because an action cannot exist without its subject, which harana
has roles for and builds into its process. Love is an endeavor we
choose to perform towards the people we care about and harana
marks the actor and the acted upon within space.
Harana’s spatial quality eludes the stereotypical, permis
sible, defanged conceptions of love that I deplore. The spatial
properties of love are arranged by the emotions that elicit its
feeling in the lover. In Sara Ahmed’s essay, “Collective Feelings:
Or, The Impressions Left by Others,” Ahmed describes “the
relationship between movement and attachment implicit in
emotion.” Through emotion we contact, we connect, we form
contingencies (which has its root in Latin for touch), and navi
gate our proximity to others. We long to feel close. We feel the
pain of distance. It’s through proximity and movement through
space that we show our love.
...I want to argue that emotions work to create the very distinction
between the inside and the outside, and that this separation takes
place through the very movement engendered by responding to others
and objects. Rather than locating emotion in the individual or the
social, we can see that emotionality—as a responsiveness to and
openness towards the worlds of others—involves an interweaving
of the personal with the social, and the affective with the
mediated. [...] it is through the movement of emotions that the very
distinction between inside and outside, or the individual and the
social, is effected in the first place.
SARA AHMED, “COLLECTIVE FEELINGS: OR, THE IMPRESSIONS LEFT BY
OTHERS” (28)

Ahmed goes on to describe the projection of oneself as
a surface entity, the conception of our bodies as a “projection
of a surface,” that connects to a definition of graphic design.
Surfaces come together and they separate. To be moved is to
bring these surfaces closer together as they brush against each
43
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14 Of course it wasn’t all gloom. A deep gratitude to Nick Larson who kept me company and drove me and our friends to
grocery stores. He also cut my hair after months without maintenance which was an act of intimacy that I still treasure
to this day. Thank you also to Sophia, Romik, and Daphne who braved the strange COVID landscape to meet me in
person. Thank you Daphne in particular for holding the best bean-themed birthday party on Zoom when we needed it.

other. Our sense of surface defines the bounds of one thing and
another; selfhood and the threshold of others’ bodies, feelings,
and emotions. The surface mediates our relationship to inside
and outside; they are planes for projection, for reading, for navi
gation. The surface is also the site of graphic design’s mediation
between people and the world.
Rebecca Solnit extends the surface of the self into the
extended surface of the social body where our attachments to
others create a shared realm of feeling. The social body is a skin
of combined surfaces. The people who make up its bubble agree
to come into contact, move and touch each other, and regard
one another with mutual empathy. In her book, The Faraway
Nearby, Solnit writes, “‘I feel for you,’ people say. If pain defines
the boundaries of the body, you participate in the social body
with those you empathize with, whose pain pains you — and
whose joy is also contagious.”13 Pain as well as love are sensations
that tell us where our body is in space. Again, from Ahmed:

The beginning of COVID and disembodied isolation but make it a Spongebob Squarepants meme. The absence
of people and foot traffic, even in Providence, Rhode Island where I was living felt visceral and complete. Perhaps
this edited Squidward meme can really drive that experience home for readers in the future.

When there is no love to be found, when there is no
contact between oneself and others, the absence of loving pres
ence can be as loud as love itself. It would be as if the self didn’t
exist at all, the phantom self. In the grip of COVID-19 and
isolated from other people, I felt disembodied from myself.
Days blurred together like I barely existed while confined to my
apartment during quarantine. Doom scrolling on my phone
as the death toll rose and rose, horror and resentment were the
only feelings that connected me to the world.14
Choosing to be open to love (and pain) allows those feel
ings to touch me back. Love and emotion are not merely felt

out of thin air, but something that presses against, enacts, and
marks my sense of self in relation to others. When I think of my
love for family, friends, and lovers, no expression of love for any
one person feels appropriate to graft onto another because we
are in contact with each other in different ways, in unique prox
imities. The way I express love is different for each individual
and fits the relationship dynamics set up between us across this
spatial mapping. There have been times when I loved someone
so intensely I was willing to be consumed by that love and grew
frenzied negotiating our impermeable distance. There were
times when I ought to have been more loving than I had been,
more kind, more understanding and held a different idea of
proximity than the person on the other side of the expanse. Tra
versing these spaces in relation to other bodies and accounting
for who belongs to my personal sense of a body politic are the
demands of love that scales with the lover’s ability to imagine
their capacity for love’s dominion. In this sense, love is bounded
by the limits of imagination.
In Sally Rooney’s novel, Conversations with Friends, a
character writes in an email to another, “To love someone under
capitalism you have to love everyone.” 15 Loving others differ
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It is not that pain causes the forming of the surface. Such a
reading would ontologize pain (and indeed sensation more broadly) as
that which ‘drives’ being itself. Rather, it is through the flow of
sensations and feelings that become conscious as pain and pleasure
that different surfaces are established. [...] It is through such
painful encounters between this body and other objects, including
other bodies, that ‘surfaces’ are felt as ‘being there’ in the first
place. To be more precise, the impression of a surface is an effect
of such intensifications of feeling.
SARA AHMED, “COLLECTIVE FEELINGS: OR, THE IMPRESSIONS LEFT BY
OTHERS” (29)

15 Sally Rooney came up in a conversation with Will Mianecki about love, separate from my thesis.
He went home and scanned the whole section and sent it to me later, without me even asking for it.
Your deep love of love comes through, and I appreciate you as a fellow lover of Valentine’s Day.

13 Thank you Jayme Yen for introducing me to Rebecca Solnit. I still
have your copy and I swear I’ll return it to you one day! I’ve since
bought and recommended her book to others because it’s so
good. You set off the domino chain for us all.
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16 Where my Blinks at? Shout out to Arabella Bautista and Velva Kelly for
always being my most enthusiastic K-pop-loving friends.
17 Reference suggested by Adam Fein who helped my
writing so much as TA to Ann West in Spring 2021.
18 John 3:16, which you may have seen on
a Chick-Fil-A package or something.

ently because of the conditions of our relationship introduces
a sense of competition or scarcity. This scarcity is the kind of
love that capitalism engenders, the kind of love that we must
critique. But loving others in the abstract absconds the lover
from site-specificity and to love generally and it means loving no
one at all. This love instead becomes a package, a product, that
one is trying to sell. To borrow the words of K-pop girl group
BLACKPINK, Let’s Kill! This! Love!16
Let’s imagine a truly indiscriminate love: an endless field
that includes everyone both specifically, broadly and in equal
measure, a perpetual love that loses none of its compassion and
fellow-feeling. This love seems so impossibly encompassing, so
divine, that to truly experience such a love would shatter the
world itself, much less capitalism. In Hannah Arendt’s doctoral
thesis published in 1929, Love and Saint Augustine (Der Liebes
begriff bei Augustin. Versuch einer philosophischen Interpretation;
On the concept of love in the thought of Saint Augustine: Attempt
at a philosophical interpretation), Arendt wrote, “Amor mun
di  —  warum ist es so schwer, die Welt zu lieben?” (Love of the
world  — why is it so difficult to love the world?).17 Amor mundi
is a love of the world in its entirety. It’s loving what the world
is today while maintaining enough criticality to imagine how
much more it could be: a love without judgement or rejection.
Wouldn’t such love be a revolution, a complete transformation
of everything that came before?
Nearly 100 years later and I can still only conceive of such
a love as it exists in scripture (“For God so loved the world, that
He gave His only begotten Son”18) or in a speculative future
where we are better, more loving than we are today. From my
experiences in Christianity, I saw how far away people were
from emulating the love that I needed as a queer child. What if
they loved the way the bible says we should? And so I am skep
tical of human love and just as prone to judging others, a far cry
from Hannah Arendt’s amor mundi. In looking for passages in
scripture that define love, 1 Corinthians comes to mind from my
memories of listening to Ms. Lauryn Hill’s song “Tell Him.”
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Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not; charity
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, Doth not behave itself
unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no
evil; Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the truth; Beareth
all things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all
things. [...] And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but
the greatest of these is charity.
1 CORINTHIANS 13:4–7, 13, KING JAMES BIBLE
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast,
it is not proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not selfseeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of wrongs.
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always
protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. [...] And
now these three remain: faith, hope and love. But the greatest of
these is love.
1 CORINTHIANS 13:4–7, 13, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION
Now I may have faith to make mountains fall, but if I lack love then
I am nothin’ at all. I can give away everything I possess
But left without love then I have no happiness. [...] I’ll never
be jealous and I won’t be too proud ’cause love is not boastful and
love is not loud.
MS. LAURYN HILL, “TELL HIM,” THE MISEDUCATION OF LAURYN HILL

Imagine, if you can, a selfless love untainted by capital
ism. The Greeks did. The King James Bible and the New In
ternational Version translate the Greek word ἀγάπη (agapē) as
charity or love, respectively. Agapē in the Christian conception
of love translates into English as the unconditional love of God
for humanity.19 In turn, humanity shows their love for god by
expressing unconditional love for fellow mortals. Along with
agapē, other classic Greek words for love include éros (intimate,
sexual love), philía (friendly, dispassionate love between equals),
philautia (self-love), storgē (familial love and affection), and
xenia (hospitable love for guests & strangers).
The Greek words for love form a taxonomy of definitions
that English tends to distinguish instead through levels of in
tensity. Affection, appreciation, fondness, and other words for
love in English describe degrees of love, but not necessarily a
love for what or for whom. Lust or hospitality have superficial
similarities to eros or xenia, but don’t bear the gravity of the
word ‘love’ that American culture expresses primarily through
romance, reinforced in popular media. While agapē represents
49

19 For a popular examination of the differences between agape and eros, the anime
series Yuri!!! on Ice by Sayo Yamamoto and Mitsuro Kubo is essential viewing. It’s
the first time I heard of agape myself. Thank you to Nadine Tabing and Rachel Rose
Ulgado Waterhouse for introducing me to that life-changing TV show.
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Excerpt of
“Different Ways
of Saying ‘love’
and ‘I love you’ in
Kapampángan”
by Siuálâ Ding
Meángûbié.
www.siuala.com/
kaluguran

Since there are many ways to say “love”
and “I love” you in Kapampángan, it is
difficult to translate certain sentences
containing these complex sentiments into
English: 1) Maliári méng pakamálan ing
métung a táwu bistá man é mé kaluguran,
anti mó ing kapaté mung kapatad. É me
kaluguran dápot pakamálan mé pa mú rin
úling kadáyá mé. É mé buring pánasakitan
da réng áliwâ. É mé mú naman buring
ákákit mámagkasákit king bié na. Dápot
é mu néman kaluguran (You can love
(pakamálan) someone without necessar
ily having to love (kaluguran) him, like the
brother that you always quarrel with. You
don’t love (kaluguran) him but you love
(pákamálan) him because you share the
same blood. You don’t want people to hurt
him. You don’t want to see him suffer. But
you don’t love (kaluguran) him). 2) Wa, ing
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Balén mung Tíbuan súkat yang palsintan
at pakamálan, dápot ing Indú táng Tíbuan
kailángan téng luguran (Yes, you must
love (pálsintan) and love (pákamálan) the
country of your birth, but you have to love
(luguran) your Indung Tíbuan). 3) É ra naka
man kaluguran dápot bálang míkit kata lálú
rakang pángaibúgan (I do not even love
(kaluguran) you but every time I see you,
the more that i love (pángaibúgan) you).
4) Kaluat da nakang pálsintán! Ót manggá
man rugú ngéni é mu ku pa kaluguran?
(How I love (pálsintan) you for the longest
time! How come you still don’t love
(kaluguran) me up to now?).

not simply “you” but “you in direct relation to me.” There
is no perfect translation in English for the entanglement kita
expresses, which is an attempt to reconcile the boundaries
between discrete, impermeable surfaces: the first and second
persons. Kita is a linguistic collapse of personal spaces.
In Kapampangan, the word for love is kaluguran, which
also means friend or beloved. Although I can understand the
language at a basic level, I can’t speak the language and had
to learn the word for love on my own. I looked up “kaluguran”
for the first time when I was 19 when my boyfriend at the time
and I were teaching each other how to say I love you in all the
ways we knew how. He taught me the phrase in Mandarin and
I realized only then that I didn’t know the words and never even
heard my parents say it out loud. After Googling the phrase on
my phone and sounding it out, I uttered a garbled kaluguran
daka, unsure where to place the stress on the syllables.20
Language is a spell with which we create worlds and sum
mon others into them. It expands and collapses space and the
people in it. I’m interested in how people say “I love you,” ex
plicitly or implicitly, verbally or nonverbally, and how the spell
works across a spectrum of cultural registers.
For a while, I wrote letters to my friend Fausto. I was
finding it difficult to keep a personal diary for my own thoughts,
so instead I started a project of writing a few paragraphs a day
to Fausto. I imagined my were in the vein of fictional, one-way
testimonies by the minister John Ames to his infant son in
Marilynne Robinson’s 2004 novel Gilead,21 the very real emails
between Kathy Acker and McKenzie Wark collected in I’m Very
into You,22 and the romantic letters between Kahlil Gibran and
Mary Haskell. I never told him explicitly (beyond the times
when I did, or when I do) but the intimacy of letting someone in
on my most private thoughts — a one-way transmission where
I sent an email and never revisited them — was a kind of vulner
ability I reserve for only those I truly trust. This trust was borne
out of a love that he and I fostered over years and years, falling
apart and towards each other in turns. Did Fausto know this
51

21 I first read Gilead in San Francisco when I was
penniless in San Francisco living with Julie Seltzer
and Velva Kelly and the book still reminds me of that
desperate, wonderful time in my life with them.

the highest form of love, its translation as “charity” adds nuance
to the expression, interpreted as a selfless act of compassion. In
English charity isn’t synonymous with love. It implies a direc
tion, an uneven relationship. If I told my lover I felt charitable
towards them, they may not feel flattered.
The love languages of my family and my early education
in love are rooted in music rather than words. Even without a
knowledge of harana before I saw the documentary about it,
I recognized how music was integral to my family’s expressions
of love as a proxy for earnest feelings my parents are too stoic to
express. The conversations about love that I never had with my
parents, instead I heard from their music collection. I remem
ber playing and replaying a cassette tape labeled “Love Songs”
written in my father’s handwriting. He must have recorded the
audio himself and I like to think of him patiently sitting by the
radio waiting to hit the red button to capture “The Power of
Love” by Celine Dion for my mom and him to listen to together.
Before I learned how to say I love you, I sang it. I learned how to
say I love you in English before I learned the phrase in my fami
ly’s mother tongues.
I love to tell people that in Tagalog, the word for love,
mahal, also means expensive. To say “I love you,” (mahal kita),
one emphasizes the other’s preciousness. Kita is a unique pro
noun in Tagalog that collapses and projects the first person
singular (ako) onto the second person singular (ikaw). Kita is

22 Nora Khan introduced me to I’m Very Into You during an advising
session and to McKenzie Wark in general in her Criticism in the
Age of A.I. graduate seminar class in Spring 2020. What a time to
be taking that class as Zoom started taking over our lives.
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20 I’ve thought about asking my parents how
to properly pronounce the words, but I
either shy away out of embarrassment if I
don’t forget entirely.
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about my letters to him? Did I have to say it directly in order for
it to be real? Was it a selfish practice to offload my thoughts onto
him? In the end the emails were unsustainable. One day I wrote
a letter to Fausto and never wrote another. My letters to Fausto
were a harana of their own.
I don’t even want you to be a poet or painter: I want you to be
whatever you are led or impelled to become.
[...]
Nothing you become will disappoint me; I have no preconception that
I’d like to see you be or do. I have no desire to foresee you, only
to discover you. You can’t disappoint me.
MARY HASKELL IN A LETTER TO KAHLIL GIBRAN

Letter writing, texting, calling someone on the phone —
the act of calling closer is an artful practice. Frank O’Hara knew
this when he invented Personism. We must perform, summon,
sustain our discipline. Love is not mere sentiment but an act
of production. Communicating, reaching out to others, from
designing experiences to writing emails, is when I feel the most
creatively fulfilled. I feel like an artist because I am engaged in
the act of creating the world as I want it to be: collapsing dis
tances through vulnerability, imagination, and care. Eric Fromm
said, “Is love an art? Then it requires knowledge and effort.”

Digital common spaces have served as a substitute for being together physically, and in my experience there are
ways of gathering online that feel restorative and other ways that induce fatigue. I explore this in my work by the
necessity of being removed from the communities I would normally engage with.
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Approaching love seriously means one can bea master
at loving and in my practice I grow towards mastery through
spatial engagements for gathering in community. Amidst other
people I can work through ideas and learn from each other.
Design emerges in the convening and in the exploration.
Regardless of the content or impulses I grapple with in
the work, love is perpetually present from movement in space,
the ways my participants and I move together: we come nearer
and we risk growing closer, physically and emotionally. We be
come a community, even if only for a brief time, and we take our
lessons with us after we leave. We decide how much or how little
to apply those lessons in our lives from then on.
In this sense, the kitchen, the living room sofa, the chat
application, the long ferry ride, the letter and other social are
nas become educational spaces for staging a pedagogy of love
while harana serves as my the dialogical model for knowledge
production. My application of harana as a spatial practice cre
ates a structure to gather with others on meeting grounds and
digital commons. I build community through movement and
community moves me to share ideas, histories, and feelings with
friends, lovers, and strangers alike. This practice is developing
as I mature in my skill as a mediator through repeated engage
ment, abject failure, and generous guidance in critique. Perhaps
this formalization reduces love’s spontaneity while appearing
precalculated. But people entering into these spaces have indi
vidual agency and autonomy that ensures no gathering is the
same as another. As in live theatre, people engage in these spaces
as performers within a socially constructed stage.
Harana isn’t just an invitation to come closer. It’s a social
ritual as a mode of engagement, a staging of performance with
roles and parts to play, and an excuse for conversations that oth
erwise wouldn’t occur. Love, emotion, feeling, harana all share
a physicality of movement, of contact and proximity towards a
zone where the possibility of sharing can occur. Emotion com
pels us to materialize our interiority with others. Graphic design
can do this as well, with knowledge and effort.
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My design and art practice recreates these opportunities
for dialogue and closeness, my topics ranging from loneliness,
intimacy, joy, uncertainty, and departure. I express my interest
in emotion through content and subject matter, but the engage
ment, the community I build with others is the outcome I seek
through experiential form making: through workshops, perfor
mances, and opportunities for experimentation and play.
My writing practice is also linked: gathering my thoughts
and citing various voices — the result of emotional and intel
lectual labor by myself and others, sleepless nights composing,
editing, and rewriting — I’ve had more conversations about
love than I expected for a subject so fraught and misunderstood.
Conversations with advisors, critics, professors, friends, and
strangers buoyed my research against doubts that threatened to
overwhelm me. Inside the space of this essay their contributions
are made manifest. For example, early in the process, I was the
recipient of a beautiful letter by my professor, Anne West.

An email as a follow-up to a discussion referencing a
mixture of voices, further mixed into an essay with even more
voices, still — this is an image of love as I know it, a vertical slice
of my practice in collapsing space, inviting others closer so we
can share our ideas and personal histories as prompted by crea
tive prompts.
This work is something I’d rather not do alone. The ha
ranista isn’t always the lover. Lovers who don’t have the singing
chops hire haranistas and other musicians to speak serenade
on their behalf. It takes a community of people with different
skills to support each other, so that everyone can feel loved. It’s
through the generosity of others, that we are able to reach out
for connection with confidence.
Look at what love brought into my practice! Look at what
it gives me through the conversations I have with others. Before,
I had only loose ideas about love and now I know how much
more there is to learn. This is the nature of love.
Anne Carson asks, “What does the lover want from
love?” She explains that it is not fusion with the beloved, but
the exquisite ache of extending one’s arms out for them.23 This
is why Helen’s beauty is never described, only the reactions she
provokes in her admirers. Her beauty is perfect in its imaginable
ambiguity, her canvas blank for the mind to run wild. “For his
delight is in reaching; to reach for something perfect would be
perfect delight.”
I’d rather question the nature of love in perpetuity than
believe I’ve captured a perfect account of it. In seeking, I solicit
the aid of others and we come together to imagine a collective, a
community of feeling, a body of emotion.24 My invitation is for
engagement, a harana I sing to activate our social nature as peo
ple. This is how I learn what it means to be human, how to be in
the world. This is the way I know how to be an artist, a designer,
a facilitator, a creator, a question-asker, and a lover: more realms
for love to flourish, more love to accept when it’s offered, more
love to give by coming just a little bit closer.

Anne West is a person whose passion for teaching comes through, who teaches me how I want to teach others.
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24 Mariah Carey sang, “You’ve got me feeling emotions / deeper than
I’ve ever dreamed of. / You’ve got me feeling emotions / higher than
the heavens above” and I felt that.

ALL ABOUT LOVE OR SOMETHING NEARBY

23 Credit to Anne West, as you can see in her
email, for her reference to Anne Carson.
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Will Mianecki

RYAN DIAZ

I’m going to play a song real quick,
would you mind?

LORRAINE LAU

No, go right ahead.

ADDY ELKETAMI

Yes, please, play a song.

RYAN DIAZ

RYAN DIAZ

What I’m asking in my thesis is: can art or any creative en
deavor teach you how to be more loving? Or, how did you
learn to be more loving yourselves? Or, what does it mean
to … Or, I guess … I didn’t really structure this interview
beforehand because I thought, It’s my friends, I don’t really
need to think too hard about it, and now thinking to myself,
Wait, what am I even asking?

LORRAINE LAU

Just to set up the mood.
And if you could listen very intently.
Really put yourself in it.

Work it out. Work it out.

Ryan DIAZ

What would be a more fruitful question?
Okay. What is love?

( RYAN PLAYS “I LOVE YOU” BY CELINE DION )

( ADDY BURSTS INTO GAY LAUGHTER )

RYAN DIAZ

Alright, thanks for humoring me! The questions I’m asking in my thesis
are: What does it mean to be loving? How do you allow for people to
change and what it take to be transformed? What did you think of the
song? I had intended to play the song regardless, as I hit play I thought,
Oh, this feels pretty close to home. [Lorraine & Addy are dating.]

LORRAINE LAU

Oh my goodness.

ADDY ELKETAMI

What is love. Wow.
( EVERYONE STARTS LAUGHING, GAYLY )

Ryan DIAZ

I’ll give you a moment. Also,
Will wants to say “a second hand emotion.”

WILL MIANECKI

It’s about how Ryan and I met.
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LORRAINE LAU

RYAN DIAZ

Okay. Love is active. It’s a verb. It’s not just an idea.
Love is a perpetual state of renewal. It’s not just
about your feelings but how your feelings are aligned
with the actions you perform with care and consider
ation. That’s just a little part of it, I think.

So how does anyone learn to love? Is it reading, emulation, visualization? I res
onate with the idea that you have to be self-loving first. But if loving is a prac
tice — which I think is true and that there is an art to it — why are we so uneducat
ed in it if we have all the opportunity to practice self-love and self-care. You know

RYAN DIAZ

how in fantasy stories when people can learning magic? If I were in those universes,
I’d be fucking learning magic all the fucking time, are you kidding me? I’d have my
nose always buried in a book. I’d make some magic fucking happen.

Can you love inexpertly or like a novice?
Are there levels of learning how to love or
do you just love?

ADDY ELKETAMI
Yeah!

Ryan DiAZ

But the characters are always like,
“Magic? Ugh! I’m tired!”

ADDY ELKETAMI

Oh, I think so. Personally.

LORRAINE LAU

( LORRAINE BURSTS INTO GAY LAUGHTER )

LORRAINE LAU

You can be kind of sloppy or …
sorry, Addy, you go.

They’re like, “Ugh, homework!”

RYAN DIAZ

Yes! It’s homework! So we have all the opportunity to practice
self-love but I don’t know if I’m actively trying to learn all the
time. So how do I learn how to love? Love myself and others.

ADDY ELKETAMI

ADDY ELKETAMI

Yeah, you can be a novice because it’s an action
and a container or a context for action. You can
lack practice, you can just not be that good at care.
Maybe you don’t understand the context to act
upon. Love is a skill in the way that it gets better

I think that there’s a whole lot of information out there. You
learn how to love reading, interacting with people, practicing
empathy, learning from others’ experiences, and listening to
people around you. This is kind of embarrassing but I’m a re
searcher. I Google “what is this feeling?” all the time.

with learning and practicing and reflection.

LORRAINE LAU

LORRAINE LAU

We were just talking about that!

And nobody’s perfect. To really be loving you have to also love yourself.
You’re kind of entering this contract: I’m going to care for myself as I care
for you because I can’t do the former if I’m not doing the latter. You have

to learn that and sometimes you just can’t be perfect at it. I’ve always been
like, Oh my god, do we have to go to therapy for forty years in order to be close to
people? No! Because that’s unrealistic. Love is less about being perfect and
about asking yourself if you have a commitment to learning. It’s practicing
the self-awareness to learn more about yourself as well as learning about the
other person. A commitment to taking feedback, right? I don’t really do that
super well. Love is something that grows, it’s evolving, it’s not static.
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ADDY ELKETAMI

I do! I look at the information that’s out there because the experience of lov
ing — or any emotion — is not new for anyone. And there’s hella people putting
out thoughtful information about all of this shit that’s insightful and gives a per
spective for the introspection that’s needed to love others. There are ways to prac
tice that you maybe hadn’t thought of before. Maybe you can’t see it when you’re
actively engaged with a partner, friend, family member, or anyone that you love.
But when you look at love from the outside, you can open yourself up to that ex
perience and go, “Oh! Okay, maybe I should think of this in a different way.”
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Tools that help you reflect or sort
through past takeaways.

Ryan DIAZ
I definitely feel that it’s hard to be loving to the people you’re sup
posed to love the most. You’re too deep in it. There isn’t a level of re

moval where you can think more clearly because you’re in the moment,
responding on the fly. You need that external space for you to practice
and learn how to be more loving, then you can bring that learning back
into the shared, internal space. I’m writing about how artists or any per
son making anything can foster a space for learning. It’s like simulation
exporting into the real world, which is where performance comes in. You
can practice being loving through a rehearsal or emulation of love.

LORRAINE LAU

Yes! Communicate from that place. This year, when I started doing research into
nonviolent communication, I realized for myself how I want every interaction to
feel like. And I thought about how some interactions aren’t how I want them to be.
Every person at their core wants to be understood. What if every time I have an
interaction it can be about communicating that I want to understand the other
person and that I also want to be understood? I want to communicate that I want

to care about someone, or maybe I don’t and I’m totally neutral. It’s been so help
ful for me when I’m with my family. Even being aware of my emotional response
to someone who is irritating me when I’m feeling all of this stuff and I’m not my
best self, now I can see why I feel that way and I can step back and reflect. I’m not
perfect either, but I’m trying my best. There’s an element of self-compassion, too.
That’s just an example of where I’m trying to grow. Being able to see how kids grow
that way too, It’s incredible being a part of that.

ADDY ELKETAMI

RYAN DIAZ

It’s like a sport or something if loving is an action. If you’re playing
a sport and your form is wack, correcting it in real time by repeating
the form over and over isn’t going to help. But if somebody shows you
or if you watch yourself doing the action, you’ll know where you can
adjust. The first time you go back to practicing it’s not going to be
perfect, but if you know the adjustment and practice it over and over
your form will improve.

Do you think more people are good at loving
than bad at loving or vice versa? And what
do you think contributes to that?

LORRAINE LAU

Do you mean in the world, generally?

RYAN DIAZ

I’m looking at ways we think about love. I’ve
been reading a lot of episode reviews of The
Bachelor/Bachelorette, which I know is not
the best place to look.

LORRAINE LAU

I’ve learned so much about these concepts from being a teacher. How do we make
a space where little kids who are in these situations for the first time have a really
robust instinct towards care, compassion, and empathy. We’re coaching them at
the preschool and coaching ourselves. How do you strengthen this muscle? I’ve
been learning a lot about different modes of communication and different ways
of teaching or using discipline that’s not punitive. I want to honor that every per
son is doing the best they can. And even just starting from that understanding

and building compassion through starting from that mindset. Knowing others
are doing the best they can with the situations in their lives and going from there.
Maybe I don’t understand and maybe I’ll never understand and maybe the other
person is being very harmful. I’m not going to start from a place of essentializing
somebody and then operating from a place of fear.

RYAN DIAZ
You can’t treat people like they’re static
and have no agency to change.

LORRAINE LAU

Oh, we love that show! Oh my god, yes!

ADDY ELKETAMI
Bachelor Nation!

RYAN DIAZ

I went back and read a review by Ali Barthwell for Vulture from Jojo’s season
of The Bachelorette (Season 12). I remember Wells was kicked off the show
because he said love was about settling into something and that you couldn’t
always feel 100% excited to see someone and that was fine by him. But Jojo
said there had to be fireworks every time you see each other.

ADDY ELKETAMI

Hmm … that’s toxic.
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Wells said he thought as much, too, and she kicked him off the show right then
and there. I’m wondering why people have a fairytale idea of love. I’m also trying
to be really critical about how people talk about love. Because love can be a very
strong emotion. Love and what it might offer is undeniably powerful. But that
same power can be distorted and used to manipulate others. I read an essay by
Sara Ahmed about how love asserts boundaries between yourself and others. You
become aware of where you end and others begin. The people you don’t love are
just floating in the ether and you don’t need to care what happens to them or where
you are in proximity to them. When you know where your sphere of care ends, even
though our bubbles are so close to each other, love emerges from the frustration
that you can’t actually become one with someone else. Love paradoxically strength
ens our awareness of our distance from each other. A while back, Will mentioned a
Sally Rooney novel, Conversations with Friends. One of the characters in the book
says that to truly love someone under capitalism you have to love everyone. We’ve
talked about that before, Lorraine, how difficult it is to be loving. Accepting that
people are not fixed, that they can change, and to truly believe in the practice of
transformative justice, I have to extend my love to the people who hate me, the
racists, the misogynists, the cruel and depraved. I must believe that they can
be reformed. I have to believe that people are not disposable. But I also think to

myself, No! I can’t love the people who don’t believe in my validity or my friends’
validity as human beings. It feels impossible to love like that, to love so generously
and so patiently. Love is so complicated yet we tend to have very simple, idealis
tic ways of thinking about it. The four of us agree that love is an action and not just
a feeling, but don’t you think a lot of people need to get to that point, even?

LORRAINE LAU

Addy Elketami
The white supremacist’s distortion of love,
or anyone’s distortion of love, comes down
to the idea of control. That’s when you get

into abuse, which is about crossing some
one’s boundaries. Distorted love isn’t about
saying, I am me and you are you and I can care
for you from over there. It’s about wanting to
control everything in order to be loving or
needing to control someone else in order to
experience what I think is love.

Lorraine Lau
The distortion also comes from the wrongful idea that to feel the
fullness of your own humanity you can’t recognize someone else’s.
It’s the idea that you can only recognize people who resemble your
self in your sphere of care. That love is conditional and contingent

upon a rejection of others. It doesn’t align with the conception of love
as an action. It has to do with how we use the word “love,” so it’s also
a nomenclature thing.

Addy Elketami

It’s just like how romantic love or the white supremacist’s con
ception of love for other white people or whatever can go so
wrong, people use the word love to manipulate others and assert
control. The word, “love,” packs a punch. Its power and mean
ing is easily distorted and exploited.

We talked the other day about loving and also coming to an un
derstanding… Addy, what did we say? I am me and you are you.
To really be able to hold somebody as somebody who is im
portant to you, someone you love, you have to accept that you
can’t control of them.

Addy Elketami

Maybe this is not about romantic love but it can be, and it can
extend to all types of love: you have to have boundaries in or
der to be loving. And you can love humanity for existing in and
of itself, while still having standards for humanity, romantic
partners, and family. Some things are unacceptable for how
I want to interact with others. While being loving to others for

LORRAINE LAU

We’ve been talking about ideas of merit — deserving and
undeserving. Merit has to do with expanding or contract
ing your social sphere and the people with whom you iden
tify with, people who you recognize as part of your idea of
community. When identifying with others becomes condi
tional it allows for a mental, moral, and personal out-zone
where abuse, exploitation and violence can occur.

Ryan Diaz

You have to love yourself the most. You really do. You have to
take care of yourself. Not just your safety but your environ

That makes me think about how love is a conservative force that shapes what we
accept and condone. Sara Ahmed writes about how love creates others: there
are the people you love and then there are the other people you don’t. As for
its conservative nature, people who are probably well meaning will say, I want
what’s best for my children, but does that mean they would accept a lot of prob
lematic, systemic injustices in order for their own children to be taken care of ?

mental conditions so you are set up to do anything good.

Love permits scarcity: I will treat the people I love better than all others.

being an imperfect, human person.

LORRAINE LAU
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LORRAINE LAU

Or afford the people you love your understanding, or
the belief that they have the best of intentions, ex
tending the assumption of innocence. Giving their
actions the benefit of the doubt. I think about who is
granted the aura of criminality and non-criminal
ity, which has everything to do with who is in your
sphere of who you believe is deserving of your un
derstanding. It has everything to do with love

ADDY ELKETAMI

Also, imagine feeling the type of love for the people I’m in proxim
ity with and have chosen to love in this deeper way, but feeling that
for every single person in the world. Imagine how overwhelming
that might feel. Or imagine not feeling that way towards the people
around you and feeling entirely neutral to everyone in the world. I
don’t think either one of those extremes is even possible. They
both actually sound … not good.

LORRAINE LAU

RYAN DIAZ

There’s idea about love that tells us the pain of the person you love
is your pain; I don’t know if that’s exactly good or not. Maybe that’s
part of the myth of love, the idea that you’re a singular entity and the
way that you show that you love someone is to hurt the way youir loved
ones are hurting. That’s not how I think about empathy. Empathy is

Is it a problem of love itself or is it a problem of harmful,
narrow-minded, or hurtful applications of love?

ADDY ELKETAMI

I don’t think that there’s a problem with loving. May
be it has to do with narrow applications of love. Some

about trying to understand and be with someone, which is differ
ent from taking everything that’s happening to someoen else’s body
into your body. I don’t think a person in this very complicated, huge
world can hold all of that. So there’s always going to be levels of em

people’s capacity or perceived emotional capacity is
very small. There are a lot of different reasons but I
think it’s pretty natural to care about people in prox
imity to you and to have a hard time practicing active
empathy to the world.

LORRAINE LAU
Love takes a lot of imagination.

pathy, and you can just try your best. You can traverse that spectrum
of neutrality to being with and witnessing.

RYAN DIAZ

What you’re saying right now reminds me about this
section from the Rebecca Solnit book, The Faraway
Nearby, that I really love. I’ll read it right now.

ADDY ELKETAMI

Yeah, but it is hard, you know. The emotional capac

REBECCA SOLNIT (AS READ BY RYAN DIAZ)

ity that it would take to even experience empathy to
wards the world at large would be demanding.

LORRAINE LAU
I also want to say that harm comes from our inherited sense of what we need to
do to survive based on how we’ve been treated and what we’ve received. Noth

ing comes from nowhere. Violence comes from violence. I mean, it doesn’t have to
be, but I often see that if someone is a bully, they were bullied themselves. That
behavior comes from somewhere. It’s not that individual people have the capacity
to love or not. What do you think someone received in this life and what have you
not received? I think it has to do with survival strategies and fear. I think a lot of
people entering into white supremacist groups to call for exclusion, violence, and
dehumanization of others, has so much to do with not receiving love, not having a
robust sense of self-love or a community of true belonging. We all act in ways that
aren’t good when we feel scared, when we feel lost, and when we feel like it’s
not worth it to be good.
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Empathy means that you travel out of yourself a little or expand. It’s really recogniz
ing the reality of another’s existence that constitutes the imaginative leap that is the
birth of empathy, a word invented by a psychologist interested in visual art. The word
is only slightly more than a century old, though the words sympathy, kindness, pity,
compassion, fellow-feeling, and others covered the same general ground before Edward
Titchener coined it in 1909. It was a translation of the German word Einfühlung, or
feeling into, as though the feeling itself reached out. … The root word is path, from
the Greek word for passion or suffering, from which we also derive pathos and pathol
ogy and sympathy. It’s a coincidence that empathy is built from a homonym for the
Old English path, as in a trail. Or a dark labyrinth named Path. Empathy is a journey
you travel, if you pay attention, if you care, if you desire to do so. Up close you witness
suffering directly, though even then you may need words to know this person has ter
rible pains in her joints or that one recently lost his home. Suffering far away reaches
you through art, through images, recordings, and narratives; the information trav
els toward you and you meet it halfway, if you meet it.
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RYAN DIAZ

Can art teach you how to be loving? Can you

talk about how it does that, if it does? And what
art, if any, has taught you to be loving? Art can
be taken broadly, including traditional art, tele
vision, and pop culture.

ADDY ELKETAMI

It makes me think about appropriation and over-identifying with
shit that people find moving. Taking something as yours after see
ing it in others. While there’s something human about wanting to
be a part of something outside of what you can already identify as,
you need to be careful because your experiences aren’t the same.
Love about developing boundary in understanding, too.

ADDY ELKETAMI

LORRAINE LAU

Yeah, I think so. Absolutely.

RYAN DIAZ
Thank god, because otherwise my the
sis is fucking ruined.

( A MOMENT OF QUEER LAUGHING ALL AROUND )

There’s something about beauty — not aesthetic beauty, but that thing
that makes you breathe in a different way — that opens up another chan
nel in how you feel in your body, when you receive something, how you
integrate it into your nervous system and your own feelings that art does.

It’s very different from reading an article in the news or seeing somebody
in real life, even. You can call it coercive, too, right? A lot of propaganda
does this, too. Art unlocks something in people. I think it’s the abstraction.
There’s something about abstraction and distance and recontextualizing
something that is artful. It brings something out in you and the physical

ADDY ELKETAMI

There’s obviously hella problematic shit with all of this but
that’s why all types of people think that representation is
important. Just being seen inspires empathy in most people,
unless you harbor hella hate and shit, but for most people.
And you can see political changes because of representation
and shit in art and being seen. Especially in pop culture but
also in other types of art. Exposing people to other types of
experiences helps people expand their sphere of empathy
and whom they can feel for.

LORRAINE LAU
I think that storytelling in all of its forms is the way that you
come to learn and identify with people who are not you. Every

thing can grow that sense that I identify with you, I want to try
to understand you. It goes back to that level of, Can I understand
even a little bit of your experience. Do I identify with it in any way?
Once that bridge is built, once I come to understand that we
share things, we have feelings, it’s very hard to operate in a way
that dehumanizes others.

RYAN DIAZ

I keep thinking about the paradox of loving, that
you need to understand where you end and where
someone else begins. Love doesn’t mean I can
feel everything that you go through but that I’m
reaching towards you always over that divide.
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experience of coming out of yourself, the reaching toward, art initiates or
jump-starts that in people in that nothing else does in that way.

RYAN DIAZ

It makes me think about how art generalizes, but not in a bad way. Art works in
archetypes and blurriness. I think about immersion, and how you can extend your
self into the fiction, the construction or the designed experience in a way where you
can practice fully becoming soemthing inside yourself because you’re interpreting
art through your funnel. If loving someone means reinforcing boundaries and
the edges of yourself, through art you can blur that edge because you’re break
ing down the barriers between yourself and your projected self that could be
more loving. You reincorporate that back into yourself like cells multiplying, be

cause you’re approaching a fictional self that could be better, more loving, or could
even be worse than you are taking into account art that’s corruptive or fear-induc
ing like propaganda as you’re talking about. You can become more blurry through
art because the performance invites you to extend into ambiguity.

LORRAINE LAU

I’m also not just talking about art that’s about heavy-handedly expanding your empathy.
Anything that you experience — listening to music, seeing something, anything you take
in sensorially — you are participating in the processing and receiving of that informa
tion. You’re calling upon what you know already, your experiences with these images, and
asking yourself, What does this mean? You participate in the meaning-making. The more
abstract a thing is, the more it asks you to participate in unearthing meaning. It could
mean something totally different to anyone else taking it in. That act of reaching towards
abstraction, using the full weight of your own experience and knowledge to make
meaning, to problematize, to form an opinion, to feel something about an artwork or
not, that’s what you have to do to love somebody. It’s the same thing, right?
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LORRAINE LAU

Art and loving is seeing and receiving and trying to
understand. It’s knowing very well that you’re never
going to understand exactly what the other person is
doing or thinking and accepting that that’s part of it.
Participation by being active and present is what
art cultivates in people. It’s what I enjoy about love.
That’s how it is to be with people.The end.

He experienced the singular pleasure of
watching people he loved fall in love with other
people he loved.
Hanya Yanagihara, A Little Life
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Love is less about being
perfect and about asking
yourself if you have a
commitment to learning.
It’s practicing the selfawareness to learn more
about yourself as well as
learning about the other
person. A commitment to
taking feedback.

I look at information.
Because the experience
of loving — or any
emotion — is not new
for anyone. And there’s
hella people putting
out thoughtful research
about all of this shit
that’s insightful and gives
a perspective for the
introspection that’s needed
to love others.

That act of reaching towards
abstraction, using the
full weight of your own
experience and knowledge
to make meaning, to
problematize, to form an
opinion, to feel something
about an artwork or not,
that’s what you have to do to
love somebody. It’s the same
thing, right?
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Mike Nichols, The Graduate (1967)
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Are you in love?
Do your best impression for me
James Blake, “Are You in Love?”

In the final scene of Mike Nichols’s 1967 film The Graduate,
the character Benjamin Braddock (Dustin Hoffman) crashes a
wedding in order to abscond with the bride Elaine (Katharine
Ross) and they escape aboard a bus and ride off into the sunset
as a jubilant couple who dared to follow their hearts — or so it
seems at first. As they take their seats in the back of the bus, the
image of their victorious faces, sweaty with victory, sticks in
my mind: the very moment when ecstasy begins to crack. The
adrenaline crashes in their systems and the film ends with a long
take of the young lovers sitting silently beside each other as the
gravity of their decisions catch up to them. Were they happier
when completeness was just out of reach? What do they do now
and where are they going, literally and figuratively?
I return to the scene in Harana when Aguilar plays guitar
in the town square when a person from the crowd requests
“Bayan Ko,” the fugitive, unofficial Philippine national anthem,
that unlike the official anthem explicitly names the violence and
tragedy of colonization in the nation’s history while extolling
the beauties of the land and its people. Perhaps the model of the
town square works best for my implementation of harana in my
practice: not a plea for entry into a private domain, but deeper
investment in the accessible, public spaces that model social en
gagement between people. The square as a realm for love.
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Maybe anticapitalist love is incompatible with romance.
Romantic love risks engendering feelings of possession and
isolation from others as a symbiotic unit. What could emerge
from a harana-based practice of holistic love for community, the
mirroring of multiple perspectives and surfaces into infinity?
In Eros, The Bittersweet, Anne Carson references
Aristophanes imagining a pair of lovers locked in an embrace
from Plato’s Symposium, a cautionary tale of immature union:
Suppose that, as the lovers lay together, Hephaistos should come
and stand over them, tools in hand, and ask: “O human beings, what
is it you want of one another?” And suppose they were nonplussed,
so he put the question again: “Well, is this what you crave, to be
joined in the closest possible union with one another, so as not
to leave one another by night or day? If that is your craving, I am
ready to melt you together and fuse you intro a single unit, so that
two become one and as long as you live you may both, as one, live a
common life, and when you day you may also, down there in Hades, one
instead of two, die a common death. Consider whether this is what
you desire, whether it would satisfy you to obtain this.”

As a whole cosmology of human networks of feeling,
emotions link communities of belonging and mark the edges of
the individual in relation to others. Sara Ahmed points out that
“Emotions play a crucial role in the ‘surfacing’ of individual and
collective bodies.” When I think of the people I love, I imagine
the ways in which our wellbeing is entangled in each others’
happiness and unhappiness. I must contend with my ambiva
lence towards the people that I don’t love and my acceptance of
any suffering they might face.
In The Newly Born Woman, Catherine Clément wrote,
“Somewhere every culture has an imaginary zone for what it
excludes and it is that zone we must try to remember today.”
The pain of others exists beyond the frame of my perspective, in
the dark space my empathy does not reach. Their pain is not my
pain because I am not touched by the reality they live in. They
fail to make an impression in my daily life. Their exclusion from
my zone of empathy is also violence.
To demonstrate an extreme (or perhaps an all too com
mon) example of love’s potential to become rotten and violent
when it weaponizes one community of people against another,
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“For instance, in the above narrative on the Aryan Nations website, the role of emotions, in
particular of hate and love, is crucial to the delineation of the bodies of individual subjects
and the body of the nation.” (Sara Ahmed, from “Collective Feelings: Or, The Impressions
Left by Others”)

Sara Ahmed opens her essay with an excerpt from the Aryan
Nations website. After a lengthy diatribe of vile statements
about entire peoples, the racist, xenophobic, antisemitic, and
bigoted excerpt ends with, “The depths of Love are rooted
and very deep in a real White Nationalist’s soul and spirit, no
form of ‘hate’ could even begin to compare.” When I think of
homophobes, transphobes, xenophobes, racists, and their ilk
I imagine their twisted conception of community, a pathetic
love that tramples over others, the ways express their love for
a chosen, rigid definition of community so much more than
others that mere existence of people who they don’t love be
comes a threat to their community. What should love be, then,
in order to avoid the pitfalls of love’s most selfish impulses?
In order to inoculate myself from a gatekeeping impulse
in loving, I must recognize the value of criticism as an act of
love. If love can lead me astray, I need people who can’t ignore
wrongdoing. I must find people who love me enough to keep
me on the right side of things, as Alexandra Lange describes in
her essay “Criticism = Love.” As much as I despise Timothy
Goodman, why else would I drag his shitty little design work
if not for the underlying reason that I see him and I count
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him within a community in which I am also a part of, and that
I ultimately want this community to be better than it is?

Love is getting a notification on Slack at 2 AM about an Adrienne Rich quote.

A robust, challenging practice of critique untangles these
problematic aspects of love and adds layers of complexity to the
application of harana as a model for creative practice. Harana
calls upon multiple perspectives to openly discuss feelings
together in a meeting grounds. My practice is successful when
it invites, respects, and honors expansive thinking and diverse
viewpoints and contributions.
I must also contend with harana’s one-sided initiation,
the haranistas who call out but are not called upon, arriving on
their own whim. The practice nearly necessitates an authorita
tive, primary facilitator, a role the designer naturally fills at the
peril of setting themselves apart and above others. Positioning
the facilitator at the center of engagement risks privileging their
perspective while the center itself is compromised. We’ve all
been in Dungeons & Dragons sessions where we had to DM and
couldn’t enjoy the adventure with the team, right?
Facilitation must encourage mutual sharing and selfdetermination for everyone involved. And if a practice of love is
pedagogical, I’m concerned with the implications that a cen

tralized institution must house it. Compare the haranista seren
ading a window and the guitarist playing music for people in the
town square. Why must there be walls to pass through at all?
Critic, educator, writer, and advisor Nora N. Khan once
gave a lecture where she said “Dismantle the University and
replace it with love.” A student and artist attending that lecture,
Jeanette Cosentini, was so moved she hand-stitched a banner
bearing Nora’s words. The social media post sharing Jeanette’s
work and the words went on further to inspire me, the ideas
and the labor transmitted across physical and digital space that
continues to spread. I include the thinking and the care of two
people in my community in admiration of their work and gen
erosity. Citation is an act of love or at least communion.
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Peep the shout out to @biareldi. Follow for follow, like for like?
My account is private though, I just wanted to say this joke.
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The phrase reminds me that while the recognition of
feeling creates the boundaries of the self, we must question the
physical boundaries and walls set up between people like bor
ders. We must dismantle the structures that resemble private
courtyards and ivory towers instead of public libraries and wet
markets. What good is a practice based on love when it’s locked
away inside a castle?
I started this process because I wanted to align my crea
tive practice with the serious art of loving. The premise is inher
ently absurd, more a provocation to test how graphic design
might contend with my personal values around love, emotion,
community, and vulnerability. What comes naturally is seeking
others for their thoughts and opinions when a question refuses
to leave me. Is there love here? Is this love?
To answer the question, this is who I am, and this is
whom I love:

Opposite page: Puri-Puri Prisoner from the
One-Punch Man manga by ONE

My name is Ryan Diaz and I am a lover of many things. I love my family
because we try so hard despite our failures. I love my mother whose
suffering I inflict and yet she loves me nonetheless. I love my brother
who grows so much between the moments when we see each other. I am
learning how to love my father. I love my grandparents and relatives as
much as I can love them as we grapple with distance. I love my friends,
who hold me like the family I’ve always dreamed of made flesh and bone.
I love the friends I’ve known for years, who raised me to become the
person I am today. I love the new friends whose friendship teaches me
new things about myself, who teach me that I still have the capacity to
make more connections. I love the friends I’ve lost, who come back to me
when I least expect it. I love the friends I have fallen in love with,
who are precious to me for what could have been, who give me fantasy and
longing and sweet heartache. I love my lovers, who taught me how to be
seen in my body, who love me in sweet surprises I don’t expect. I love
my lovers who blinked away, for teaching me what I don’t deserve, who
remind me that I should be loved better than I have been. Yet they and
so many others teach me lessons in forgiveness and I am grateful for
knowing that I am capable of positive change. I love myself. I love
myself even when it means I need to learn how to love myself more than
what I can offer today. I love to read, I love to learn, I love to teach.
I love it when people tell me I’m a good whistler because I practice all
the time. I love the mentors who speak to me in my head in everything
that I create, whose hands guide my hands when I endeavor to make
anything worth making. I love to watch a short video about video games
in bed at 2 am after a long day of work and I love to visit churches and
bakeries when I travel to different cities. I love to dance and I love
the thea
tre. I love stories where I get to live whole new lives. I love
being around people, I love the connections that last in my memory
despite their brevity. I love the acquaintances who blossom into larger
figures in my life over the years. I love the acquaintances who think
of me from time to time, the way I think of them. I love the places
where people know my name, I love the rooms that hold my breath. I love
Valentine’s Day because it gives me a day when it’s acceptable for me
to say I love someone. I love the days when I am brave enough to say
I love someone for no particular reason. I love the knots of life, I love
untangling them with others. I have loved, I can love, and I will love
again. I love love. I love.
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blessed be the systems of care that thrive
outside the domination of compulsory
patriarchy.
no matter age or wisdom, nurturance and
catalysts for becoming exist everywhere.
influence is circular. no relationship is
a straight line. we can be mothers and
daughters to the very same people.
not every lineage will see us at our best,
but hopefully this also sharpens our capacity
to love, gives birth to us better.
no list could ever be complete. trust that
i cherish you.
if you get it you get it and that’s just it.
thank you, love you.
Nora N. Khan & me on a roof holding Jeanette Cosentini’s banner on the last day of Seminar II.

venus stevens
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Project Case Study:
Untitled Voicemail Project
(Hey, it’s me. Call me back.)
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A REHEARSAL FOR TRANSFORMATION & CHANGE

AS LONELY AS I AM

Still from Happy Together (1997), directed by Wong Kar-Wai.
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In the Fall of 2019, Kelsey Elder tasked his class to
curate and design a time capsule for a community.
It was my first semester at RISD and I was home
sick. I missed my old life, my old routine in Seattle
amongst the friends and communities who made
me feel seen. The best way I could make sense of
Providence and the opportunities I was now afford
ed at RISD was to finally explore design through
my experiences and interests, experimenting in
ways the commercial field I had come from would
not accommodate or even tolerate. I knew I want
ed to explore queerness in some capacity and was
brainstorming how to make it work in a way that felt
personal and fresh. Around the same time, I re
ceived two voicemails from both of my parents.
I have a tenuous but resilient relationship
with my family: hard fought while always at risk of
losing the battle. I’m not embarrassed to admit that
I am not out to my father. My queerness, although
visible to a degree, is simply not legible to him. It
means my father and I have a polite but impersonal
relationship that sometimes descends into outright
antagonism due to our inability to name a thing
while living through it. My mother navigates our
schism as best she can but I worry she bears the
burden of keeping the peace. I only feel guilty about
my distance to my family within the context of im
migration and the Filipino diaspora. My parents
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sacrificed so much for me to immigrate to this
country and yet I appear ungrateful.
Am I a bad son? I feel like I am and this
worry weighs upon me. It feels like every culture
except American culture has superstitions
about ungrateful children. Am I cursed?
When my parents leave voicemails to
me, I rarely play them back. To be fair, I don’t lis
ten to my friends’ voicemails, either. Something
about a phone call is terrifying, overwhelmingly
intimate. The longer I delay in listening, the more
my guilt prevents me from calling back. Like
my relationship to prayer. It may have been the
distance, or loneliness, but that Fall, I listened to
my mom’s message immediately:
[Redacted] 1
Hearing my mother’s voice sent me over
the edge. I cried.2 I was even less prepared when
later that same week, I got a voicemail from my
father who never talks to me, much less calls
me on the phone. I listened. I cried again. Two
brief voicemails broke something inside me and
I cried yet again, mortified, while explaining the
community for my time capsule in class. I want
ed to address queer loneliness.
Thinking back to that time when I first
listened to my parents’ voicemails, my reaction
emerged from a sense of shame 3 — which, per
haps, is a bitter form of loneliness. A loneliness
of estrangement, not from missing someone:
Abandonment. Shame that as I get older, I lose
ways to reach out to my family. Shame that my
father, a blue collar immigrant, votes Republican,
spouts Fox News talking points, and condemns
both of us to indignity. Shame from indignity.
Shame that I resent him at all.
Their voicemails bridged the gap be
tween me and my family, a chasm split open by
their refusal to hold my queerness dear. When

1 Here is where I might transcribe
my mother’s voicemail but I can’t
bear to listen to it again to write
down her words. We actually talked
on the phone the morning when
I first started writing this essay.
What I remember of my mother’s
voicemail, what serves well enough
for this retelling now, is that it
was something simple, something
memorable. Something along the
lines of, “Yan, it’s me, ok? Call me
back. Ok. Bye.”
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I feel most alone, I wonder if my parents feel just
as lonely when they think of me. It’s then that I’m
most bitter. What a waste.
PULSE

Examples of the workshops held at the Rhode
Island School of Design describe each event
with accompanying documentation. Iterations
of each workshop in the book tested different
variables and the inquiry is ongoing. What works
during one test might not work during another
depending on participants’ att itudes and lines
of trust within the group dynamic. Various levels
of vulnerability is an unt ested metric that future
iterations might explore further.
On June 12th, 2016 I woke up early for
a Sunday wedding. I was dating someone at the
time and his friends, Lydia and Nesse, invited us
to my first queer wedding ever. I returned from
brushing my teeth to find my boyfriend crying in
bed, one hand over his eyes, the other clutch
ing his phone. It was the morning of the Pulse
Nightclub shooting. 49 people were murdered in
one night, most of whom were Black and Latino,
the deadliest mass shooting by a lone gunman
America had seen up until that point.
Despite that dark backdrop and in
defiance of its terror, the wedding was truly
beaut iful. Watching two Black women declare
their love for each other to a room full of people
visibly unsettled by the horror in Orlando was
a brief, sweet balm for a tragedy that will last
lifetimes. The brides gave a speech they wrote
that morning on togetherness, on holding each
other closer — a stark reminder that Lydia’s
parents had refused to come to their daughter’s
wedding. I cried again when Nesse’s family
claimed her as their own. I wondered what my
own wedding might look like, how I would gladly

2 There’s an essay I read for a film
theory class I took at the University
of Washington taught by Tamara
Cooper that I’ve never been able to
track down. The essay compared the
interview tactics of documentary
film with the practice of torture in
military intelligence tactics. Both
are invasive procedures aiming to
capture authentic confession. Both
genres depend on manipulation and
exploit the psychic pain and inflict
physical suffering and discomfort
on their subjects in order to force

accept my chosen family if my blood family still
refused to see me. Another crack of realization
in my ongoing heartbreak: One day, I might
really have to choose.
Years after the shooting, I’m still haunt
ed by stories from first responders searching
for survivors. By their accounts, telephones on
the club floor rang and rang strewn amongst the
scene as family and friends waited for someone,
anyone to pick up their urgent call. In a piece
about the shooting, “To Be Outed in the Worst
Possible Way,” for the Atlantic, Matt Thompson
described the phone calls ringing in the other
direction, family and friends who picked up their
phones that day to learn that their loved one was
a victim. For some families, parents might learn
for the first time that their child is — was? — gay,
a phone call that Thompson described as a
potential “double heartbreak.” While I bristle at

4 Although tensions in families of
color regarding queerness is per
sonally understandable for me, it’s
perhaps overanalyzed in a culture
that treats whiteness as default and
exceptionalizes the homophobia
attributed to Black and Brown com
munities. This overcompensation
is an extension of white obsession
with Black sexuality that produces
stereotypes in pornography as well
as the proliferation of ethnographic
investigations into “the down low”
(DL), a category that includes
heterosexual-identified Black and
Latino men engaging in sex with
other men in secret.
In her book, Not Gay: Sex
Between Straight White Men — one
of the few analyses of sexuality
that focuses on whiteness in
particular — Jane Ward critiques
the exceptionalization by white
scholars on Black attitudes on
sexuality by diving into the sex
pract ices of white men as a method
to illuminate the racial construction
of sexuality at large. Her method
is intended to explore the ways in
which “whiteness continues to
function … as a stand-in for normal
sexuality.” Ward continues:

revelation. If anyone knows what
essay I’m talking about, please let
me know at biareldi@gmail.com,
thank you!
3 “I felt suddenly shy. I was not
used to shy. I was used to shame.
Shyness is when you turn your
head away from something you
want. Shame is when you turn your
head away from something you do
not want.” Jonathan Safran Foer,
Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close).

	Bringing together these critical
analyses of DL discourse with
feminist critiques of the objec
tification of women’s bodies,
we can begin to see why and
how straight white men’s sexual
practices are those that are truly
invisible and marked, while men
of color and women are subject
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anyone reacting to queerness with heartbreak,
I still understand these parents.4 Thompson
writes, “At the heart of those imperfect reac
tions is often a fierce love. To be an immigrant
parent is also often to worry that you’ve brought
your children to a place where they may suffer,
where you might lose them, where they might
come to harm at the hands of hateful others.”
I think about my parents who don’t know where
I go at night.
How can distance persist between the
people meant to love each other most? In the
novel, Home, Marilynn Robinson points out the
emotional paradox of home and family: “What
kinder place could there be on earth, and why
did it seem to them all like exile?” In Jennie
Livingston’s 1990 groundbreaking documentary
Paris is Burning, the iconic Dorian Corey and
other legends of the 1980s Ball scene describe

to narratives that reinforce their
already subordinate position
within hierarchies of normative
sexuality.
In the aftermath of Pulse, the
Blackness and Brownness of the
victims reignited conversations
on homosexuality in Black and
Brown communities — judgements
and assumptions delivered by the
mainstream media as fact. These
acritical treatments of homosex
uality in Black communities lack
nuance and complexity and bear the
stains of the critic’s own anti-Black
ness while pathologizing Black
communities as more homophobic
than all others. It’s important to
look at the intersections of white,
misogynistic, and heterosexist
supremacy in America within the
social dynamics of all communities.
Amplifying social flaws in min
oritarian communities to construct
evidence of their backwards and
primitive social mores compared
to the enlightened moralities at
tributed to whiteness has political
implications. It produces the flawed
logics that compelled Dan Savage
to blame Black voters for the
passage of California’s same-sex
marriage ban, Proposition 8 in 2008.
Frustrated Buttigieg supporters
during his policy-starved 2020 presi
dential campaign followed a similar
track of blaming Black voters for his
poor showing in the primaries. Writ
ing for Complex in 2015, Michael
Arceneux raises Dan Savage and
his racism during the 2008 election:
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	In 2008, author and gay activist
Dan Savage helped fuel this
media narrative when he cited a
statistic claiming that over 70%
of blacks voted in support of
Proposition 8, California’s gay
marriage ban. Savage said he
had grown tired of “pretending
the handful of racist gay white
men out there” are “a bigger
problem for African-Ameri
cans, gay and straight, than the
huge numbers of homophobic
African-Americans are for
gay Americans, whatever their
color.” ... These claims also put
the onus on the black community
despite opponents of Prop 8
doing a piss poor job of directly
campaigning for black support at
the time. Four years later, black
voters played a pivotal role in the
passage of gay marriage initia
tives in states like Maryland.
I want to stress that while I’m
discussing the dynamics of race,
sexuality, and culture in my writing,
I am by no means speaking on
behalf of a monolithic experience
for other Filipinos. It’s incredibly
vulnerable for me to write about my
family’s homophobia and I worry
that it will be taken as evidence
against my culture, which has been
coerced into heteronormativity
through colonization and religion.
The Philippines has an exciting and
underexplored history of queerness
that I can’t go into in this essay.
Don’t get it twisted.

In the soft murmur of the vigil, I accept
ed that my family had a long way to go before
they could fully comprehend the ways in which
my queerness is both the light of my life as well
as the source of challenges worth fighting. It
often feels like I struggle within a binary: the
queer community that often neglects combating
racism on one side and the resilient Filipino
community I was raised in, diverse in individual
levels of queer acceptance, on the other. Some
times it feels like I have to make that choice,
which obscures or diminishes the other part of
myself. I am lucky to have found solidarity and
connection with others facing the same dilem
ma of intersecting identities. When I mourn the
emotional distance from my loved ones and the
politics of disposability espoused by my white
peers regarding homophobia in communities
of color, I return to Alok’s 2014 essay, “Coming
Home: Queer South Asians & the Politics of
Family.” Arguing against the illusion of singular,
necessary allegiance between blood and chosen
families, Alok chooses both:

the House as an integral social unit for the Black
and Latino queer communities of New York:
A house? A house, let’s see. Let’s see
if we can put it down sharply. They’re
families. You can say that. They’re fami
lies. For a lot of children who don’t have
families. But this is the new meaning of
family. The hippies had families. And no
one thought nothing about it. It wasn’t
a question of a man and a woman and
children, which we grew up knowing as
a family. It’s a question about a group of
human beings in a mutual bond.
I have no doubt the slain at Pulse had all manner
of family — chosen, blood, or otherwise — with
them that night. In the midst of calamity and vio
lence, they were loved. They weren’t alone.
After the wedding, my boyfriend and
I joined our friends at Seattle’s Cal Anderson
Park (named after the city’s first openly gay
state legislator) in the heart of Capitol Hill, the
gayborhood where we all lived. Amongst the
other mourners, makeshift memorials, and hand
written messages of queer solidarity, I anxiously
texted my brother, with whom I share an intense,
complicated relationship of love and frustration
rooted in our differences in life experiences.
I told him where I was, in case anything should
happen to us.
Loneliness lies at the heart of these
memories — in so many directions. No one
planned the evening gathering at the park, but
everyone still knew where to go. It moved me in
my grief. Though the slain at Pulse had little to
no personal connection to most of us that night,
their loss was felt around the world. The tragedy
seemed to unite the entire queer community no
matter their race or gender. Our group sat in
silence on the steps of the park’s reflecting pool,
gazing at the flower bouquets along the walk
ways lit from the glow of candles. I wondered
if at least in all this pain, we could make use of
it and collectively name the systems of power
that subjugated us all. I couldn’t imagine it. Even
while surrounded by my friends, a loving partner,
and the support of everyone gathered at the park
and beyond, I thought about the ways my family
did not comprehend the evening’s pain. This fear
and grief was not theirs because they could not
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I want to suggest that our attachments
to our blood families are not only sen
timental, they are political. This senti
mentality, this angst, this emot ional
labor is legitimate political work. Our
turn toward our families of origin is
part of a strategy of intimate organiz
ing — a type of political work that often
gets erased or dismissed by dominant
white and masculine standards of
queer visibility. In a political climate
where radicalism is increasingly be
ing attributed to individual activists
developing individual political theory
and finding individual liberation, our
turn back to the blood family is a form
of critique. It suggests a commitment
to a type of collective liberation and
a practice of solidarity where we refuse
to allow our people to be disposable in
our movement work.

Scenes from Cal Anderson Park in Capitol Hill, Seattle
the evening after the Pulse shooting.

own it and thus, I didn’t feel like I belonged to
them either. To be loved only partly is loneliness.
Yet it was not lost on me that the people
mourning together at the park were not the
same people showing up in the same way for my
family. In all my years marching with the annual
May Day Rallies fighting for immigrants’ rights,
I did not see the queer community gathering to
support families of color. Did Black lives matter
within queer pain? The queer community, my
community, wasn’t supporting the Bayan Queer
Collective, where I and a dedicated team of
Filipino activists worked to address the needs
of queer immigrants through workshops on
self-defense and bodily autonomy. The Bayan
Queer Collective formed in response to neglect
from our larger Filipino diasporic organization,
Anakbayan, which failed to addressed queer lib
eration in its mass movement initiatives. There
are gaps in everything.

Listening to my parents’ voicemails re
minded me of the work I needed to do, the labor
I need to undertake in order to come to some
potential, mutual understanding — for their sake
and my own. There is no discussing queer lone
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liness without first addressing the loneliness
that emerges between blood family and chosen
family alike. Where else to start than with home
coming, the prodigal son discovering kindness in
his return to that site of unfathomable exile?
LONELY TOGETHER

In my research on loneliness I defined three cat
egories: familial, romantic/sexual, and societal.
Every person at one point or another must expe
rience loneliness across these categories, but
I am interested in the ways loneliness affects
the experiences of queer subjects and extends
outwards towards queer and non-queer subjects
of queer relation.
We’re ways away from a queer utopia
where everyone is free to explore their iden
tity along the spectrum of endless gender and
sexual possibilities. For now, every queer person
must at some point disengage with the heter
onormative world and navigate experiences of
communion, apathy, or estrangement. It affects
all sides, as I must believe that the hetero-
identifying people in my family experience
some portion of my own loneliness, the longing
for closeness between us obfuscated by their
attitudes towards queerness in general. We
share this lonely state, enforced by homopho
bia. Ocean Vuong described this experience of
emergence and alternatives best:
Being queer saved my life. Often we
see queerness as deprivation. But when
I look at my life, I saw that queerness
demanded an alternative innovation
from me. I had to make alternative
routes; it made me curious; it made me
ask, “Is this enough for me?”
Given the family’s foundational pres
ence in the lives of most people — whatever that
definition of family may be — and my unexpected
emotional response to my parents’ voicemails,
I focused on familial loneliness.
In a sense, loneliness is a condition of
endless movement. The individual who suffers
from loneliness must keep moving towards
possibilities of connection in order to resist its
negative potential or else suffer in that frustrat
ed state that becomes more and more lethargic,
anchoring them the longer their loneliness is
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from my friend Misha who volunteered at the
unaddressed. Loneliness is a kinetic emotion
public library of our small, navy town, I secretly
and terribly exponential.
rented the DVD under her name to avoid outing
Film is where I feel connected to expe
riences of loneliness and the medium posses
myself. I had never seen queer Asian men in
ses a similarly contradictory nature. Although
film before with their own, proper stories. Before
movies are intended as a shared experience
Happy Together, I didn’t know that narratives of
with others in the theater, watching a movie
Asian men that took place outside of Asia even
requires sustained focus that isolates each
existed at all. Beyond and integral to its depic
audience member absorbed in narrative. Within
tion of a specific queerness, Happy Together is
that darkness where the light of the projection
a movie about romantic love and loss, reunion
is a window into an illusory, scenic realm, the
and dissolution, endearment and estrange
react ions of other audience members puncture
ment — told from the story of three men from
the personal viewing experience. A brief, vibrant Hong Kong stranded in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
community develops alongside individual rap
As a teenager, in the way that teenag
ture. This microcosm of simulated, filmic reality
ers do anything, I felt like this movie was speak
resembles individuals witnessing the phenome
ing directly to me. I could see myself, my queer
na of their lived experiences as other, subjective self and my racial self, depicted for the first time
persona — friends, family, strangers — offer
with dignity and depth in these men when before
their own perspectives on and reactions to the
I was lonely in my queer Asianness.
picture, creating a community of simultaneous,
Although the film is a keystone in my
subject ive understanding.
queer awakening, Happy Together also brought
While watching a movie or any theat
me closer to my grandmother. Bridging the film’s
rical experience people experience the world
steamy introduction to the movie proper, Brazil
falling away as they’re absorbed in the drama in
ian singer Caetano Veloso’s soulful rendition of
front of them. When the theatre audience laughs, “Cucurrucucu Paloma,” plays over an extended
shrieks, or cries together, the work addresses
aerial shot of Argentina’s Iguazu Falls. The mel
our communal need to share our responses to
ody and that image is seared into my memory
emotional stimuli. We laugh and shriek and cry
along with a later scene when a cigarette lit be
together because despite our different back
tween two ex-lovers nearly ignites the film reel
grounds, we recognize in each other a common
itself with desire.
humanity. We empathize. Movies permit alter
Not long after I watched the film alone
nate realities and allow singularly authorial
in my bedroom, I was whistling the song when
narratives and communal experience to feed off
my grandmother heard me and recognized the
each other. The projection goes both ways.
melody. She told me she used to sing the song
When we witness loneliness in film, we
as a little girl in the Philippines. Excited and
share that loneliness as interpreted by our own
nost algic, she asked me how I knew the song.
opaque histories. We can keep our personal
I couldn’t explain the source to her so I made up
experiences private, using the film narrative as
a white lie, but I remember this moment fondly.
a proxy to engage in a discussion on a subject
A movie about gay men bridged generations and
that’s difficult to talk about. I figured that film
life experiences and brought me and my grand
has the potential to engage any audience in
mother closer together. I’m interested in how
queer loneliness as long as they are willing to
design might achieve this as well.
sink into queer stories.
While I was researching filmic repre
I was 17 years old when I first saw Hapsentations of loneliness in order to borrow from
py Together (1997) by Wong Kar-Wai.5 With help
the medium’s connective potential, I immediate
5 The film was nominated for the
Palme d’Or at the 1997 Cannes
Film Festival, where Wong Kar-Wai
won best director. Besides the
incredible performances by the
two main leads (Tony Leung and
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Leslie Cheung), special notice must
be made for Christopher Doyle’s
cinematography.
While Leung would go on to
collaborate with Wong for many
more movies, eventually winning

Best Actor at Cannes for In the
Mood for Love (2000), Cheung
committed suicide in 2003. Cheung,
who was one of the only actors who
openly identified as bisexual and
his death was an enormous loss.

Itaru Sasaki, Kaze no Denwa (Wind Telephone), 2010. I first learned about the phone booth while listening to the
story “Really Long Distance” by Miki Meek on This American Life.

ly recalled Happy Together. There’s a scene in the
film when Lai Yiu-Fai (Tony Leung), at the height
of his loneliness, seeks sex from anonymous
men in public restrooms and dark porn theaters
(another way that film brings people together).
Lai Yiu-Fai, who once judged his ex-lover for do
ing the same thing, ruefully remarks, “Turns out
lonely people are all the same.”
Remembering this line was a turning
point for me. I started reframing my argument,
focusing on how queer loneliness is both uni
versal and unique all at once. Loneliness might
arrive differently through circumstances of iden
tity and sociality, but its expression in everyone
is more or less the same: In the end, people
just feel terribly, unbearably alone. So I started
researching loneliness at large: the loneliness of
elders, widows and widowers, parents suffering
from empty nest syndrome, repugnant incels
and the resentfully single, people lingering in
bars after hours, refugees and migrants, the
incarcerated, the painfully shy and introverted,
exiles and expatriates, night shift workers, etc.
Queerness can complicate each and every kind
of loneliness, serving as a timbre of universal
experiences of loneliness. How does my loneli
ness as a queer, diasporic Asian American man
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connect me to and distance me from a married
heterosexual woman experiencing postpartum
depression? In the depths of loneliness, the
lonely imagine their loneliness as singular and
unique. I wanted to explore how this can be true
and not true.
As in film, I sought to leverage the med
ium of graphic design to create a recognizable,
symbolic representation of loneliness in order to
create a discourse around queerness in general.
I found inspiration while exploring relational
gestures in art and performance. Even when the
work wasn’t about loneliness explicitly, the work
I was most drawn to explored communication as
a way to address feelings of alienation.
IMAGINE A PHONE

In the aftermath of the typhoon that struck
Japan in 2011, a disconnected telephone booth
in Itaru Sasaki’s garden connects the living
and the dead. Originally set up in 2010 after the
death of his cousin the year before the tragedy
that staggered the nation, Sasaki named his
installation Kaze no Denwa, or Wind Phone.
During an interview with a Japanese television
network about his grief over his cousin’s death
and his longing to maintain a relationship with
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A REHEARSAL FOR TRANSFORMATION & CHANGE

Stills from Happy Together (1997), directed by Wong Kar-Wai.

her, Sasaki explained the impulse that led to the
installation: “Because my thoughts couldn’t be
relayed over a regular phone line, I wanted them
to be carried on the wind.”
Otsuchi, the coastal town where Sasaki
and his wind phone are located, lost 10% of its
16,000 population after the typhoon obliterated
the one hundred year-old community. As news
stations reported on the installation and word
of mouth spread, the telephone booth welcomed
more and more mourners traveling from across
Japan to speak to their lost loved ones. In a
simple, poetic gesture with endless potential for
catharsis, Sasaki’s Wind Phone connects these
pilgrims in a space to express their loneliness
and grief as they navigate loss and trauma.
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Wind Phone and my parents’ voicemails
led to an investigation on telephones as a site
of emotional confrontation, simultaneously re
inforcing and collapsing distances. As I looked
around the design studio at RISD, I realized ev
ery person there was removed from their homes
and contexts, experiencing their own particular
loneliness within the uncertainty of grad school.
Their phones and other digital devices were
their main line home.
I began asking my peers about voice
mails left by their loved ones. I asked if they
had listened to them recently or if they also
avoided answering calls from worried parents,
well-meaning friends, and lonesome partners
negotiating their romantic standstill. I thought

telephones carry so much emotional signifi
of the mourners in Japan speaking through the
cance? Thinking about the scene from Happy
wind. I remembered the ringtones haunting the
Together and Sasaki’s Wind Phone, I’m remind
carnage at the Pulse Nightclub. At the heart
ed of rituals of confession. In Happy Together,
of every unanswered call was a simple request,
Lai’s confession is ultimately obscured to the
Please, call me back.
receiver, Chang listens and thinks the sobs are
I decided I wanted to collect voice
a glitch. Lai’s message belongs to the void. In
mails for their specific emotional cocktail of
Wind Phone, confession relies on faith. Wong
loneliness, guilt, and hopefulness. The caller,
Kar-Wai often explores how failure to commu
asynchronous in time and space and longing for
nicate bears the weight of emotional totality. At
connection, must believe that they will get an
the end of his film, In the Mood for Love (2000)
answer for their efforts. For the listener whose
Tony Leung plays a lovesick man who whispers
life exists beyond the reach of the caller, the
his unrequited love, his heartbreak, into a hole
voicemail is a reminder of what is owed to the
in the walls of Angkor Wat. When Chang listens
ones left behind. It’s a souvenir of neglect that
to the recording later in Happy Together, he isn’t
bears the joys and pains of their relationships.
sure if the recording was damaged somewhere
Because of the voicemail’s nature as
in transit. In this way, Lai confesses his loneli
an artifact of dense, emotional intensity I want
ness and his desire, he experiences catharsis
ed to establish firm boundaries and trust with
but only for himself. It’s an emotional exorcism
participants. Sharing my parents’ voicemails
without facing exposure. Emotional readabil
with others was painful, but it was my pain to
ity without legibility is our protective veil. The
share. Even if participants entrusted me with
question now was how could I create conditions
their voicemails, the project could be shared in
multiple contexts and situations moving forward. where the outcomes protect the opacity of my
Who knows if these new situations and audienc volunteers?6
es would be appropriate to share private data.
I crafted an exercise that would produce
I wouldn’t feel comfortable without consent from a consistent, scripted outcome forged from per
the messenger as well. I believe that voicemails, sonal, emotional material. I developed a series
trinkets of connection and intimacy, are sacred.
of prompts I could lead people through during
This was the time I was about Happy Together.
one-on-one, guided meditations in a private
Lonely people, after all, are all the same.
room, a mental exercise to focus one’s thoughts
Near the end of Happy Together’s sec
on a person missing in their lives. I wanted their
ond act, Lai Yiu-Fai falls in love with another
thoughts to linger on the person they longed for,
man, Chang (played by Chang Chen). While
someone whose reunion would be a completion.
their relationship develops, Chang’s affection
I had participants think about how much they
for Lai is ambiguous, his sexuality illegible.
missed their person to have those emotions
Eventually, he tells Lai he’s leaving Argentina
rise to the surface. At the end of the exercise,
for good, but not before a trip to the country’s
I left the room and asked my participants to call
southernmost lighthouse. On their last night
me to leave a voicemail as if they were leaving
together at a bar, Chang asks Lai for a parting
it on that person’s phone instead. I based this
gift: a recorded message he can play at the end
voicemail script on my parents’ voicemails. All
of the world. Left alone with the voice recorder
they had to say was, “Hey. It’s me. Call me back.”
in the middle of a lively bar, Lai considers the
I allowed each person to adapt that message to
device silently before breaking into sobs.
their loved one’s needs, whether that necessi
I’m interested in constructed actions
tated a different level of formality or a change in
that reveal deep, emotional truths. Why do
language. I realized I wanted a performance.
Selfishly, I was asking my participants
to share their emotions and their longing for
6 I will get into this later, but for
the person they imagined on the other end of
now, I mean opacity in the way
Édouard Glissant describes opacity
the telephone in the same way I thought about
in his Poetics of Relation (1990) as
my
parents. Longing for connection but unable
a human right: “We clamor for the
to truly express it, I substituted my voicemail
right to opacity for everyone.”
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inbox for their loved ones, asking participants
to craft something real under false conditions.
I was asking them to react in the moment to the
prompt, to perform in the Meisner sense, under
the premise that acting is “living truthfully under
imaginary circumstances.”7 Through the process,
I reenacted what draws me to film, interested in
how pretending becomes belief.
After sharing these voicemails in
critique, I was questioned about their authen
ticity. Someone asked, how could anyone believe
in these voicemails when they already know
they’re fake? This line of questioning influenced
my later investigations into performativity and
authenticity. Authentic voicemails, stripped
from their context, wouldn’t convey the leap of
faith I admired in Wind Phone. Under the rules of
play, each performance wasn’t burdened by the
weight of authentic revelation. Each voicemail
didn’t have to be anything other than make-
believe. Playing the loneliness voicemails for
someone requires the listener to empathize with
characterization; the people they are listening
to become abstractions, meaning they become
a mirror of their own tastes, compulsions, and
emotional states. I can’t teach a person how to
care about someone else’s feelings. My proj
ect captured the feeling of loneliness, but not
the trauma of it. The act of meeting in a shared
space, performing an offering for one another is
integral to my process.
During these exercises, I watched as
participants closed their eyes and imagined
their loved one in their minds. In the planning
stages, I was worried the exercise would turn
out silly, the emotional affect wouldn’t surf ace,
and I would waste everyone’s time. I worried the
idea was too sappy, too emotional for a rigorous
academic environment like RISD.
Conducting the meditations, I was sur
prised how much the project resonated. Some
participants cried during the process and I cried
with them. It was optional to respond to each
prompt aloud and sometimes someone started
speaking and fell silent over the course of the
7 I first came across this phrase
in The Actor’s Art and Craft:
William Esper Teaches the Meisner
Technique (2008). As far as I know,
it’s a common saying attributed to
Stanford Meisner.
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exercise as they fell into their memories. Most of
the time, people chose to stay silent. While they
left their voicemail messages, I waited outside
the room where I had left them and sometimes
it took several moments for them to emerge.
Outside the intimacy of the room, we didn’t talk
further about the exercise.
In the Mister Rogers documentary
Won’t You Be My Neighbor? (2018) by Morgan
Neville, Mister Rogers leads a crowd through a
guided meditation.8 The final scene of the movie
shows Mister Rogers giving a commencement
speech. He asks the students and everyone
gathered for a moment of silence to think of the
people who have supported and cared for them.
I watched the movie three times in theatres and
each time as this scene arrived, it felt like the
whole theatre was reduced to sobs.
The time spent together with people in
a room thinking of our loved ones together was
as much a part of the project as the voicemails
I received. Watching a sample of mostly straight
people long for their loved ones meant a lot for
me as a queer person invited into their loneli
ness. When other queer folks participated, it
sparked a dialogue about our families and any
potential estrangement we might understand
with each other. The participants and I inhabited
an emotional state of mind together, lingering
inside a true feeling that saturated the room.
Many participants remarked afterwards they
had been avoiding or neglecting these thoughts,
but the experience had left them feeling lighter,
fleshed out. Their output, a performative gesture
by design, allowed participants to keep that
emotional state to themselves, as is their right
under opacity. I was interested in how these
voicemails arose out of something true within
each participant, obscured to me but still legible
through the voicemail performance. The process
might seem counterfeit, but the making was gen
uine for the person leaving the voicemail. It was
definitely real for me as a witness.
The question of authenticity versus
truth looms large in my process as a designer.

8 I watched Won’t You Be My
Neighbor for the first time at the
Seattle International Film Festival
where I also watched Harana: The
Search for the Lost Art of Serenade.

9 If you identify as queer, please
contribute and share my ongoing
project, QueerLoneliness.com with
others. The Google document is a
living document in the tradition of
queers connecting online.

Authentic connection with my family will only
ever be imaginary given our circumstances, but
longing for a reality when my family wouldn’t
just tolerate but embrace my queerness keeps
me in my relationships with them. Arriving at the
Wind Phone and speaking to the dead — while
not authentic under our current, scientific under
standing of life and death — the message and its
delivery are true and real in the emotional sense.
The content of these performances are
emotional material rather than factual mate
rial. I didn’t want to make work about Person
A’s longing for Person B, I want to make a work
about longing in general, no matter the person.
Authenticity has its place, but I’m interested in
blurring authenticity through performance, priv
ileging poor-images of loneliness, and advocat
ing for individual opacity.
Successful performances — in film,
stage-play, dance, or even magic shows for
that matter — don’t drive audiences to throwing
their hands in the air in frustration, exclaiming
“I can’t get into it! It simply isn’t real!” Performed
truthfully, the audience is immersed in the
emotional narrative and can accept imaginary
conditions within the magic of theatre.
When I was 17 years old I had no lived
experiences that mapped onto the characters
in Happy Together. I had barely even touched
the surface of what being a queer person would
mean in my life, much less my own attitudes
towards what queerness meant politically for
me. But watching the film allowed me to project
myself into a future I had never thought possible,
a future where I could be free, where queer love
and loss merely — miraculously — exists at all.
Listening to each voicemail in the
loneliness time capsule hits different if you are
willing to be receptive to the imaginary. The
part iculars of who is speaking and who they
are speaking to are immaterial as the listener
instead looks inwards, reflecting on their own
relationships. Imagining this audience, I wonder
how a queer person might receive the work for
the first time, knowing how simple yet diffi
cult these messages are to send and receive.
Perhaps they wonder why they bear so much
emotional weight at all.
Beyond voicemails, I simultaneously
developed a series of experiments engaging
in queer loneliness across different mediums.
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A public Google Doc allows queers to write
about experiences in loneliness across time
and space.9 A living collection of artwork, music,
films, and imagery captures artistic depictions
of queer loneliness within those mediums. But
the voicemails, particularly the process of
capturing performances, resonate most deeply
with me. When I listen to the voicemails myself,
I’m struck by the generosity of my peers, the
voicemails ultimately a time capsule of this
strange, maddening, irreplicable time I spent in
grad school, right before COVID-19 changed the
way we could be with each other.
This inquiry into staging emotional ma
terial set me on the path to explore performance
and its relationship to truth, forming the basis
of my work exploring not just the form, but the
intent of my impulse to create graphic design at
large. I discovered that my work, ultimately, is a
way for me to not feel lonely after all.

Ohyun Kwon (?)
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Animal Crossing
Is a Place on Earth
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ON ESCAPE FROM AND COMMITMENT TO THE STATUS QUO

Written May 2020 in Nora Khan’s Criticism in the Age
of A.I. class at the Rhode Island School of Design.
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On March 11th, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) upgraded
COVID-19 to global pandemic status; nine days later, as the novel coronavirus continued to spread despite government-mandated quarantines,
Nintendo released Animal Crossing: New Horizons worldwide for their home
gaming console, the Nintendo Switch. While the full impact of the virus on
a global to community and individual scale still remains to be seen — 100,000
dead in the United States alone as of late May — COVID-19 has affected
how the world lives in the present, remembers its past and attempts to imagine a patchwork future. There is no telling where my own life will lead as I attempt to prepare for a diminished second year at the Rhode Island School of
Design (RISD). I have been waiting for months now to hear back from the
university on its plans to teach what can’t be taught through my computer
screen as a deadly virus and a culture unaccustomed to collective sacrifice
threatens every day to send everyone back to the drawing board. Yet life goes
on in Animal Crossing, a game described in its pre-COVID trailer as the player’s very own island getaway.1 Although time is shared in the series-defining
1:1 conceit (May 25th at 4:20 PM in the player’s world is the same in-game),
the game world diverges further and further from the reality of essential
workers, social distancing, and mass death. As a student, I’m concerned
with a nonexistent job market, tenuous housing and rent money as student
aid and school endowments get leaner and leaner, and the livelihoods of my
loved ones. In Animal Crossing, nearly all my needs are fulfilled and my concerns are alleviated through a defanged (perhaps revolutionary) simulation
of debt and a cheerful system of resource extraction. The wish fulfillment
promised by Animal Crossing has always been present in the series since its
inception, but how do we make sense of our acceptance or endorsement of
the systems that grant us this feeling of agency when the world is besieged by
a global pandemic? Late capitalism, the systemic virus that spreads and prolongs COVID-19 within its prognosis, infects the digital and physical worlds,
complicating and weakening the barrier between them.
The present moment is concerned with escapism. Understandably so.
In the immediate aftermath of the WHO announcement, governments not
already taking COVID-19 seriously issued statements and pushed policies
that changed from one day to the next. Countries already battling the disease for months were grimly validated in their concerns. Institutions and
workplaces upended business as usual, protecting a class of people by transitioning nearly overnight to online learning and work from-home procedures.
Meanwhile, essential workers — disproportionately represented by women,
people of color, and the working poor in the US 2 — continued to put their
lives at risk. News outlets did their best to publish articles on how to possibly find joy in these times3 while reporting on the incomprehensible death
toll.4 Fighting against the school’s eviction notice in my student apartment,
I spent dark days wondering if working toward an MFA in graphic design
was worth the cost and if it would truly benefit anybody. Lucky for us, video
games to the rescue.
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Against the backdrop of canceled events, precarious financial prospects,
and mass unemployment rising to historic levels, the video games industry
is experiencing an acceleration of trends already forecasting its growth. In
May 2020, the World Economic Forum described record profit increases with
people under lockdown and the closure of traditional forms of escapism like
movie theaters, tourism, and sporting events.5 In their fiscal year earnings report, delivered twelve days after the launch of the game and three weeks after
most US state governments imposed some version of shelter-in-place orders,
Nintendo revealed that Animal Crossing sold nearly 12 million units, already
exceeding the company’s lifetime sales expectations.6 In the midst of global
chaos, death, and civil (even personal) unrest, I and millions of other consumers around the world purchased and downloaded Animal Crossing: New
Horizons, escaping to a digital world bright with promise and free from disease.
As a real-time life-simulation game, the series distinguishes itself with
its child-like, human avatar inhabiting a bright and colorful world populated
with adorable animals filling in the social fabric of a fictional town or village.
As for the animals in Animal Crossing, they are the player’s neighbors, wandering day-trippers, museum and civic representatives, shop keeps, and source
of income. In the latest release, New Horizons, the player arrives on a deserted
island imbued with greater potential than before. Retaining the ability to decorate and customize their home as in older titles in the series, customizing the
world outside the player’s home is where New Horizons breaks new ground.
After a few weeks in game and in life, players are granted God-like terraforming abilities to carve out mountains and redirect rivers. Public features are easier to position and arrange. Constructing a lighthouse, which required at least
a day to pass to fund and complete in older titles, is as simple and immediate as
placing furniture inside the player’s home. The only quantitative limit on the
scope of possibility depends on the funds the player has accrued in the form
of Bells (the game’s currency) and the range of developer-made, three-dimensional assets available to them that must fit within the world’s invisible grid. As
both these resources are effectively endless through grinding and the promise
of future patches to implement new items, ultimately the only real cap on development are the hours, days, weeks, months, or years the player is willing to
invest into the game.
As a player, I know the time I invest on the island is sound as long as
there is energy to power my console. The gameplay loop is a series of minor
victories won over time with the assuredness that the flower or tree I plant
will always bear blossoms and fruit. For now, the game world provides a more
sound investment than time spent in the world where I’ve come to question
my choice in attending graduate school, a world where the market operates
with bewildering, inhumane opacity (as unemployment figures rose, so did
Wall Street’s gains7), and the façade of stability hides deep, systemic precarity in all realms from the sharing economy8 to the retail9 and restaurant businesses.10 On closing her restaurant, Prune, Gabrielle Hamilton wrote: “the
coronavirus did not suddenly shine light on an unknown fragility. We’ve all
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known, and for a rather long time. The past five or six years have been alarming.” When it comes to return, purchasing a $300 console, a $60 dollar game,
and the electric bill to run it in the home you rent or even impossibly own,
roughly 12 million people and counting have made the decision to invest.
The player invests not only their time in Animal Crossing, but their
hard-earned Bells and in-game resources. The closest the game has to a narrative is in the form of loan payment for the player’s house and public works
projects, provided by the adorable loan shark Tom Nook who is actually a tanuki (a Japanese indigenous raccoon) and not a shark. Yet these loans have no
interest and no deadline. The player could ignore the debt forever if they’re
satisfied with their home’s upgrade level that brings benefits like more rooms
and thus more space to showcase the items they’ve collected, a truly addictive if seemingly mundane gaming loop that makes me want to stop writing this altogether and jump back in the game. Tom Nook’s consistent role
since the series inception as money lender has always resulted in each release
producing countless articles on whether Nook and his silly green sweater
vest is a selfless community leader or a nefarious crook. The creators of New
Horizons acknowledge the public perception towards the Bell lender. In an
interview with the The Verge, New Horizons producer Hisashi Nogami described Tom Nook as “a very caring, really great guy.”11
Nogami argues Tom Nook isn’t greedy. Rather, the character’s money
obsessed nature is a sign of responsibility. “He’s an adult,” he says, “so he’s
very careful with money.” More importantly, according to Nogami, Nook’s
existence is the backbone of the entire Animal Crossing experience. If players didn’t have such massive debt to pay off, they wouldn’t spend their time
fishing, catching bugs, and finding other ways to earn cash. “It’s one of the
biggest motivations that users have to continue playing Animal Crossing, and
Tom Nook is the man behind that motivation,” Nogami explains.
The paternalistic of idealization of capitalism is evident from the remarks of a maker representing one of the largest corporations of Japan and in
the world but compelling arguments defending Tom Nook come from academia and culture writers as well. In a social distancing-induced Zoom video
conference, NYU Game Center professor Naomi Clark compared debt in
Animal Crossing to the system of interconnectedness of the furusato of 18th
century Japan.12 Collective debt held by a single community leader brought
the people together in poor, rural fishing villages under shared responsibility
and a mutual understanding that the debt was so insurmountable it would
never get paid back in full or even at all. In his article for The Atlantic, “The
Quiet Revolution of Animal Crossing,” Ian Bogost argues how the Animal
Crossing series’ raison d’etre as debt simulator offers an alternate take on capital.13 “Animal Crossing is a political hypothesis about how a different kind of
world might work — one with no losers.” While I believe in the game’s innocence to a degree and even err on the side of appreciating Tom Nook (it’s the
green sweater vest, so cute!) I find it more convincing that the world and its
vices enter into the game more often than the reverse. There are no articles
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on how the game has influenced Sallie Mae and landlords to offer debt forgiveness, even during an era of canceled semesters, layoffs, and furloughs.
The stalk market is Animal Crossing’s simplistic version of, yes, the
stock market. Daisy May, the adorable baby boar NPC carrying a basket of
turnips on her head (again, so cute!), only sells her turnips on Sunday mornings before noon for a random price in each game world. One games the system by buying hundreds of turnips at a time with the hopes that the local
store in town (owned by Tom Nook’s “nephews,” and perhaps some sort of
racket) will purchase them at a higher price in the days to come, resulting
in a sizeable profit. Not only do players schedule waking up on Sundays in
order to purchase turnips, but they also create networks of other players to
share turnip sale and purchase prices. The world of the game enters digital
networks beyond its scope, as players create communities on message boards,
chat rooms, Discord servers, messaging apps, and Slack channels to turn a
profit. I myself participate in at least three different channels for Turnip sales
scouting. In some instances, players whose towns offer the widest profit margin have enforced an etiquette of tipping or outright charge other players a
fee in Bells for access to their island’s turnip market. One look at the turnip
listings on Turnip Exchange, the fan-made website made expressly for finding and posting islands with high turnip sales, is enough to understand the
passive aggressive stance these fees create, in a game billed as an egalitarian
state for community and sharing. In a game where anyone there’s hardly any
scarcity when it comes to Bells and resources, the mentalities of capitalism
enter world of the game beyond the intention of the developers.
Other, unexpected forms of scarcity develop capitalistic responses
amongst the player base. Within weeks of launch, a player-developed Animal
Crossing version of Amazon, Nookazon, connects players looking to barter, sell, and trade for in-game items, sometimes with real world currency.14
In midst of a global pandemic, Jeff Bezos, founder, president, and CEO of
Amazon, is forecasted to become the world’s first trillionaire and common
citizens are still defending his immoral accumulation of wealth.15 The ability
to trade and adopt villagers themselves (each island can house up to ten out
of over 400 unique villagers with different levels of popularity) leads to bidding wars and the rampant speculation between players mirrored the near simultaneous public and private race for personal protective equipment (PPE),
toilet paper, and other necessities as citizens, states, and hospitals were abandoned by the criminally inept federal administration. Amiibo cards, physical trading cards featuring individual villagers, have skyrocketed in value as
the only method for players to summon those characters into their game on
demand. Popular amiibo cards like Marshal, the petite white squirrel with a
surly, crowd-pleasing frown, commands upwards of $150+ USD for resale
as of this writing, with no plans from Nintendo to issue reprints. The cards
originally sold in packs of six for $5.99.
Although I would imagine that the majority of players play the game
as Nintendo intends, trading and helping each other out of pure communal

spirit and goodwill, I wouldn’t be surprised if, like me, the average player has
become aware of these exterior, monetized systems or even considered making the jump to participating in the unchecked free market Animal Crossing
has created. The scarcity and unearned capital the game’s systems provide
with random turnip algorithms, item drops, and villager appearance rates
would have existed even without the increased attention the game has received during lockdown. Investing time in the game and engaging with its
world has resulted in an inevitable imbalance of power and assets that refutes the claims of egalitarianism: those who have Marshal, and those who
have not. It’s easy to feel like a loser in the competitive sense when your island pales in comparison to the near wonderlands showcased on YouTube
that provide real world income to their content creators per click. As of this
writing, one 16-minute video already has 1.5 million views. Of course these
views also translate into ad revenue and social capital.
Animal Crossing as a life simulation are exactly that, simulations of life.
The “game” of Animal Crossing is in its alignment with capital and debt, admitted by its developers and producers. Life sims as a genre are more enticing the closer the games align with reality while sanding down the barriers
that have players turning to games in the first place. The social imperative
to build a more perfect, more beautiful game world than the one we inhabit
is still an overall unimaginative endeavor. The game has far more different
types of chairs than rocket ships, for example. The cuteness and gloss of its
surface masks the ugliness of the systems it mimics and deploys. Ugly aspects of the world inevitably port into the game and there is at least one documented, awkward situation of villager offering a Black player character a dorag due to the system’s random gift-giving algorithms.17 The island setting as
virgin territory and the ability to visit other, procedurally generated islands
to mine them for resources hews too closely to imperialism. And yet what the
game offers in spite of its problematics is not nothing.
In Animal Crossing there is no work in the Dolly Parton 9-to-5 sense of
the word. The players and not the game itself pushes the capitalistic agenda
onto the world and create an arms race for resources. Scarcity is manufactured. There is no real loss in Animal Crossing, no event or circumstance a
player can’t recover from in a matter of days or even hours. It might rain in
the game when it’s sunny outside my window, but all the better to catch rare
fish that only appear during downpours. There are no arguments to be won
between other players, nothing that can’t be obtained with patience. Animal
Crossing by design has no real hardship, no suffering, and no vice beyond
what the player inserts into the world by manipulating the tools available to
them. In Animal Crossing there is no COVID-19.
What makes this iteration of Animal Crossing different and unique
from its predecessors is its draw within the global pandemic. During its years
of development, there was no way to predict COVID-19. A last-minute delay from its original December launch date proved fateful. The incredible
sales figures in the first 12 days of release for the game vastly outperformed
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the entire lifetime sales of two previous entries. No doubt COVID-19 has
something to do with that number, with more people sequestered at home for
fear of infection or disruption of their lives. The wish fulfillment provided
by Animal Crossing extends beyond the violence of ownership and resource
hoarding. In the COVID era, what was once merely a psychological gratification of simulated accumulation has become a lifeline to the world, both
salve and restoration for what was lost. As society asks when, not if, more
outbreaks like COVID will emerge, the escape the game originally offered
is transformed into a doubling down on the world we wish we could touch,
traverse, and breathe in, even if our limited imagination can only envision a
toothless capitalism. In some respects, Animal Crossing ought to replace the
structures and systems of the world entirely.
The debt, I remind you, has no deadline and I’ve ignored it for weeks
now and still play the game daily contrary to the developer’s assumptions on
my behavior. I’ve made no less than three different gyms in my island as I try
to manufacture my own dumbbells and barbells out of suitcases and gallon
milk jugs in my real-world apartment. My friends and I have visited each
other’s Animal Crossing islands to watch meteor showers together, and I’ve
had romantic dates with an internet stranger in the museum as the fish and
bugs I donated to the wildlife sections swam and skittered around our avatars.
Although parks are forbidden territory and people in cities hit hardest by the
virus wander six feet apart from each other, I can wander outdoors in Animal
Crossing and there’s a literal sneeze animation I can deploy with no fear or
dread. The mundane aspects of life take on a novel aura when recreated ingame. The island limit of ten villagers and the player character feels like a
crowd compared to the social distancing and taboo of gathering together.
While schools are canceled, the source of so much stress for so many
students, Animal Crossing has become a site for new schools, with one professor even inviting students to visit his virtual classroom and dozens of Animal
Crossing graduations took place as solace to the graduating class. While attending my friend Leena’s Zoom graduation from the Berkeley MFA program, I wondered to myself, how would this be any different from celebrating
in Animal Crossing? With its cute aesthetic, voice chat without the pressure of
turning on your camera with the Nintendo Online mobile app, the ability for
characters to wear a cap and gown and not feel silly, or any host of other reasons an Animal Crossing graduation might have even preferable. Opening her
keynote address to the graduating class, Jenifer Woffard from the Filipina
artist collective, Mail Order Brides (M.O.B.) and one of my idols, said, “No,
you will not find the answers in Animal Crossing.” By even mentioning it at
all, I wonder if it’s better to look for questions.
What about graphic design? While I can barely make any sense of capital G-D Graphic Design while people are losing loved ones, losing their
livelihoods, losing their sense of community, I am able to open the Animal
Crossing customization features and illustrate, pixel by pixel, little designs
for myself and my friends. In this way the world in Animal Crossing feels
like a place where I can be the person I used to be. Surrounded by friends,
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wandering inside a crowd of people, making design. I barely feel like a graphic
designer anymore (aren’t there more important things to be right now?) but
I am graphic designer in Animal Crossing. I scour message boards browsing
everyone’s creations, delighting in their designs and uploading them into my
game world. One player recreated the scene opening tableau from the NBC
series The Good Place, faithfully recreating vinyl text on the wall, constituting possibly the first time a commercial typeface was redrawn in the world of
Animal Crossing — Brandon Grotesque, if you must know, which was also the
house typeface of Nordstrom for all design and marketing during the time I
was employed there. Looking at the anonymous designer’s work in the game,
I was reminded of the precarity of our economic systems, how coronavirus is
tearing down the luxury department store and changing consumer spending
habits. Seeing Brandon Grotesque in this digital context was like a haunting,
a silly ghost in the family-friendly machine, except it wasn’t selling anything
anymore, it was just a carryover from the physical world to the digital, a commodity rendered powerless as literal decoration. The tools are in the game to
make any design. Design created in Animal Crossing is simulation.
The shift to online learning and work from home structures has already brought the necessity of the institutions that housed our work and our
labor into question. During one of my digital critiques at RISD, artist and
professor Melanie Hoff asked the class, “If the institution can open a Zoom
classroom, why can’t I?” When I think about my role as a graphic designer
or future educator myself — if there are schools in the future, or if there are
still digital means to reach out to students — how much of my experiences
in the digital world as replacement for the physical are simulation or real. It
feels unnecessary to differentiate these binaries, digital vs. physical, simulation vs. real. The fiction of scarcity and the fiction of the institution exist in
the physical world. As does the fiction of our dependence on capitalism even
as it continues to destroy us.
For all the escapism the game offers, player is still entrenched in the
game’s systems that crib from their violent analogs in the world. Fighting
the temptation to give in to the grind and playing the game slowly feels like
resistance in an already slow game where fishing can produce a quickening of
the pulse. Animal Crossing asks us to slow down, literally, as running is punishable with hard-earned flowers that took days to bloom losing their petals
when trampled underfoot. Minor developments like a package arriving in
the mail or a tree growing just a little taller feel like major accomplishments.
The slowness I feel in the coronavirus world is not often marked with tiny
wins, which makes the changes in the game all the sweeter. The small wins of
containing the spread and flattening the curve are already at risk as protesters rush state houses to demand the ill-advised opening of frivolous comforts
and inessential yet entirely essential needs. America is used to instant gratification, and I fear we will never learn how to appreciate slowness and utilize
speed strategically. If practicing slowness in the game means my character
can ignore the debt from Tom Nook, how can living in the digital world fuel
an urgent demand to band together to rent strike in the physical? COVID-19
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is a natural result of capitalism, exploitation, and corruption that has forced
the slowing down of so many systems and a dismantling of the world we took
for granted.18 Don’t you think it’s time for something else? Animal Crossing
might not have the answers but perhaps it can start a fire. The same cute surface that masks the tacit affirmation of capitalism might also prompt questions why we can’t defang capitalism as it works in our world.
Everything is not fine. Animal Crossing is both escape from and a commitment to the status quo. Life may not continue as planned in the world,
but it goes on in our digital simulations of it. Animal Crossing is a platform
for reunions with friends, birthdays celebrated with silly animal villagers and
friends alike, and memorials to the dead to commemorate those we’ve lost.
Time passes in step on both sides of the screen. When a flower bursts from
the earth after days of watering, there is joy and relief. The island is alive. So
am I. But what about the world? When does escapism cure me and when does
it approach negligence? When does my simulated labor recreate violence that
fuels the engine wreaking havoc upon the real world? Is the game I’ve sunk
my time into, the world I’ve been living in, and the future I’ve been working
towards, a heaven or a hell?
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Written for the RISD Graphic Design MFA 2021
Biennial, Everything You Can Think Of; Nothing You Want,
with editing help from Adam Fein, Jenni Oughton,
and Will Mianecki. The concepts and thinking were
developed by the entire GD MFA team working on
the biennial listed in the acknowledgements from the
biennial launch event I’ve copied here in full.
The biennial team wants to thank the following people:
Curatorial considerations were led by Will Mianecki,
Ryan Diaz, Adam Fein, and Georgie Nolan with the
entire grad cohort in the initial stages of deciding our
show theme as a class.
Our website was developed by our coding team, Kit
Son Lee, Everett Epstein, and Laura de Baldeon.
Our graphics were developed by the identity team,
Everett Epstein, Romik Bose Mitra, Fourough Abadian,
Louis Rakovich, and Ingrid Schmaedecke.
The writing for our show, including the curatorial
statement was written by Adam Fein, Ryan Diaz, Will
Mianecki, Jenni Oughton, and Zoë Pulley.
Our programming team organizing our exciting
events include Georgie Nolan, Ryan Diaz, Adam Fein,
Daphne Hsu, Jenni Oughton, Zoë Pulley, and Ásta
Þrastardóttir. And thank you again to all our speakers
for their participation.
Special thanks to the team leads heading each
department: Ryan Diaz, Everett Epstein, Adam Fein,
Kit Son Lee, Will Mianecki, and Georgie Nolan.
Finally our sincerest gratitude to the faculty and
staff that contributed to the biennial: Ed Brown, John
Caserta, James Goggin, Lucy Hitchcock, Bethany
Johns, Nora N. Khan, Minkyoung Kim, Eva Laporte,
Mark Moscone, John Sunderland, & Caroline Vasquez.

I love her lack of energy, go girl give us nothing!
— YouTube comment from a Dua Lipa performance

Drag Queen Anahi Santos falls asleep during a
livestream performance in April 2020 at the start of the
global pandemic

The 2021 Graphic Design MFA Biennial is about everything and nothing.
Everything You Can Think Of; Nothing You Want is a reflection of our varied
experiences in this graduate program: what it is and what it is not.
Everything You Can Think Of and Nothing You Want correspond to
two separate but related bodies of work — like two sides of a coin, informing
one another — housed in one virtual biennial. Accordingly, the show may exhibit graphic design as would any traditional biennial, yet it may also make
visible those things obscured by the polished pieces on display: the exertion,
the exhaustion, the expense.
Everything You Can Think Of is abundance. Possibility and imagination. This exhibition represents a sliver of the output of the diverse, ambitious graduate student cohort at the Rhode Island School of Design. We
are expanding our field through formal experimentation and critical writing. Everything You Can Think Of portrays the idealized MFA experience:
The institution provides freedom, knowledge, and equipment for students to
produce beautiful bodies of work, pursue interesting research, and cultivate
meaningful practices — but the experience often comes at great cost.
Nothing You Want is everything unseen. Artifacts of students’ lives
concealed and discounted. Another sliver: financial precarity, sleepless
nights, alienation, loneliness, frustration, depression, fatigue, burnout, anxiety, anger, shame, doubt, guilt, debt — things ugly and untidy, yet common
in our graduate program and others, surely. The material on display reveals
that students perform a calculus of neglect, where sleep, food and community are weighed against work, labor and production.
A word of caution. Do not let one side of the show distract from the
true message. We both admire the work on display and endorse the expressions of complaint. This show is a slim volume of the RISD GD MFA program in totality — beauty, ugliness, gaps, redactions, and erasures included.
The message of the show exists in the tension between the two sides, including the complicity of graduate students.
Exhibiting Nothing You Want is a precarious act; there is an imbalance of power between faculty, administration, and students. We are committed to challenging this imbalance but in doing so are left vulnerable and
risk misinterpretation. We intend transformation, not malice, not insult.
These grievances are revealed with care and consideration to induce positive
change. The argument of Everything You Can Think Of; Nothing You Want is
that the only way forward is transparency, testimony and open dialogue.
2020 and its attendant crises have shown us that — while risk-taking
and failure are encouraged — failings are unacceptable within the university.
In the midst of burnout, physical and mental illness, and a global pandemic
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the institution has not sufficiently revised expectations regarding production and productivity. But as our shadow biennial, Nothing You Want, establishes: work is not just a product; it is also labor. 2020 has revealed that RISD
students have inherited unsustainable systems which ignore or scorn student
wellbeing. What we reluctantly accepted a year ago seems unendurable now.
There must be a better way.
Our programming attempts to reconcile what we endure and what we
desire. Our speakers, all RISD alumni, will offer reimaginings of the MFA
program. Many have become educators after graduating and have seen both
sides of MFA education; they offer perspectives on how institutions can care
for students and faculty alike.
Traditionally, a biennial is a moment to pause and reflect on the ideas
and concerns of the RISD graphic design students during the past two years.
Presenting the work of the MFA cohort in 2021 without reckoning with the
material and emotional conditions of those same students would be a dereliction. We owe more to one another and to ourselves.
We join with students across the world in saying: institutions must
change if we are to reconcile everything and nothing. We want their full energy committed to our cause. Go girl, give us everything!

Additional Resources:
ART@COVID.EDU: Studio Art MFAs and the Cost of Remote Learning
cueartfoundation.org/events/artcovidedu-studio-art-mfas-and-the-cost-of-remote-learning
FUC weekly online series
www.fuc-series.org
Artforum: “As Curricula Move Online, Yale Art Students Demand Tuition Refund”
www.artforum.com/news/as-curricula-moves-online-yale-art-students-demand-tuition-refund-82531
The Glasgow School of Art Stole Our Money
www.gsamfa.net
And she’s back!
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PARIS 05:59: THÉO & HUGO
Théo et Hugo dans le même bateau
HUGO	
You’ll do the test and we’ll wait for the result. And by that time, after 3 months
and 28 days together we’ll be strong enough. Even if I’m sure you’ll be negative.
After that, if you still want to have sex, if you’re not scared, we can keep going.
THÉO
Then what?
HUGO	
We’ll keep going. There’ll be no reason to stop.
We’ll stay together. For a long time.
THÉO
How long?
HUGO	
A long time. I don’t know. Let’s say... 20 years. In 20 years we’ll do so much.
We’ll go... to the supermarket. Or maybe something huge. We’ll save whales, or
just a kitten. A cause, or a world-changing invention. I don’t know. Something.
THÉO
How long?
HUGO	
After that... we’ll break up. I guess. Like everyone else. And we’ll be sad but
that’s life.
THÉO
Are you sure it’s worth it?
[Hugo nods yes. They kiss.]
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to the raunch, for I know where
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An atlas is a bound collection of maps, charts, tables, diagrams, illustrations,
texts, and indexes designed to orient, find, discover, locate, and inform.
For this first project, each of you will contribute a chapter to a larger
volume — a collective “atlas” — in response to these questions: Where/who
am I? Where/who are we?
You will perform a series of tasks as a way to set off on a path of exploring, responding, and collecting. You will become better acquainted with
your (new) city, your peers, and yourself.
Each of you will gather and generate original content based on a set of
given prompts. During this process, you will both physically acquaint and
mentally/emotionally place yourself at the start of discovery.
FOR
SHOW
AND
TELL
Develop your responses to these six prompts over
the course of two weeks. on SUNDAY JUNE 7TH
we will come together as a group and discuss how
it went for everyone and how they answered each
prompt to the best of their ability.

1.

2.

ADAPTED
PROMPTS
FOR
GSSS4G
Go into your book collection and find three books you haven’t read or even looked at since
you purchased it and catalog three things of interest from those books. You can substitute
“book” for any other kind of media as long as it has been mostly forgotten to you.
Go for a walk, take note of what you see, then write a letter to your future self or someone
else starting with the words “I have to tell you”

O
P
T
I
O
N
A
You may want collect your responses together

L
3.

into one cohesive package. Think of it as a kind of
publication, although it doesn’t need to be a book at
all. Publication as the act of making something for
public consumption. See the examples in the Slack

Film yourself doing a physical activity for however long or short you see fit. Present this film
as is or as a series of still images from the video.

4.

Record some or all of a 15 minute conversation with someone, either online or in person.
Start recording in the middle when it feels right. Make a map of the conversation.

5.

Come up with a question for yourself and write an answer on the same time for at least 5
days. You can answer in writing, drawing, dance, photographs, screenshots, or however you
see fit. Make it part of a routine.

6.

Ask someone in the Summer Sunday School to make a task for you. Complete their task as
generously possible because it is their gift to you.

for reference. Since we will be on Zoom, you don’t
need to make a presentation, you can simply show
us the work as is, in whatever state it may be, or
you can make a PDF/presentation/series of images
as you see fit.

GOODNESS
MAKE AN ACT
ON BEHALF OF
YOUR ENTIRE
COMMUNITY.
LIST THE TRAITS
OF A GOOD
OPPRESSOR
THEN BE THAT.
SUFFER
HONORABLY.

SAVOR
DON’T LEAVE ME
THIS WAY.
KNOW THAT IT
WON’T LAST AND
KEEP IT GOING
ANYWAY.
STRETCH A
MUNDANE
MOMENT INTO
ETERNITY.
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TODAY I WAS A POLITICIAN
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I WOKE UP TO POLITICAN THOUGHTS.
I BELIEVED IN POLITICAL THINGS.
I CONCERNED MYSELF WITH THE CONCERN
I SPOKE POLITICAL SPEECH.
I SAW WHAT POLITICIANS SEE.
I ATE THE FOOD THAT SATIFIES POLITI
AND TRAILED POLITICIAN SCENTS IN MY
I MOVED THROUGH THE WORLD LIKE A PO
AS EVERYONE WITNESSED MY POLITICAL
I WAS TREATED LIKE A POLITICIAN BY
I LOVED OTHERS LIKE A POLITICIAN
BECAUSE I WAS LOVED FOR THE POLITIC
WHEN THE TIME HAD COME FOR ME TO RE
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i can move my body! on my own (taking a
walk and making active observations) or with
others (dancing with other bodies!)

when i’m coming home and i fly into seatac
and no one is there to pick me up. when i am
visiting an old place where my ex-lover or
former friend and i used to spend time. when
i pass through a place where i remember
being abused at. when i am in a new city
or place and remember that no one knows
where i am.

lonely
is
queer
when

i think it was realizing i was queer, not
knowing who to talk to about it.

when i think about all the obstacles that
face queer intimate relationships, and
specifically for queer women, dealing
with not only your own gendered trauma
but your partners’. there’s an extra level
of enragement/helplessness that comes
with not only yourself experiencing sexism,
gender based violence, etc. but when your
partner shares those experiences and there
is nothing you can do. gender based trauma
seems like an added barrier to intimacy and
safety that sometimes seems too big.

i think hetero couples become each other’s
“best friends” and are more supported in
building lives together and being together
forever. i think queer romance, while
beautiful and imperfectly perfect and valid,
doesn’t necessarily translate to lifelong
company as easily as hetero romance. this
is an imperfect and complicated feeling,
but i feel like i could find a lifelong partner
more easily if i were considered an “easier”
person, but people see my queer values in
play and consider me “difficult.”

happy together by wong kar-wai

I REMEMBER BEING IN THERAPY
AND COMING TO REALIZE THAT
LONELINESS IS NORMAL AND
JUST PART OF BEING HUMAN.
I HAD COME INTO THAT SPACE
ATTACHING EXTREMELY NEGA
TIVE FEELINGS TO LONELINESS
lonely
(“IT’S BENEATHsounds
ME, HOW DO I
like
GET RID OF IT”) BUT SLOWLY
CAME TO UNDERSTAND THAT ONCE
ACCEPTED, ITS IMPORTANCE
queer
lonely
BEGINS TO DIMINISH.
is

lonely
looks
like

i am working on a project that i like. learning
something new. developing a new skill just
for myself.reading and absorbing information
for my own interest and enjoyment and
curiosity and not just to produce something
of value. also, sharing this information with
others or finding others who are interested
in similar things.

my vulnerability is met with love and care

i truly feel myself in my body, like out in
nature or while meditating

IT’S ROOTED IN A FEAR OF
NOT BEING GOOD ENOUGH FOR
SOMEONE TO LOVE.

when i see representation, in film, on
instrgram, on youtube, etc.

IT KEEPS GETTING HEAVIER.

i feel nourished even by light-touch connections (like being on a sports team with
people, being part of a book club, etc.) i
think that we need layers of intimacy, like
the people who are ride-or-die forever all the
way to the people who give you a kind nod
at the bus stop - all of that makes me less
lonely.

i am seen as a trope or as an idea, not as
the person who is grappling with how all my
identities shape and make my experience
that is so different from the norm.

I’M NOT SURE YET.

i am unable to know what love i deserve and
how to love myself, which then causes me to
not accept the love of others and i am not
patient enough to wait for it.

i can help meet the needs of my friends or
family members through some act of care

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT YOUR LONELINESS

QUEERLONELINESS.COM

costco. walking through parks in the neighborhoods where i used to live. driving long
distances in my car alone. riding the ferry
to go home and especially riding back. dog
parks. empty dance studios. my childhood
bedroom. looking for parking spots on
capitol hill or in the university district.
i am surprised by someone’s unexpected
actions that are rooted in love

this makes me wonder how much of loneliness responds to romantic relationships vs.
friendship loneliness?

workplaces, especially those that don’t really
have much in the way of diversity of thought
or culture — places focused on money and a
superficial idea of what their culture actually
is, if you could even call it that.

sometimes the gay dance clubs/bars
can feel especially lonely, but also can
feel extremely liberating. maybe it’s the
emotional circumstances you bring with
you to the club, or the people surrounding
you, the combination of friends, strangers,
potential
new
friends/acquaintances/
lovers, enemies, etc.

i
get
lonely
at

my senior year of college. an acid trip triggered the worst depressive episode that lasted a year and i couldn’t comprehend what i
was going through, much less communicate
to others what was going on. i also wanted to
be loved so badly, i threw myself into a lot of
situations that only made everything worse.

honestly? when i’ve been in relationships
(romantic and friend) that were abusive and
drained me more than fulfilled me. i would
be scrambling to try and keep the other
person’s love because i held the belief that
‘love is work’ and that no one could love me
just for being my full self.

during the holidays. i don’t have the best
relationship with my relatives and i feel
guilty reaching out to those who i consider
my family because i don’t know if they think
the same of me and i don’t want to burden
them during the holidays when they are
spending time with their relatives/family.

when i fell into a pattern of self isolation
to the extent that i felt unable to contact
friends. i was ashamed for not supporting
them or knowing what was going on in their
lives for so long, how could i ask them to help
me?

much like the above, when i felt unable to
remember who i was- what i enjoyed, what
i was interested in, what i cared about. i felt
unanchored to any entity that could help me
make choices or relate to others in shared
experiences.

when i could feel the estrangement of others
around me, and noticing the emptiness from
the general apathy that has settled in over
the years. when i can’t tie myself to one
unified thought or concept of self / selves.

i know who are the one or two people
(outside of a romantic partnership) that i can
immediately text when something happens

when i’m doing something by myself that
needs my whole concentration

when i feel like i’m complaining and my
friends tell me they really respect my
vulnerability and thoughtful processing
and it’s not draining at all to listen to me - it
brings us closer

i have friends to spend time with, to sit
together/be in proximity with.

i
feel
less
lonely
when

i feel self-conscious

when i think about how i can’t wear the
clothes i want to wear to an interview

when i think about having to hold myself up
through everything — big successes and big
grief — because i don’t have a traditional
family and, though chosen family is amazing,
we haven’t set up the mechanisms for
continual mutual support

when i leave the bustly noise and energy of
work and a bunch of children and go back to
my quiet house.

when i get a bad cold or injury and it feels
uncomfortable or burdensome to ask others
for help, sometimes i don’t even know what
to ask for.

when it’s the end of a long day and i could use
a reminder to slow down and eat and rest.
sometimes i need help remembering from
someone who notices

i experience something so so beautiful and
so so insignificant that it doesn’t make sense
to call a friend up to tell them about it. the
kind of thing you might mention to someone
right before going to sleep

people around me are not proactive in
reaching out while i constantly push my
hands towards them

when i feel alone as a survivor of intimate
partner violence and people invalidate me
because they find me less likable than my
abuser or they see me as damaged for still
being in love with my abuser

being told to just keep it together/calm
down/stop overreacting.

when you miss something, a love, that has
yet to be yours. this love is from the small
sounds… the exhale of someone lying next
to you. the rushing of the wind as you sit with
others in a car gliding down the road. the
sound of thunder and pattering of rain. emo
shit like that.

radio lab sometimes

go back by 새소년

“hasta que te conoci” by juan gabriel

the first time i could feel the loneliness in a
song was when i first heard have you ever
by brandy as a kid. i wasn’t even remotely
interested in any kind of romantic connection
and didn’t know yet that i was queer, but i
remember i felt her longing inside me but
didn’t have the words to express how or why.

feeling like i’ll never be able to fully rest into
someone else and be my not-as-charming
self (e.g. express my emotions authentically
when i’m angry or sad or ungenerous just as
much as when i play loving host and listening
ear to others). somehow that seems reserved
for deep romantic relationships, long-term
friendships that are at the sibling level, and
parents when you have ones you can trust.

eating a chipotle chicken bowl in my car
while listening to radio lab, parked outside
my home but unwilling to go in

those moments when you feel incapable of
empathy. when i am in a depressed cycle,
sometimes i feel unable to listen, respond, or
communicate with the people i care about.
it’s like a fog rising between myself and
others

a void staring into another void

i think a lot of loneliness existing as a
queer body is that the society / the general

i wonder how much of queer loneliness
carries the burden of self-discovery? is
there something to knowing and locating
your queerness that opens you up for added
dimensions to loneliness?

realizing i was queer and experiencing the
soul-crushing christian guilt that took years
to completely get over.

i’ve been attending several straight/
straight-appearing weddings lately while
going through a breakup, and it just reemphasizes for me that people will celebrate
and travel long distances for your traditional
marriage more than any other event. like i
could accomplish anything and it wouldn’t
be as monumental as the socially-encoded
joy of those spaces. facing life as someone
who doesn’t really want to/may never get
married even non-traditionally, i feel kind
of like i will never meet the adult milestones
that make me valuable as a human because
i am queer. that’s not queerness actually,
that’s more a cishet patriarchy thing, but the
consequences are felt as ‘because i am living
more authentically as myself, i am more
difficult to love and won’t be celebrated’.

it first made me realize my family wouldn’t
know how to relate to me. then, as i moved
from one longterm relationship with a
woman — in which i identified strongly as a
lesbian — to one with a man which was new
and strange, i turned inward and thought
where is this gray area, what do i call it to
communicate with others? why did i need
to cling to some sort of symbol of what i
thought i was, or did i just want a bucket to
belong to because that unknown gray area
seemed lonely and difficult to navigate?

knowing that my queerness separates me
from my muslim family and from some
aspects of my cultural identity.

THERE ARE MOMENTS WHEN
I READ SOMETHING THAT I
RESONATE SO DEEPLY WITH,
ENTRIES THAT FEEL SO RELATABLE
I FEEL LIKE WE WERE TOGETHER
FEELING THOSE FEELINGS, AND
OTHER ENTRIES THAT WERE SO
HONEST THAT I HAD TO STOP
READING FOR A LITTLE BIT AND
RETURN LATER BECAUSE OF HOW
REAL IT WAS. I FEEL THANKFUL TO
EVERYONE CONTRIBUTING THEIR THIS IS THE LEAST LONELY AND

my own private idaho campfire scene

OPEN
COMMUNITY
READER

ARE YOU LONELY RIGHT NOW?

ROMANTICALLY AND SEXUALLY?
YES. IN COMMUNITY? IT’S A
QUIETER YEAR WITH SOME
LOVING SOLITUDE. WITH MY
CHOSEN FAMILY? NEVER.

OH YEAH.

PROBABLY.

ARE YOU LONELY RIGHT NOW?

QUEERLONELINESS.COM

LONELINESS

QUEER
when i moved to san francisco on my own
after college. i had a few friends there,
but i was also going through a break-up,
estranged from my family, and experiencing
new traumas i didn’t know how to
communicate.

i think about the ways in which my family
doesn’t know the person i am without them?
when i hear a song or watch something that i
wish i could share my feelings with and have
no one to talk to about it, even if it’s just to
gush or to fume?
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THINGS THAT ARE PROFANE

LOVE (EXTENSION)
WINDOWS
PORTRAITS
GYM BUNNIES
TOUKO LAAKSONEN
MOOMIN
LINE DANCING
SUNSET
SMALL POINT CAFÉ
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETE
THEATRE
HAIR AND NAILS
ECHO
FRANK O’HARA
TRAINS
EMAIL
THE GOOD WIFE
WRITING
SEATTLE
MONDAYS
MYERS-BRIGGS
SACRIFICE
LIBERATION DAY RALLY
BEYONCÉ
MEMORY

HIGH LOW TASTE
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…crackles into to cacophonous dis/harmony.

ISP on Lateral Pedagogies
Objective:

This ISP is an opportunity to formally craft a pedagogical framework on
graphic design education
that draws from experiences
THE from practitioners
in the field and from other disciplines such as
poetry, theatre, dance,
sculpture, clowning, illusionists, cooking, botany,
architecture, etc.
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PROJECT INDEX
A READING COMMONS
Programmed events, performances, audio recordings, & print ephemera
Collaboration with Mae Zhang McCauley for the public reading

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Publication, 5.5 × 8.5 inches
Collaboration with Sophia Brinkgerd for the RISD
Visiting Designers workshop “Design & Labor”
developed by Danielle Aubert

PROJECT INDEX
AGYEI ARCHER LECTURE POSTERS
Posters (24 × 36.5 inches & 11 × 17 inches)

ATLAS 2019
Publication (8.5 × 11 inches, perfect bound)

Posters promoting a talk by type designer
Agyei Archer for the 2020 RISD Visiting
Designer Lecture Series. Designed with
Monde, a typeface by Sophia Brinkgerd.

Created from a series of twelve tasks to explore the city of Providence, each of the RISD
Graphic Design MFA candidates in our cohort distilled our observations and conceptual
interests into graphic form. It was our first time meeting together as a class; we got to
know each other better through our responses to the prompts, which we gathered into a
book with 16-page spreads per person.
I knew immediately that I wanted to explore Providence’s queer sites, but I was rejected from entering the only local bathhouse I found. Meanwhile, I was surprised to learn
that the First Baptist Church in America was built in this city, the branch of Christianity
followed by my family. In the confluence of these two events, I spacialized my ideas on a
spectrum between the gay club and the church, plotting my place across the spectrum.
I also incorporated imagery and texts from my interests in bodybuilding, the gym, dance,
and poetry, with an interview with my friend and fellow MFA candidate, Will Mianecki, on
masculinity and emotion. My signature acted as a journey through the social realms of
churches, gyms, and nightclubs towards a bright, gleaming center and back out again.

From the introduction of the book:

A public program developed during COVID-19 to create community through
socially-distanced outdoor poetry readings. Partnering with local businesses and the city of Providence, I collaborated with Mae Zhang McCauley and
Providence bookstore Symposium Books to create an event for people to read
poems out loud for each other in the context of a weekend street fair. We developed a reader of sample poems to pass around to pedestrians and provided the
space and staging for volunteers to recite and perform readings of phrases or
passages that amused, delighted, or moved them for the benefit of others.
The project consisted of a series of readings across three stages:
1 	A digital network of individual spaces that produced a single nave, a
hymnal of empty space, a meeting of friends
2	A private space with an established cohort gathered in the glow
of candle light under the night sky
3	A public reading for the community with open participation
To manifest is to summon in the moment of need. People appeared from
the ether like a magic spell to read poetry together. Together we found epiphany
in the oratory. To utter is to speak the world before you; to listen is to allow the
energies to move through you. In this way, I asked around for what I wanted
to hear, to see, to share, to feel in my isolation and I got what I needed by the
generosity of others convening to share the words of others.
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Crises don’t only take and trample; they teach. This
global pandemic is a lesson in how to endure, to improvise, to adapt, to mourn. This time is marked by loss: of
loved ones, job security, income, health insurance, and
overall stability in life. People are fighting to keep from
losing more than we already have. Nobody is properly
prepared for a pandemic, not individuals, corporations,
institutions, nor governments. For many, each day is
about survival, literal and figurative.
COVID-19 challenges us at RISD to rethink our
roles inside these systems. As students, what can we
do now? What should — or rather, what do we need to
do now? We don’t need to reinvent design under these
circumstances. We don’t need to theorize another
social-design phenomenon; we don’t need to panic,
nor do we need to prove to ourselves or anyone else
that we can excel even during a global emergency. The
pressure is higher than ever to be merely human.
Now is not the time to produce more. Now is the
time to pause. This pandemic requires us — forces
us — to reflect on the flaws in our system. It merely
exposes the fault lines that have always been in the
system. Healthcare, job security, the economy and our
educational systems have always been fragile. Now is
the time to focus our attention on alternative ways of
being, of what we need instead.
With educational institutions functioning like
businesses, where does that leave students? How do
we treat the people we work with whose labor enables
us to pursue our education? What is our responsibility
and our culpability within the system?
As we pause and reconsider what really matters
in our lives, it’s important to acknowledge emotional
labor. At RISD, a notably underappreciated emotional
laborer is the RISD shuttle driver who safely transports
students to and fro all over Providence. This project is
dedicated to each of them as thanks, as a way to checkin on how they’re doing, and to acknowledge that we
need each other now more than ever.
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PROJECT INDEX
BIG HOME
Digital workshop using the browser-based design tool Figma

PROJECT INDEX
BUTT CUTS
Publication (6 × 7.5 inches, wire-o bound)

A book of jump cuts from page to page
scanned images collected from the RISD
Fleet Library, transitioning from butts
to physiques to various levels of male
intimacy.

CAN YOU FEEL IT?
Short film

A project developed at the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic when the substitution of
in-person communication for digital screens led to widespread adoption of the phrase
“Zoom fatigue.” In the first week of RISD’s campus shutdown, Nintendo released Animal
Crossing: New Horizons.
I was interested in exploring an alternative to Zoom, a different model for gathering
online. I decided to leverage the browserbased design tool Figma to bring people together
to create a world using the platform’s prototyping and artboard-linking features. Individually crafted boards served as rooms or spatial tiles that participants could simulate traveling
between, with clickable elements leading to other artboards. Participants were also asked
to express their emotional states within the environments they built, represented through
composition, content, color, imagery, and text.
Rather than merely tolerating Zoom in the midst of social collapse, Big Home simulates intimacy and interaction online with the intent to restore, connect, and commune.
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A short film about the emotions and feelings of an anthropomorphized disco ball,
decommissioned and stuck indoors during
quarantine, before finally exploring the
outside world.

DANCING ON OUR OWN
Performance, graphics for Zoom backgrounds, & video documentation
Performed by Corinne Ang, Étienne Adams, Romik Bose Mitra, Labelle Chang, Ryan Diaz, Adam Fein, James Goggin, Kevin Ju, Javier
Syquia Ásta Þrastardóttir, Jordan Weed, & Amanda Yang
Video hosted on Vimeo

Bridging our collective isolation through a suite of user-selected digital backgrounds, Dancing On Our
Own connects remote interfaces into a shared virtual nightclub on Zoom. A simple instruction — to
dance to “Dancing On My Own” by Robyn — brings everyone together in collective awkwardness, joy,
and release. The nightclub may not exist during COVID-19, but its spirit might be summoned through
reclaiming digital space and imagination.
Like many others, quarantine and social distancing have reinforced my need for personal connection. In my work, the challenge of choreographing community performances in active social spaces
reifies the importance of my relationships with others. I extend my arms, held back by the realities of
safety, restriction, and removal.
By allowing participants to “travel” through digital space using modular Zoom backgrounds that
quilt together, the unchanging, monotonous screen space of Zoom crackles into cacophonous (dis)
harmony. Riotous individuality offers dimension to a flat stage where our roles leave little room for ex
pression or change. The simple act of manipulating graphic environments allows participants to assert
their difference from one another and engage in random moments of connection, as between revelers
on a dancefloor.
What if we agreed that the nightclub is a theatre (like the gym, the church, the grocery store)? That
is, a social space as genesis for identity imbued with design and poetry? What becomes possible if we
take digital space as a nightclub as a theatre?
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From Night Fever: Designing
Club Culture 1960 – Today:
The nightclub-theatre is
a space separated from the
outside world, a separateness
enforced by its temporal discreteness (a space of the night
rather than day) and its identity
as a site of leisure rather than
work. Accordingly it can be
understood as a heterotopia,
the French theorist Michel
Foucault’s term for “actually realised utopias” within
society. The significance of this
spatial-temporal discreteness
can explain the freedom club
culture can offer more generally, which is present in an
outdoor rave as much as it is in
a hidden-away club.

PROJECT INDEX
EL LISSITZKY & GREGG ARAKI
Publication (6.5 × 9.125 inches, saddle-stitched)

FOUR BAROQUE CATHEDRALS IN THE
PHILIPPINES IDENTITY
Brand guidelines, wayfinding, website, and mixed print
ephemera including posters, magazine advertisements, & five pamphlets bound together in a
double-decker do-si-do binding

PROJECT INDEX
GARDENWORLD: SPRING EQUINOX RITUAL
Multi-dimensional digital workshop using the 3D social platform Mozilla Hubs
Collaboration with Anastasia Chase & Daphne Hsu

GRAPHIC DESIGN KARAOKE
Performance & video documentation
Filmed with help from Mukul Chakravarthi

GardenWorld is a meeting ground between parallel universes hosted on Mozilla Hubs. A society that has known balance with nature for their entire existence
invited citizens of Earth to GardenWorld for reflection and celebration on the
spring/vernal equinox, when the veil is thin between both realms. Denizens of
this alternative universe led Earthlings in activities to reconnect with nature
and to set personal intentions to commit to more thoughtful stewardship and
communion with all living entities.

GOODNESS, RETREAT, HAUNT, SAVOR, JUSTICE, & ATONEMENT
Publication (six 11 × 17 sheets folded together in half, newspaper-style)

Publication that juxtaposes the visual work and writing of El Lissitzky with
Gregg Araki’s film posters and approach to filmmaking.
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Branding and materials for a hypothetical identity for
the Four Baroque Churches in the Philippines, one of
UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites. Although branding
isn’t something I’m particularly passionate about, the
project gave me the time and opportunity to research
Philippine landmarks I had never heard about before.
Raised in the US, I was never taught much about
Philippine art or aesthetics, and my research for this
project led me to the concept of horror vacui, or the fear
of empty spaces.
Discovering horror vacui illuminated my memories
of the Philippines, adding dimension to the visual bravado of the country, as well as my family history, visual
tastes, and formal design choices. It felt like looking
into a mirror for the first time.

Book of references, research, and self-written prompts responding to the 1983
Wah Mee massacre in Seattle and its aftermath. The juxtapositions offer
renewed consideration of the victims, perpetrators, and loved ones caught in
the crossfire of the tragedy.
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Carrying a hand-held karaoke machine around Newport, Rhode Island, I recited lines about graphic design
and performance. We got ice cream after filming.

PROJECT INDEX
HIGH LOW, LOW HIGH
Publication (4.25 × 5.5 inches, saddle
stitched)

PROJECT INDEX

GRLGNG SUMMER SCHOOL
Alternative school with workshops, lectures, & project critique sessions held over Zoom
Project briefs adapted from RISD GD MFA Studio I prompts developed by Bethany Johns
and amended by Nora N. Khan & Paul Soulellis
Many thanks to Romik Bose Mitra and Kit Son Lee for guest lecturing
G R LG N G
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Dropbox Link to PDF
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GD

PAUL

TBA

SOULELLIS

An atlas is a bound collection of maps, charts, tables, diagrams, illustrations,
texts, and indexes designed to orient, find, discover, locate, and inform.
For this first project, each of you will contribute a chapter to a larger
volume — a collective “atlas” — in response to these questions: Where/who
am I? Where/who are we?
You will perform a series of tasks as a way to set off on a path of exploring, responding, and collecting. You will become better acquainted with
your (new) city, your peers, and yourself.
Each of you will gather and generate original content based on a set of
given prompts. During this process, you will both physically acquaint and
mentally/emotionally place yourself at the start of discovery.
FOR

SHOW

AND

TELL

ADAPTED

Develop your responses to these six prompts over
the course of two weeks. on SUNDAY JUNE 7TH

1.

we will come together as a group and discuss how
it went for everyone and how they answered each
prompt to the best of their ability.
O
P
T
I
O
N
A
You may want collect your responses together

FOR

GSSS4G

Go into your book collection and find three books you haven’t read or even looked at since
you purchased it and catalog three things of interest from those books. You can substitute
“book” for any other kind of media as long as it has been mostly forgotten to you.

2.

Go for a walk, take note of what you see, then write a letter to your future self or someone
else starting with the words “I have to tell you”

3.

Film yourself doing a physical activity for however long or short you see fit. Present this film

L

into one cohesive package. Think of it as a kind of
publication, although it doesn’t need to be a book at
all. Publication as the act of making something for
public consumption. See the examples in the Slack
for reference. Since we will be on Zoom, you don’t

4.

as is or as a series of still images from the video.
Record some or all of a 15 minute conversation with someone, either online or in person.
Start recording in the middle when it feels right. Make a map of the conversation.

need to make a presentation, you can simply show

5.

Come up with a question for yourself and write an answer on the same time for at least 5

us the work as is, in whatever state it may be, or
you can make a PDF/presentation/series of images
as you see fit.

days. You can answer in writing, drawing, dance, photographs, screenshots, or however you
see fit. Make it part of a routine.
6.

Inspired by Celine Dion’s ICONIC album,
Let’s Talk About Love (also, just to put it
out there, her entire oeuvre is iconic, let
it be known). I was interested in Celine’s
late 2010s glow-up and re-entry back into
fashion magazines and the world of high
taste. For us fans, it was validating and
suspicious (to say the least) that she had
suddenly returned to her rightful place in
the critical consciousness. I wrote the text,
reflecting on instances when high and low
taste meet in fashion, film, art, design, and
politics.
Fun fact: at the beginning of winter
break 2019 (before the end of the world as
we knew it), Daphne Hsu and I went to see
Celine Dion perform in Boston as part of
her Courage World Tour with our friend and
RISD alum Mary Yang. It was my second
time seeing Celine perform, so I was able
to take my eyes off of her to take in the
crowd. During my first semester at RISD,
Romik Bose Mitra and I had led a seminar
discussion on Carl Wilson’s book on Celine
Dion and taste. Standing in the crowd,
I wanted to see for myself the slice of humanity that had shown up at the TD Garden
multi-performance arena for our queen.
I don’t know where I’m going with this
besides wanting to talk about how much
I love Celine Dion. Celine, if you happen to
read this, please let me interview you. What
do you think of my book?
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Ask someone in the Summer Sunday School to make a task for you. Complete their task as
generously possible because it is their gift to you.
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[From Database to Narrative] is concerned with exploring the processes of
making meaning—from initial encounters with content, to navigating a database or collection, to establishing a point of view, to constructing a narrative
experience as an act of communication.
As designers, we must adapt to inhabiting varied domains of subject
matter. In the process, we extend our own education to include greater bodies of knowledge. Our context is culture: designers are active cultural producers and participants in how this knowledge is transmitted. In our work,
we must confront vast amounts of information and data, and synthesize it
into a meaningful ‘story’—manipulating language and image in both virtual
and physical forms.
FOR
SHOW
AND
TELL
Choose ONE item from the Special Collections and
analyze your archive within the framework of Aristotle’s 10 Categories: Substance, Quantity, Relation,
Quality, Place, Time, Position, State, Action, and
Affection. See the Wikpedia Article for more details.

1.

2.
3.

These categories are fluid starting points to explore
and explode your object from multiple points of
view, and not meant to force a rigorous taxonomy of
qualities and affect, although that can be a strategy
you use for this stage of the project.
Present your research/exploration on how to explore the object through the 10 categories in some
unified, shareable form, whether that be a set of 10
cards, 10 illustrations, 10 written paragraphs, etc.

4.

SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS
Archive of Bay Area Reporter obituaries from 1972 and onwards,
primarily deaths from HIV/AIDS
“Love” by Lenny Pender from Ebony
Jr. Magazine, 1977
Photograph of a 24-Hour Analog
Clock, origin unknown
Chelsea Saunders, The Campus, from
Current Affairs Magazine, 2018

5.

Keiki Koiichi, “Heaven’s Door”, manga
illustration, origin unknown

6.

“Black Revolutionary Texts” uploaded
to Google Drive by Alijah Webb
See Red Women’s Workshop posters
from 1974–1990, Online Archive
Anonymous Queer Archive, “I Hate

7.
8.

Straights” broadsheet, June 1990

SELECTION
(16
ITEMS)
9. David Katz, Psychological Atlas,
archived book, 1948
10. Mister Rogers, “Nice”, from Mister

11.
12.
13.

Rogers Tells the Story of Josephine the
Short-Necked Giraffe, 1975
Nippon.com article describing Japan’s
72 Microseason System
Arngren.net, Teknologi & Gadgets
Google Arts & Culture, “The Hidden
Worlds of the National Parks” 360°
Digital Tours

14.
15.
16.

Leon by Leon, Twitter Choose Your
Own Adventure Game, 2015
Digital Archive of Eros Magazine’s
4-issue run, 1962
Collection of gaming system startup
music by Retro Game Champion

Don’t hesitate to ask for further clarification.

A fugitive school held over Zoom during the summer of COVID 2020. Inspired by a comment from Melanie Hoff regarding the institution moving to remote schooling, accessibility,
and who owns education. I reworked briefs from RISD’s MFA program and used them
to teach friends for free over two months during summer break, with weekly meet-ups,
critique, discussion, and guest lectures.
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IMAGINE THE END OF...
Poster series (11 × 17 inches)

TWO

READING DISCUSSION

FROM

HORROR VACUI RESEARCH: SARI-SARI POSTER & BOOK OF CROWDS
Poster (24 × 36 inches) & publication (7.5 × 10 inches)

After learning of horror vacui in my research on the Four Baroque Cathedrals in the Philippines, I connected the aesthetic with the camp and visual cacophony found within my preferred kind of queer visuality. My research encompassed Cats the musical, sari-sari stores, Philippine snack foods, labyrinths,
Where’s Waldo, I Spy books, immigration histories, and yellow peril, among other domains.
I borrowed a method from my friend Jayme Yen — of writing and rewriting both a brief and its set
of outcomes — to chart my own course within the process. At first, I only planned on developing the
Sari-Sari Poster, but the project ultimately culminated with a book on my love of crowds, an ode to
grocery stores, concerts, protests, Pokémon Go, churches, bars, and my extended family back home in
the Philippines.
I think all pop music should be about who can make the loudest, brightest thing. That, to me, is an
interesting challenge, musically and artistically,” she said. “And I think it’s a very valid challenge — just
as valid as who can be the most raw emotionally. I don’t know why that is prioritized by a lot of people
as something that’s more valuable. The challenge I’m interested in being part of is who can use current
technology, current images and people, to make the brightest, most intense, engaging thing.
— SOPHIE, Rolling Stone interview with Simon Vozick-levinson from 2015
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A series of posters challenging
points made in Mark Fisher’s
essay, “Capitalist Realism: Is
There No Alternative.” I took
issue with his pessimism
and called him an edgelord
in my presentation. I also got
into a squabble when I came
for Fisher stanning Nirvana.
I mentioned Prince, NWA, and
Ms. Lauryn Hill as much better
examples of transgressive artists fighting against capitalism,
and someone said hip hop is inherently commercial and could
never critique capitalism the
way grunge did. Naturally, I and
other students in the class
found this comment ridiculous
and racist (also, the artists in
question span more genres
than just hip hop, also).
In the posters, I satirized
Fisher’s position, urging all
activists combatting capitalism
and its reinforcement of racism,
sexism, and imperialism to put
down their protest signs and
accept defeat.
I admonished critics
speaking from a position of
jaded privilege who cast doubt
on activism and resistance
because they aren’t impacted
by the violence of co-option.
White, heterosexual, cisgender
critics like Mark Fisher forecast
the death of culture while queer
folks, victims of American
chattel slavery, and colonized,
indigenous peoples have
already lived through cultural,
social, and spiritual apocalypse
and have no choice but to assert their dignity under duress.
Resistance is not only possible,
but necessary.

PROJECT INDEX
LATERAL PEDAGOGIES
Digital conversation facilitation on the 3D social platform Mozilla Hubs

Lateral Pedagogies is a digital dialogue game for staging conversations on teaching philosophies and personal histories of learning.
Kelsey Dusenka encouraged me to work in Mozilla Hubs to explore
what the platform had to offer. At the time, Mozilla Hubs was
less familiar to the average user, and everyone who participated
(regardless of their relationship to me as a peer, teacher, or student
of mine) needed to learn the interface as I guided them through the
controls, often setting or reversing a teaching dynamic between us.
Before convening, participants were sent a collection of
colored stained-glass windowpane graphics. The game began when
players started importing and placing the graphics along a line
of previously placed panes from previous iterations of the game.
The proximity-based audio functionality of Hubs drew participants
closer together as I led a discussion on teaching philosophies and
how learning happens. I acted as either the question-asker or an
observer between two other players, before receding when the
conversation started naturally flowing between participants.
The game stipulates that a person speaking must also place
windows in the environment. With their attention split, responses
couldn’t churn through an internal editing process before being
uttered. The preoccupation with positioning objects with the admittedly clunky controls, coupled with the anonymity of speaking from
and speaking to a digital avatar of their conversation partner, forced
speakers to multitask behind a mask to elicit more candid answers.
Conversations in Hubs have a different texture and pace than
on Zoom. I imagine it’s due to how many more tasks are available:
building, speaking, importing, moving in digital space, listening,
processing, designing, positioning, etc. Participants don’t fall into
the Zoom hole of staring into their personal windows like Narcissus
and his reflecting pool. I also chose not to record the conversations; the assured ephemerality of the discussion allowed for more

freedom to respond in earnest and encouraged more complicated answers. The decision was in response to states of forced
performance and capture that the easily recordable Zoom session
has set as default. I wanted to recreate the conditions of in-person
conversations that happen in a classroom after class has ended,
when people stick around to chat informally with one another.
Participants naturally slipped into casual banter, juicy origin
stories, and unanimous praise for the people we mutually adored.
Documentation on personal pedagogy isn’t included on most
educator’s personal websites, so I had always wanted to talk to
my instructors about why teaching is important and how they run
a classroom. The very nature of all this production — from staging,
to assets, to the choreography of the game itself — was merely an
excuse for me to have the kinds of conversations I wanted to have,
which wouldn’t have occurred without formal intervention.
I started the game by asking participants “Why do you teach,”
or, “What do you teach well?” or, “What do you in part icular offer
students as a teacher?” I often accept impressive backgrounds
and prestigious client lists as expertise that legitimizes a career
in teaching. My experiences have shown me that emotional labor
and soft skills like empathy, curiosity, and real care (perhaps love?)
matter much more tangibly in the classroom, especially when
instructors suddenly had to bear the responsibility of lifting morale
and managing distress during a global pandemic. By asking how
participants learn best themselves, who taught them important
lessons they still remember, how they address different needs from
students in the classroom, and their philosophies on what exactly
is learned in a classroom setting, I learned how to be a better
teacher myself.
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PROJECT INDEX
LOYALTY CARDS
Performance mediated through punch cards (8.5 × 3.66 inches)

Loyalty Cards is a project that recontextualizes performances
of identity inspired by loyalty cards at cafés or restaurants that
provide a free meal, service, or other perk after a certain number of
punches received after every transaction. The project leverages the
loyalty card as a metaphor for satirizing and manifesting societal
appraisal of certain identities. It explores how performances
of identity receive tangible and intangible benefits as a kind of
rewards program for successfully toeing the line of acceptability
under legibility. I developed a set of loyalty cards as an excuse to
interact with others and gauge how social identity performances
are perceived.
These cards are a prompt and an invitation for dialogue. Developed during quarantine, their full performative potential remains
unfulfilled until they are placed between the actor and a person
or persons acting as an audience. The card text is in the form of a
14-line “sonnet” that describes a different aspect of performance
in daily life. The cards are intended to be presented to people over
the course of a day, equipped with a hole punch for validating a
successful completion of each line of direction.
The loyalty cards are intentional provocations, just as provocations like racial injustice and other systems of oppression
provoke every person every day. In September 2020, Trump issued
an executive order barring critical race theory and diversity training
in programs that receive federal funding (which has now been
rescinded by the Biden administration). Meanwhile, even in havens
like RISD, while students of color have created wonderful projects
in the graphic design department examining their histories and
racial identities, it is rare that this elite art institution encourages

white students to spend their time and money exploring what
whiteness means for them and their families. I don’t see straight
people making work on what it means to be heterosexual. So I did
the work. The field expects and incentivizes artists, scholars, and
critics who hold minoritarian identities to take up the burden of
holding up a mirror in hopes that power might see itself. Application processes for vital opportunities out of reach for people without embedded ties to academia and the industry tend to become
trauma exhibitions. It’s not surprising that well-intentioned actors
of dominant identities want to learn more about the struggles of
the vulnerable while neglecting the hard work that challenges their
own allegiances and communities of privilege. These loyalty cards
are a response to the hyperfixation on minoritarian performances
while privileged identities remain underexamined and obfuscated.
Physician, heal thyself.
While performing as a straight person for a day, the truth is
that I don’t necessarily have to do anything differently myself. By
granting the power of the holepunch to a separate straight person
who, crucially, is also always performing their sexuality, I hope that
they can verify the truthfulness of my performance or explain the
nuances in the different ways we wake up, how we move through
the world, and the ways we love and are loved by others. If we are
the same and/or not the same, I hope to learn more so I can do better for the straight community. I am an ally. Don’t you see me, hand
on my heart, willing and ready to have a conversation?
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PROJECT INDEX
MAGIC WANDS & LOVELY ASSISTANTS
Three multi-paneled printed cards that transform to
reveal each face (9.2 × 9.2 inches)

MAKING AN ENTRANCE
Performance, video documentation, & print documentation (6 × 8 inches)
Performed by Romik Bose Mitra, Anastasia Chase, Ryan Diaz, Kelsey Elder,
Destiny Joy Griesgraber, Madi Ko, Ethan Murakami, Utkan Dora Oncul, &
Nina Jun Yuchi

PROJECT INDEX
MIRROR SCHOOL: ACT LIKE YOU’RE LEARNING
Workshop proposal

NEWLY FORMED EXPLORATIONS
Weekly graphic explorations in various formats (photography, publications,
posters, video, etc.)

Developed during Mirror Schools: Education in a State
of Emergency developed by Chris Hamamoto & Federico Pérez Villoro as part of the 2021 RISD GD MFA Biennial, I proposed a hypothetical school where the only
output expected from students are briefs and proposals
with a strict ban on mock-ups or design work. It would
be a school where the students’ only responsibility is to
act like they are learning. The workshop within the context of the Biennial was itself a part of an alternative,
mirror school that I and the other graduates at RISD
made happen (read the curatorial statement for the GD
MFA biennial, Everything You Can Think Of; Nothing You
Want in this book).
By acting like a man in love,
he became a man in love again.
— line Bastille directed by Isabel Coixet
from the anthology film Paris, je t’aime (2006):

MIXED METAPHOR MACHINE
Python script, digital interface

Three transforming cards that reveal four different faces with different sets of content inspired by theatrical
works I experienced first-hand. I framed contemporary
performance art as magic shows, revealing how the
traditional magicians’ tools of technology, misdirection,
and showmanship are harnessed by contemporary
artists in these works:
desert/DESERT by ilvs strauss
YOUARENOWHERE by Andrew Schneider
Endings by Tamara Saulwick

A facet of pre-pandemic life that I’ve missed during social distancing are
the rituals of entrances. From stepping into a party in your most extravagant
outfit, to hugging your friends already seated at a restaurant, to arriving at a
classroom and scanning who’s taking the class with you, I miss the rush of
discovery, presence, and greeting. The ritual of entering a social space is a
micro-event where one body enters into relation with other bodies. Once you’ve
arrived, you become the audience.
I used the two entryways in the Design Center at RISD to stage a game
where players can practice entering into the room and receiving the entrances
of other players. The open double doors of a work room become a portal where
players can rehearse new ways of entering. In practice, players hear the rush
of cheers, applause, and excited shrieks from other participants. The game was
filmed straight on at the main entrance; the second unseen doorway where
players exit out of screen creates a loop where people are only ever continuously arriving.
In watching others play the game and participating myself, I was struck
by how out of practice I felt in a time when I’m used to arriving digitally, preframed within a Zoom window or FaceTime interface. Zoom offers an optional
doorbell sound effect that helps announce a new participant, which gestures
to the real importance of making one’s presence known. As accessibility online
blurs between personal and public time with others, my experience with remote
learning as a non-essential worker in front of my computer more often than
not feels like an ever-presence where one never truly leaves or exits the digital
realm at all.
Watching others play the game simply produced an experience of joy.
Backed by up-tempo music and the screams and hollers at improvised
performances, the general mood in the room was exultant and joyous despite
initial trepidation at the vulnerability of performing in front of others. Initially
an individual practice, players soon began teaming-up to make dual entrances
unprompted. The process felt generous and communal and reinforced my
excitement and hope for real, jubilant entrances in the future.
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A series of scripts in Python using Drawbot generate
random metaphors within the interface. Inspired by
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s “Metaphors We Live
By,” I was especially intrigued by Lakoff and Johnson’s
thought exercise on what a society might behave like if
our metaphor for argument wasn’t war, but dance. The
Metaphor Machine creates a multitude of random metaphors from which to engage with the world anew.

A collection of formal experiments developed week by week using a series of
prompts developed by Kathleen and Christopher Sleboda.
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PROJECT INDEX
OBSERVING THE FALL
Publication (8.5 × 11 inches, saddle-stitched) & indefinitely postponed public programming

Set of instructions for appreciating the state of free fall. Imagined as a floor and ceilingprojected video installation, I would lead participants in performing acts of literal and
metaphorical falling inspired by art, theatrical works, dance, and writing on falling — falling
for deception, falling in love, falling from grace, among other fallings.
In “What Is an Emotion,” William James wrote, “A purely disembodied human emotion
is a nonentity.” Physiology begets emotion. In crisis, the sensation of falling persists
along with the frustration of stasis. How do our bodies expose our internal emotions while
falling? Fixed between before and after, how will we know when we’ve reached the end of
our descent?
The state of the world in 2020 proved uncertain and tumultuous, and the project sought
to create a cathartic moment for an audience to feel centered in their bodies during a
global crisis.
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PROJECT INDEX
POC OF COLOR STICKER
Rainbow sticker (6 × 1.5 inches)

A sticker satirizing clumsy, inarticulate,
thoughtless adoption of diversity and
inclusion language by institutions and
well-meaning people who clearly are just
learning about how race works beyond
overt acts of racialized aggression.

RAM HARNESS GAMES
Performance, wearable sculptures, & accoutrement
Collaboration with Hannah Lutz Winkler
Performed by Will Mianecki & Ryan Diaz (Providence); Taran Atwal, Felipe W. Penna, & Ryan Diaz for the Art in Odd Places (AiOP)
Festival 2021 (New York City)

During the summer of 2020, Hannah Lutz Winkler and I were on a
walk 6 feet apart from each other when she asked me to work with
her on a project she was just starting to develop. We first started
dreaming of a collaboration together after discussing our mutual
interest in staging and performance pre-pandemic. When she
asked to work with her, I had just returned from visiting Seattle
and I spent most of that time in my parents’ house, in perpetual
isolation as both my mother and father work in hospitals. The Providence I returned to was completely transformed: empty streets,
shuttered restaurants, closed studios. As Hannah explained
her research on ram harnesses and explained the six-foot long
wearable sculptures she was creating, I was intrigued by the kinds
of movement they would conjure. The daub at their ends both mark
and replace contact between two people. Weeks later, wearing
the harnesses in movement practice, I was fascinated by how
they served as new appendages for contact. They felt like safety
bumpers with their distance establishing the prescribed safety
threshold so our play would remain responsible.
The pandemic ushered in a new landscape for making work
and being with others. This world was pocketed with new social
rituals like a mandatory two-week quarantine after arriving in my
new apartment, charmingly awkward elbow greetings when I could
finally walk outside, and the paranoia of standing anywhere near
a stranger. Despite these efforts, in December 2020 Rhode Island
topped the list of regions with the highest infection rates in the
world. These efforts weren’t enough to keep Rhode Island safe.
As the pandemic descended upon a world more-or-less unprepared to handle a full-blown global health crisis, history repeated
as the spectres of the Black Death from the 14th century and the
1918 flu pandemic (also known as the Spanish Flu) haunted personal and federal mishandling regarding the virus. “Ring Around the
Rosie,” is one such spectre. The factual relation between the game
and the black plague it supposedly depicts matters less to me than
how a children’s game can bear the weight of death and decay in its
origins. Children’s games are made up of equal parts danger and
delight. “Crack the Whip” was banned on my elementary school
playground with a history of broken limbs and urban legends of
fatalities to support its prohibition. Play, as in rehearsal or practice, is also a way of preparing ourselves for the more serious, dire
situations in life. Over the months of preparation and development,
Hannah and I discussed how play provides safe and practical
conditions for experimentation with risk.

The game that easily maps onto the COVID era is “Red Rover”: two teams of players link arms across from each other and
take turns calling over an opposing member who runs and crashes
into them, attempting to break the human chain. As with many
other childrens’ games, Red Rover is incredibly dangerous.
Isolated from each other in quarantine for our own good,
people still crave connection in the face of risk. New cases arise
when people can’t help themselves, congregating in defiance of
restrictions, just as I and the other kids on the playground played
Red Rover when the playground attendants weren’t looking.
We called each other over despite the harm we might cause to
ourselves and others. Not to say that I condone this behavior, but
that I tragically understand why it happens.
These games Hannah and I developed are simple metaphors.
Two players perform the new rules for engagement with others
in the COVID era, the harnesses giving form and physicality to
invisible distances. Closing one’s eyes and seeking the other while
they try to get away; rushing towards one another desperate to
leave a mark; moving quietly and solemnly in step with each other
while avoiding touch at all costs: these are only a few choreographies that express what intimacy looks like in 2020 and possibly
beyond. The fact that it was literally impossible for us to hold these
games in the early months of development without violating state
decree only reinforced how risk and play are inextricably linked.
The project’s capacity to also explore masculinity, competition,
and collaboration excites me for how adaptable these metaphors
are beyond disease, especially when I am so tired of fearing for the
health of my loved ones.
This project has revealed to me how disease and danger have
always been simmering beneath every interaction, how the harm
we might suffer through contact is a negotiation we weigh against
the rewards of intimacy, both physical and emotional. The need to
suppress this virus is more important than any personal inconvenience but how will we relearn how to be with each other if and
when the time comes for reunion in crowded bars, busy workplaces,
and civic life? It’s important we don’t return to the ways we behaved before, that we learn from the carelessness that set off this
incredible, preventable loss of human life. The rituals we perform
as social beings will remain, but how we approach each other will
be different. These games represent how Hannah and I are learning
to play with others while keeping each other safe from harm.
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PROJECT INDEX
RAM HARNESS GAMES
Performance, indefinitely postponed installation, interviews, short films, & photography
Filmed and photographed with help from Louis Rakovich
Interviews with Daphne Hsu, Kevin Ju, & Kit Son Lee

PROJECT INDEX
STEP INTO THE WALL AND VANISH
Workshops, installation, card game, & print
documentation

SUBJECTIVE CHARACTER ANALYSIS 2020 PERSONALS CALENDAR
Set of glyphs & printed calendar (8.5 × 11 inches, saddle-stitched)

THE END OF THE ROAD IS SO FAR AHEAD...
Proposal PDF for an site-specific installation built with
sound, horizon, light, and language

Slow Dance With Me #1: “Where Hands Go, Where Eyes Go, Where Face Goes”
Performed by Romik Bose Mitra & Lai Xu
Slow Dance With Me #2: “Love, Longing, Losing”
Performed by Zoey Guo & Sadia Quddus
Slow Dance With Me #3: “It Was Nice to Be Close to Him”
Performed by Alexandra Ionescu & Sophie Loloi

Right before COVID hit the US, I used a discoball and simple lighting to stage slow dances
between same-sex partners, many of whom don’t identify as queer (yet?) and definitely
weren’t romantically involved. The layers of artifice at play: performing for a camera,
straight people reaching into queerness, and the durational nature complicate my themes
of intimacy, trust, and sustained emotion. I wanted to explore how people would engage in
the act of holding each other at length, stifling giggles during an admittedly inartful, clumsy
style of dance that eventually, gently transformed into an easy settling into one another
and an unexpected appreciation for the gift of touch.
Short films, interviews, and long-exposure photography depict different approaches to
intimacy, touch, and social dancing, all with the intention of building up to an installation
of a stage primed for an audience to engage in spontaneous slow dancing, complete
with a dance floor, romantic music over a sound system, mood lighting, and a romantic
ambiance just self-conscious enough to not take itself too seriously. The project has been
canceled due to COVID-19, and its realization has become slow itself, swelling with the
potential of delay. Its unfinished state is a reminder of the fragility and necessity of social
performances in our lives.
Slow Dance With Me and projects like Step into the Wall and Vanish (read the project
case study in this book more information) demonstrate how a disco ball in an unexpected
setting or humble black masking tape on a wall can foster sincere, collective make-believe.
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Step into the Wall and Vanish began with
research on theatrical stage design in
establishing belief in imaginary conditions, I developed a formal language using
black masking tape to transform spaces
into realms for play and improvisation.
The project seeks to convey how staging
doesn’t need to be high-resolution to serve
as a powerful tool in constructing illusory
arenas. Even simple interventions can project an audience into an alternative reality
where belief and disbelief coexist. Read the
project case study for detailed information.

I digitized a system of symbols from Physique Pictorial, a homoerotic publication from 1950s and 1960s that always fascinated me for merely existing during
a naïve time when the thinly-veiled softcore pornography could be explained
as an innocent rag for fitness buffs (emphasis on buffs). At the time, the US
barely acknowledged queerness in polite society, and antagonism by the
state reached a boiling point at Stonewall in 1969. The American Psychiatric
Association only fully declassified homosexuality as a mental disorder in
1987. The Supreme Court ruling in Lawrence v. Texas fully decriminalized
private homosexual sex between consenting adults in 2003. Physique Pictorial
survived these contexts as an early form of resistance for certain bodies and
certain men.
Beginning with the October 1964 issue of Physique Pictorial, small markings—circles with arrows, squiggles, squares, plus and minus signs—began
to appear without explanation embellishing the images of muscled, scantily
clad bodies on display. The June 1965 issue finally announced, “We at last
have available a key to subject character analysis symbols used on many of
the models’ photos appearing in Physique Pictorial.” The handwritten chart
is testimony to the desire of readers to move beyond the surface image and
official description of each model to address sexual disposition and romantic
availability through coded symbols. Literacy in subtext has continued to be a
marker for queer experience.
I redrew these symbols in Microsoft Excel and exported them for modern
use in instances where expressing character alongside imagery might deepen
the connection between the looker and the looked-at. I imagined their use for
queering portraiture, lending the symbol set to online dating, Instagram posts,
or hand-drawn tags on advertising signage. I also created additional symbols
to round out the collection and to provide contemporary options that expand
their application, keeping up with the ever-growing aspects of queer identity
that have developed since the middle of the 20th century.
The original glyphs that accompanied photographs of muscle men hid
forbidden lust in plain sight, tantalizingly deniable beneath the veneer of
socially-acceptable masculine enthusiasm for physical fitness. I wanted to
mimic that exercise in legibility and readability in a contemporary context using
the vernacular of personal ads and steamy pin-up calendars. Text-only dating
platforms like Lex are gaining popularity in the queer community in response
to other dating apps that tend to stress appearance above all else. I asked my
peers to write fictional ads for themselves and incorporated them into a pin-up
calendar that presents personality and voice instead of imagery. In this form,
the glyphs serve innocuously as holiday markers or typographic substitutions
while also signaling hidden desire and playful flirtation.
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A multimedia installation proposal for the Providence
Train Station, The End of the Road Is So Far Ahead...
explores the necessity of dreaming the future to
establish a meaningful present. Presented as an elegy
and a memorial for the future that has yet to be fulfilled,
publicly sourced “I will” statements that describe personal hopes for the future are projected on a beam of
light on the train station platform and sent off into the
horizon ahead of the train that the audience reading the
messages will eventually board. Additional devices like
the delayed sound of the last train that pulled into the
station create a space where the past, present, and future collide and disperse in different directions and at
different speeds. The form of the proposal aligns with
the state of constant becoming and eager potential
during the time of its making. Read the project proposal
in this book for more information.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD
Short film & installation

Inspired by Wong Kar-Wai’s Happy Together (1997)
when a character imagines the other side of the world
upside down, I created a short film built entirely from
the simple gesture of taking footage and flipping its orientation to disorient the viewer and create a sensation
of falling. I proposed a video installation with the short
films playing asynchronously on the entire expanse of a
floor and ceiling in opposing orientations. My intent is
to posit ion an audience within a viewing experience of
powerlessness, immersed in a state of freefall.

PROJECT INDEX
THE STATE OF MAGIC
Poster (8.5 × 11 inches) & printed ephemera (various
sizes)

PROJECT INDEX

TYPE ELECTIVE: FEELING SOME TYPE OF WAY
Syllabus for an introductory typography course for non-design majors at RISD

WAH MEE MASSACRE PRESENTATION
Presentation deck

YOU CAN SAY YES
Performance mediated through a series of prompts

My class “Feeling Some Type of Way’’ focused on the emotional, experiential,
and political affect of typography in visual culture. Design briefs included lettering “Live Laugh Love” postcards, creating an iconographic poster as a legend for emotional states of being, and a booklet as portrait of another student
with content sourced from a conversation built from the Proust questionnaire.
These exercises were supported with readings, lectures, poetry discussions,
and weekly letter-writing exercises addressed to future selves.

A quick, 5-minute presentation, researched, developed, and designed within
two hours based on a notable event that happened the day the project was
assigned. I presented on the Wah Mee massacre, Washington state’s biggest
mass shooting that occured in Seattle’s Chinatown-International District on
the night of February 18 – 19, 1983. By the end of the series of events that took
place from that evening, thirteenlives were lost, one person was injured and
survived to testify, three men were sent to prison, and innumerable family
members and loved ones of the victims and perpetrators alike were haunted by
the senseless violence.

UNTITLED LONELINESS PROJECT (HEY, IT’S ME. CALL ME BACK.)
Performance, stickers, & digital ephemera

XXIII OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES SCHEDULE
Poster (18 × 28 inches)

XXIII OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES
PYEONGCHANG 2018
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY 2018. 2. 14.

GANGNEUNG COASTAL CLUSTER
SPORT

EVENT

DIVISION

TIME

LOCATION

Curling

Canada vs. Switzerland

Mixed Doubles, Gold Medal Match

09:05

Gangneung Curling Centre

Figure Skating

Free Skate

Pairs

05:00

Gangneung Ice Arena

Ice Hockey

Czech Republic vs. Korea

Men, Preliminary

21:00

Gangneung Hockey Centre

Sweden vs. Finland

Men, Preliminary

21:10

Kwangdong Hockey Centre

Short Track Speed Skating

1500 m

Women, Final

19:00

Gangneung Ice Arena

Speed Skating

500 m

Women

20:00

Gangneung Oval

Team Pursuit

Men, Qualification

20:00

Gangneung Oval

PYEONGCHANG MOUNTAIN CLUSTER

A poster developed after researching professional
magicians’ ephemera of the early 20th century from
the Providence Public Library special collections. The
poster is appended with detachable ephemera of its
own that reference the forms and typographic compositions of the original source material. I explored the
state of magic nearly 100 years after the collection was
gathered by updating the content of these elements
with contemporary analogues not only from modern
magicians but from art, video games, news stories, and
personal narratives.

SPORT

EVENT

DIVISION

TIME

LOCATION

Alpine Skiing

Super-G

Women, Medal Match

11:00

Jeongseon Alpine Centre

Biathlon

Relay (4 x 7.5 km)

Men

08:00

Alpensia Biathlon Centre

Bobsleigh

Two-Man

Men, Heat 3

20:00

Olympic Sliding Centre

Two-Man

Men, Heat 4

20:00

Olympic Sliding Centre

Team Sprint Free

Women

19:00

Alpensia Cross-Country Skiing Centre

Team Sprint Free

Men

17:00

Alpensia Cross-Country Skiing Centre

Luge

Doubles

Men

08:20

Olympic Sliding Centre

Nordic Combined / Ski Jumping

Large Hill

Men

16:30

Alpensia Ski Jumping Centre

Skeleton

Individual

Men, Heat 1

10:00

Olympic Sliding Centre

Individual

Men, Heat 2

10:00

Olympic Sliding Centre

Ski Jumping

Individual

Women

21:30

Alpensia Ski Jumping Centre

Snowboard

Halfpipe

Women, Qualification Round

13:30

Phoenix Snow Park

Cross-Country Skiing

An investigation into queer loneliness mediated through multiple attempts
at connection. Untitled Loneliness Project (Hey, it’s me. Call me back) is an
archive of neglect collecting performative voicemails, interviews, public
Google Doc responses, YouTube videos, and songs about loneliness across
multiple channels, mediums, and platforms. Together these elements provided
opportunities for contact and commiseration, gathering public testimony as
a record of collective loneliness. Read the project case study in this book for
detailed information.
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RYAN DIAZ

RISD 2019

A typographic poster for a daily schedule of events during the XXIII Olympic
Winter Games at Pyeongchang 2018. After noticing the assigned date was
Valentine’s Day, I knew I had an opportunity to have some fun and I ran with it.
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A collective rehearsal for saying yes, no, and everything in between or beyond. Moving quickly through a
series of slides, I encouraged participants on Zoom
to turn off their cameras and unmute their mics so we
could shout yes together in response to statements
we agreed or disagreed with, like “We love dogs” and
“We believe saying ‘no’ can be an act of generosity to
ourselves and for others.” The exercise is Inspired by
experiences teaching self-defense training where I and
other community organizers taught vulnerable communities how to establish firm boundaries, how to believe
in their integrity and autonomy over their own bodies,
and how to offer and rescind consent as necessary.
Participants in the performance started to realize
that while I set up the exercise as a practice for saying
yes, I almost immediately established that saying no,
maybe, or any other response is completely valid and
encouraged. It was important that performers knew
they had agency in the exercise and possessed the capacity to resist the exercise through refusal and gradations of enthusiasm and uncertainty. Some affirmations
were more emphatic than others, just like in real life.
Afterwards, the participants expressed that they
had enjoyed themselves, finding the performance
enjoyable and energizing. Some mentioned being swept
up in the group dynamic and the affirmative emotion,
saying yes almost automatically, with the exercise feeling like a locker room pep-talk. Part of my inspiration
came from sports arenas where sign-holders wave
“Round 1” placards, so I was glad to hear the connection recognized in others. The noted that even when
I intended for the project to explore individual comfort
with saying yes and no, the group dynamic affected
player performance.

PROJECT INDEX
12 EFFEMINATE GYM GESTURES
Performance & video documentation

48 MOVIES: JULY 2020 – FEBRUARY 2021
Publication, (5.5 × 8.5 inches)

PROJECT INDEX
BOUND TOGETHER
Graphic design MFA class of 2021 thesis exhibition installation

Book cataloguing the movies seen with Mukul Chakravarthi during
quarantine. From the introduction:

Inspired by Joe Goode’s 1987 performance piece, 29 Effeminate
Gestures, I staged a tribute performance of my own effeminate gestures at the gym on the RISD campus. As a person who has never
felt comfortable performing for an audience, I had to work myself
up to actually committing to the bit.
When I asked the gym attendant if it was okay to film and
perform in the facility (and if they wouldn’t mind filming me
themselves), they encouraged me by saying, “It’s art school. People
expect it.” The project was my first formal attempt at creating my
own performance art not only at RISD but in my practice in general.
While I move through the gestures in an exaggerated manner,
it’s the last gesture — waving for the gym attendant to stop filming — that’s the most authentically effeminate. It’s my own body
doing its own thing without the guise of theatricality.

In Pain & Glory by Pedro Almodóvar, Salvador Mallo (played by
Antonio Banderas in his eighth movie in over four decades with the
director) wrote a personal stage play and hid it on his computer for
what could have been years. The play is an elegy to his formative
moments and people in his life: his childhood, the deepest love he’s
ever lost, his compulsion to create that set the foundation for his
career as a film director. These memories are as beautiful as they
are raw — pain and glory intertwined. The way life goes. He writes,
“In the cinema of my childhood, it always smells of piss, and of
jasmine, and of summer breezes.”
I’m imagining myself in the future, remembering my time
watching movies with my friend Mukul during COVID-19. What
will I remember in the end? What smells, sensations, textures,
will I recall from the time when we got to know each other better,
our reflections shining back at us when the screen fell to inky
black. Most of all, I want to remember the conversations we had
afterwards when I told him things I never thought I’d utter aloud to
anyone else.
There’s so much loss and so much pain in this era. I can’t
claim that these are glory days. Far from it. But let it be known there
was sweetness, too.
The cinema of my time in Providence was spent with a brilliant
and beautiful person watching movies. I’ll remember the room
bathed in red light.
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Graphic Design as Theatre: An Essay in Three Acts
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And this is what I think about grpahic design!
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Post-show Q&A with members and guests
of Au Collective after Moonshine by Imana
Gunawan, August 16, 2018 at the Admiral
Theatre with food prepared by That Brown
Girl Cooks.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN AS THEATRE
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Fun fact! Mrs. Johnson also taught me that
gay people exist at all when she explained to
our class that the word “gay” used to mean
“happy” until it was twisted into a “vile word.”
I remember a strange guilt settling in my
stomach, a sense that I had done something
wrong but didn’t know why. I sincerely thank
you, Mrs. Johnson. Everything that happened
after, including this, is all your fault.
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crew during rehearsals for Straight White
Men by Young Jean Lee, directed by
Sara Porkalob for Washington Ensemble
Theatre.
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Act One

Living Truthfully Under
Imaginary Conditions
Towards a Theatrical Design

Au Collective

THEATRICAL DESIGN
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Theatre kids

Still from Véronique Doisneau (2004), choreographed by Jerome Bel
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Theatre is where poetry meets design . Sign and
symbol combine with the energy of live performance
and craft interventions. What occurs on stage is real as
long as the audience suspends their belief, supported
by the artistry of the actors and the plausibility of the
design elements: physical and interpretive craft, prop
work, set design, costuming, make up, etc. Successful
immersion depends on the verisimilitude of the play
world, not that the simulation must be naturalistic or
representational. Fields of relation around the making,
the associations and abstractions that the design brings
up, its poetics, extends the ideas from the stage back
out into the world. In rehearsal, the process of growth
moves in reverse: transformation through the virtual
realm of performance begets change in the actual world
instead of the other way around.
I look at design as performance, as theatre. Theatre
is a stage for the visceral materiality of emotion. Artists
collaborate to open a portal to subjective, alternate realities. The play, dance, magic show, sermon, speech,
circus, what have you, is a diorama of life inhabited by
characters, as near or far from the actual identities of
the performers as they allow. To perform is to represent.
Emotional material is channeled through the human
body, in physical movement and voice communicated
via the crafted environment as stage design.
Stanford Meisner described acting as “living truthfully under imaginary circumstances.” Translating his
words into the practice of design, I see graphic communication as another method to fabricate imaginary circumstances. Just as a playwright, director, and stage
production team manufactures the illusion of an alternate world on a stage, graphic design does the same
within its forms. By triangulating design between the
theatre and performance I investigate how design invites an audience to embody and project themselves
into the future as each person enters into dialogue with
the ideas present in the work. Audience and artist must
meet in the middle of what “living truthfully” means
between them under the imaginary conditions that
the design puts forward. This reality and unreality are
gauged in relation to the associations, fictions, and relations imbued into graphic performance.
Graphic design is a public, omnipresent medium, its
forms punctuating all aspects of private and civic life.

Graphic Design as Theatre: An Essay in Three Acts

The inventory screen from Fallout 3 is mediated through
a diegetic black screen with neon green designs. Video
games are a common example of how GUI influences
individual player behavior, informing decisions during
moment to moment gameplay and strategy.
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Visual communication reaches out to us in a cacophony
of pervasive, insistent voices as in advertising, packaging, posters, wayfinding, signage, books, websites, interfaces, typography, type (the written word itself), etc.
All this visual communication stages endless imaginary
circumstances with all manner of purposes and intents
that overlap, compete, and connect across projection
and surface, content and form. Design possesses awesome power and even the most banal designed surfaces
belie the designer’s influence upon the world. As Nora
N. Khan states in her criticism of Anne de Vries’s Deep
Scroll for Artforum, “Graphic design has ideological
power; it can induce belief or dismissal.”
In the essay “Black Gooey Universe” published
in Unbag, American Artist describes the erasure of
Blackness within the whitening of graphical user interfaces (GUI) as a political project espoused by white supremacy within the sterile, whitewashed labs of Silicon
Valley. Ingesting the world through the screen, the LCD
panels displaying virtual interfaces are digital stages developed by the tech world as an arm of late capitalism
that broadcast their agenda through GUIs and proprietary engines. Artist defines GUI as “an abstracted representation of a person’s relationship to a machine” and
I apply this definition onto my experiences navigating
virtual spaces as stages that compel the user towards
certain kinds of performances. The white screen-stage
limits what feels truthful for the user in their interactions with the computer, surrendering agency and criticality in exchange for ease of use and efficiency.
Consider the flattening of social engagement in the
COVID era through Zoom. As of April 2020, Business
Insider reported over 300 million daily meeting participants on Zoom with that number surely rising from
there. Ignoring the myriad micro and macro ways that
this wide scale platform adoption reinforces behavior,
my personal frustration with the app lies in how it handles audio. When multiple people are speaking, the program prioritizes one audio input over all others, ostensibly to help focus discussion and maintain focus. The
effect on conversation is that the application creates a
bottleneck in discussion: “No, you go.” “No, you go.”
In contrast, an unmediated conversation has natural
overlaps, chaotic intrusions, enthusiastic interruptions,
abrupt cutoffs, periods of quiet, and layers and layers
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of contributions. Dialogue in Zoom feels like a series
of speeches one after the other. The pace of speaking
is slowed down or confusion sets in with any interruption. Everyone talks timidly and waits unnaturally long
to make sure there really is an opening, creating an aural failure to merge. I find myself isolated, fatigued, and
unwilling to jump into discussion, a passive attendee. In
person, observation can still feel like participation.
Under the collapse of physical, social space under
quarantine and COVID -19, I and many others privileged enough to adapt to the work-from-home model
share a sense of having to perform in front of our
screens in ways that are familiar yet separate to our social performances in proximity. Swapping the surveillance cameras in public space for our own technologies
of capture, we are mediated through performance and
the screen, collapsed onto one surface, a two-dimensional existence inside and arising from the monitor as
we stare into a reflecting pool of control. The efficiency
with which we adopted Zoom as a model not only for education but in our relationships with friends and family
felt like a new stage of American Artist’s thesis of control and corporate productivity inside the white screen.
In corporate design, marketing is how the imaginary
becomes reality, and a successful advertising campaign
bulldozes its stage in high-traffic digital and physical
spaces where the audience (the market) are most primed
to confront compulsory imaginations in high definition. The frosty photograph of an ice-cold soda nearly
condensates off the page as if you could reach out and
find the soft drink in your hand. Customers are cast as
performers against their will under capitalism as they
develop subliminal parasocial relationships with an
anthropomorphized product or service as their stage
partner, reinforced through familiarity and repetition.
The performance is fully realized when the customer-actor completes a financial transaction.
Conceiving of design as theatre, branding is the project of obliteration of the imaginary where actors can do
as they please on their own terms. Brand guidelines are
an indexical tool of domination over possibility, guardrailing against competing, disruptive, and unsanctioned
image-messages. The off-brand is an offense to the powers that be and brand loyalty recruits people as faithful
customers-actors within the corporate agenda.
Graphic Design as Theatre: An Essay in Three Acts

Ad from 1991 for Coca-Cola featuring their famous
slogan, “Can’t Beat the Real Thing” that ran on ads
until 1993. Language as a material in the agenda
of graphic design contextualizes and informs our
performances as influenced by graphic design in the
world. The image is alluring in its high-fidelity.

In the end, the allure and control of branded reality destroys design itself in its final phase: the customer no longer requires design interventions in order
to willfully perform their life-role as deputies of product and their unpaid labor is to reinforce brand authenticity. Branding as the propaganda wing of capitalism
seizes individual agency, reinforcing certain behaviors
within imaginary truths under real circumstances. The
subjective is sold as objective. The loyalist knows that
Coca-Cola is fundamentally better than Pepsi and the
company’s control over the water supply in subjugated
communities is secondary to delightfully the soft drink
fizzes in their throat. Or, Amazon can’t be harmful to
our collective humanity and Jeff Bezos is a noble entrepreneur. Amazon’s logo is so friendly and their user
experience so frictionless in ways that must signal their
benevolence at every level of their infrastructure, supply chain, and labor practices. I caution against believing that every decision must be moral under capitalism
but framing problematic design paradigms under the
spectrum of expansive or coercive performance generation gives me the language to explain my disinclination
to branches of design as it is practiced.
As a designer, I am disinterested in abandoning the
living theatre of possibility for a reality that demands the
death of imagination. Room for complaint, objection,

Francisco Goya, La Maja desnuda (c. 1797–1800)
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and critique must never be forsaken in favor of a singular, prescribed ideology of graphic design’s agenda of
standardization. I want to be free to imagine alternate
realities for myself and others, fostering the right to agitation, complications, and opacity. We must foster practices that leave themselves open to interpretation, that
accept fugitive narratives, and encourage contradiction.
Graphic design must propose an imaginary world of
possibility, where narrative conclusions are open to interpretation. Theatrical design is both one-off and perpetual. It can sustain itself as long as there are players
in the play. Its opposite — which I am only calling authentic design or transactional design until I have better
language to describe it — defines successful outcomes
as those that diminish the imaginary space demanded
by brand equity. Theatrical design is not a singular work
from an omnipotent maker demanding absolute consistency on general terms, but an open system that comes
to life within the collaboration of specific actors, complicating each reading and performance. Theatrical design resembles a weekend run of nightly shows where
the audience understands that no two performances are
ever identical. Film, perhaps, is a metaphorical bridge
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Still from All About My Mother (1999)
by Pedro Almodóvar.
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in this spectrum, a complete, designed product of extended performative choices.
Ideally, theatrical design asks questions with no easy
answers, it develops a poetics of connections. Like a decision tree, every impulse within performance leads its
own set of unique choices. The work of performance is
a living entity and it creates narratives within open systems. In improv (sorry), the audience-performer yesands and performances build on top of each other, feeding on the exchange of energy between player, audience,
and designer with opportunity for role reversal. A satisfying exercise is when all parties perform generously for
each other. Readability becomes legibility as interpretation leads to curiosity. Players don’t need to know what
they’re building towards as long as collaboration itself
satisfies, intrigues, and delights.
In this mode of design, failure is low-risk and highyield: a rehearsal. My experiences have taught me that
you can soothe any pre-show jitters by remembering
that every performance, by the ephemeral nature of theatre, is merely another rehearsal that happens to take
place in front of an audience. There’s always another
performance to do better or worse than before.
What ultimately distinguishes theatrical design and
what counts as authentic design under capitalism is theatricality’s relationship with failure. Failure is inevitable
in both realms: a perfect performance can never truly
exist and authentic design can fail in creating coercive
performances of brand loyalty. But in theatrical design,
failure is indistinguishable from success. In theatrical
design, daring choices make for stronger learnings, and
regardless of outcome, whatever seems like failure will
not destroy the lessons learned within the imaginary.
Community engagement is enlisted differently in
response to failure under theatrical design. Whereas
failure can lead to utter downfall in corporate design,
any shame or embarrassment in a theatre process is addressed through the support of a community that understands their role in advocating and reassuring creative risk. Imagine a stage where your impulses aren’t
wrong until you decide to let them go. Imagine starting
over and becoming someone other than the person you
had been even a moment ago. This is performance.
[The curtain closes. End of Act One.]
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Act TWO

Got to Be Real
Theatricality and Authenticity

0	The first name of Sailor Moon’s alter ego is either Serena or Usagi depending on how much of a weeb you are. I watched the dubbed version exclusively as a kid and will refer to her as Serena. In that same vein, I will refer to Tuxedo Mask, Sailor Moon’s romantic love interest, as Darien as well. Ditto for every other character’s Anglicized first names. I’m sorry to all who care.
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Sailor Moon and Serena
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SAILOR MOON

ÉDOUARD GLISSANT
Photographed by Jacques Sassier
Photomanipulated by yours truly by editing the... opacity...

Stills from the Sailor Moon anime series, 1992–1997
Toei Animation
Series created by Naoko Takeuchi

When I think about a performer navigating authenticity within performance, I think of Sailor Moon.
As the titular star of the Japanese manga and anime series created by Naoko Takeuchi in the 90s, Sailor
Moon is the story about a high school girl who transforms into a super hero defending the world against
the evil forces of the Negaverse by moonlight (winning love by daylight). Her alter ego is a secret to everyone in her community and no one rescued by Sailor Moon knows her civilian identity even though
the “costume” she wears is merely a tiara on top of a school uniform with additional bells and whistles.
Everyone — friend and foe alike — respects the barrier between her personal and professional(?) lives.
No one questions why the schoolgirl Serena Tsukino is never around when the monsters show up and
Sailor Moon arrives on the scene. No one mentions their striking resemblance to each other. In the fiction’s universe, Serena is performing the character of Sailor Moon and the other characters perform
disbelief. Only when Sailor Moon explicitly reveals her identity do people make the connection. She is
in control of her level of transparency with others. Sailor Moon maintains her opacity.

In the essay, “For Opacity,” from The Poetics of Relation (1997, translated by Betsy Wing), Édouard
Glissant wrote: “We clamor for the right to opacity for everyone.” Nabil Echchaibi, associate professor
of Media Studies at CU Boulder researching the intersection of media and religion, explained the violence of transparency imposed upon Muslims post-9/11. He describes the hypervigilant, technological
surveillance of Muslims, othered as an entire class of people in contemporary society, as a demand by
the Christian West for Muslim transparency. The theory of opacity empowers citizens with the language to protect themselves from demands for transparency through obfuscation, defending the sacred
right to privacy as an act of resistance. One retains their selfhood and by refusing to submit to invasive
co-option and the reductionist impulse of the person or the state that surveils you.
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SIR IAN MCKELLAN

TUXEDO MASK

In character as Gandalf on a MacBook on the set of Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, 2001
Directed by Peter Jackson

Still from the Sailor Moon anime series, 1992–1997
Toei Animation
Series created by Naoko Takeuchi

In The Transparency Society (2015), Byung-Chul Han describes scenic distance and performativity as
not only important in preserving personal opacity, but integral to the existence of healthy, social relations. Referencing Richard Sennet, Han argues that theatrical distance (communication through ritual
forms and signs) allows one to “play with and invest feeling in external images of the self.” Not only
does opacity preserve transparency, opacity justifies our decisions to act out in ways that differ from our
internal conceptions of ourselves. As modernity abandons theatrical distance, network technology, social media, and search engines create “a space of absolute closeness.” Han describes a force in culture
that seeks to not only dismantle opacity, but reduce all opposition to the agenda of transparency. The
Society of Intimacy — intimacy as “the psychological formula of transparency” — opposes theatrical
representation in favor of pornographic exhibition1.

In order to resist the Society of Intimacy, all participants in theatrical design must respect theatrical
representation. Everyone gets a tiara and a mask. In the masquerade, a fixture in the social life of the
Western medieval court, masks allowed the prosperous to conceal their identity and express themselves
in the style and color of their mask 2. Behind a mask, the revelers could voice opinions and perform under cover without judgment or an expectation of consistency outside the ball. Theatrical design aims to
extend that courtesy to everything. As part of a larger tradition of the theatrum mundi (“all the world’s
a stage”), design is merely another mode of symbolic appearance where ambiguity provides distance
and allows for multiple points of view and multiple truths to exist at once. The masquerade, the wild
party, represents a strong public life where multiple subjectivities exist together at once.

1	Not that I am opposed to actual pornography, mind. Rather, Han describes the difference between the erotic as that which emerges
from the tension of “staging… appearance as disappearance” and the pornographic as the exhibition by which capitalism renders
subjects as objects, hypervisible commodities seeking “the maximization of exhibition value.”

2	From The Transparency Society by Byung-Chul Han: “‘Person’ (in Latin, persona) originally means ‘mask.’ It gives the voice sounding
through it (personare) character; indeed it lends the voice shape and form. As a society of revealing and denuding, the society of transparency works against all forms of the mask, against symbolic appearance [Schein].”
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TRUTH DIAGRAM

ALEXANDRA LANGE

Found on Are.na, uploaded by user,
Keeping up with the Gagosians

Excerpt from “Criticism = Love”
Open Letters

ON USING HATERS AS AN EXCUSE TO DISMISS CRITICISM

You are motivated by a love of design,
as am I. Haters are namecallers, bodyshamers, trolls. They are destructive. If my
fellow critics and I did not love buildings,
books, gadgets and food, there would be
no reason for us to do what we do. I real
ly don’t get paid enough. But as I move
through the world of objects, I have a lot
of questions. I can’t ignore what I dislike
or don’t understand. Sometimes I describe
the way I choose my topics as scratching
an itch: if something bothers me each
time I see it, the only salve is investigation.
Growing up is doing more than complain
ing (or, as you have said, coming up with
a Twitter hashtag). Let’s talk about it — as
adults, of course. I would like to save a
building or improve a megaproject, but
sometimes the critic has to settle for
creating a conversation.
Maybe this is just the long way of saying
something very simple: Dear Design, I love
you. But love isn’t blind.

I oppose an authentic impulse in design that concludes that its image is the singularly objective, rational
perspective on the world. Authentic design rejects all other imaginations besides its own. I am against a
practice of design that dogmatically asserts an all-knowing narcissism. By asserting its own authenticity
this design fulfills another criteria of Han’s Society of Intimacy: “According to the ideology of intimacy,
social relations prove more real, genuine, credible, and authentic the more closely they approach the
inner psychic needs of individuals.” Authenticity and authentic design is antithetical to the pursuit of
truth — truth as it ought to be practiced: open for debate, contradiction, adjustment.

Authentic design admires its own exhibition and shatters conceptions of proximity and healthy distance that are integral to the love and beloved community. Authentic design sees itself and only itself in
the work and processes of labor and production it already resembles. Removing the mask, admonishing performance in favor of persuasion through high resolution, it diminishes all other expressions as
inferior, poor images. Authentic design is a narcissistic process that denies the masquerade, preferring
its own face. It privileges its own perspective above all others, removing its mask to mark all who wear
masks as dangerous, subversive, and suspicious in order to call upon its adherents to strip away the
veil. It reduces choice and diversity — only white screens, reclining Coca-Cola bottles, smiling Amazon
packages — and says “it’s just a preference,” dismissing criticism through plausible deniability and a
petulant cry of “don’t listen to the haters.”
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FÉLIX GONZÁLEZ-TORRES
“Untitled” (Perfect Lovers), 1999
Installation view, MoMA

CHRIS HAMAMOTO & FEDERICO PÉREZ VILLORO
Mirror Schools: Education in a State of Emergency, 2021
Workshop developed for the RISD Graphic Design MFA Biennial 2021
mirrorschools.designing.tools

FÉLIX GONZÁLEZ-TORRES
“Untitled” (Perfect Lovers), 1999
Installation view, Ryan’s undergrad apartment
(but which is which, am I right?)

Refusing to account for other perspectives or subjectivities, and in relation with nothing save itself, authentic design refuses the ambiguity of performance. This obliteration of the social sphere of performance, as Sennett writes, “erases a sense of meaningful social encounter outside its terms, outside the
boundaries of a single self, in public.” This design seeks itself mirrored in gloss and performs only with
others inside its preferred vision of reality. It can’t account for difference, viewing all other representations as merely poor images that aspire to itself as the template of success.

In the essay “In Defense of the Poor Image,” for e-flux, Hito Steryl describes poor images as “popular
images — images that can be made and seen by the many.” I believe theatrical design and performance
operates on the side of poor images. The false voicemail is a poor image of an authentic voicemail. The
awkward slow dance between two willing, but nervous partners is a poor image of a dance between real
lovers. By distancing itself from authenticity, theatrical design upholds the values of scenic distance
necessary for truthful living under imaginary circumstances. Through performance, and personae, I
am interested in a methodology of poor-design that can “express all the contradictions of the contemporary crowd: its opportunism, narcissism, desire for autonomy and creation, its inability to focus or
make up its mind, its constant readiness for transgression and simultaneous submission.”
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DANIELLE AUBERT

Excerpt from “If ‘Labor is Entitled to
All It Creates’ Where Does That Leave
Graphic Design?”
AIGA: Eye on Design

ON NOT LETTING POOR-IMAGES BECOME AN AESTHETIC

ARI VERSLUIS & ELLIE UYTTENBROEK

Taste is interesting and also complicated.
“Graphic designer” is such a huge category
of workers, you know? So if we’re talking
about graphic designers with MFAs, or
even BFAs, it’s a very limited social group.
The French philosopher Pierre Bourdieu
talks about the mixing of styles, and mixing of tastes — how, to him, one signifier of
class is just being at ease with bad taste.

Exactitudes, 1994 – Present

Graphic designers do a lot of this thing
of mixing tastes; there’s a mode some
times where they do this “ugly,” bad taste
thing as a way to subvert the systems.
But Bourdieu says that’s actually superconservat ive — it’s actually playing into
syst ems of capital. Bourdieu says this:
“Nothing could be less subversive than
cont rolled transgressions of legitimate culture.”

Steryl invokes time in her analysis of low resolution imagery, in that they “are poor because they are
heavily compressed and travel quickly. They lose matter and gain speed.” From Mamet to Meisner,
acting pedagogies stress that the performer’s central concern is responding to stimuli, information, and
sensation in the moment. Impulse imbues performance with truthfulness, spontaneity, and realness.
Any premeditated feeling is less true, less aligned with the spontaneous act of living. Theatrical design
is interested in speed whereas authentic design is happy to fester in corporate committees, in focus
groups, overbaked user testing prone to contradictions, and in overstuffed consultations that transform
feedback into prefabricated strategies built around vacuum-sealed experiences.

I am defining a distinction in design between the innumerable narratives of truth and the singular account of authenticity. Truth is aligned with theatrical design. Consider how different actors performing the same role can be equally true to themselves and their craft. Performers channel the stuff of life
into characterization and draw from emotional material in response to a script navigated through the
director’s trust in their interpretation. All performances are free to fail because the aim isn’t to adhere
to a singular authenticity on how a role should be played. Truth has no such baggage; truths can still
be proven wrong. As in the claims of love by the Aryan Nation 3, its own racism is a truth they live by.
Some people believe that Beyoncé isn’t the greatest entertainer of our era. These beliefs are wrong and
dangerous. Truths must be open to the possibility of their failure, free speech tested in rehearsal on the
public square. Truth that only believes in its own veracity transforms into dogmatic authenticity based
on flawed beliefs and denies the right to speech at all.
3	See Sara Ahmed’s essay, “Collective Feelings: Or, the Impressions Left by Others” referenced in the essay, “The End of Love.”
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GABRIELLE UNION & THE OTHER ACTORS IN THE CAST

SAILOR MOON & THE INNER SAILOR SCOUTS

The cast of 10 Things I Hate About You (1999), an adaptation of Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew (c. 1590–1592)
Directed by Gil Junger

Character designs by Naoko Takeuchi

Year after year, century after century, theatre companies have restaged Shakespeare because they know
that a script is alive on the page, ready to impart new meanings through different emotional interpretations. I can teach you a dance but you will only ever perform it in a way that works for your body. I believe design is truthful when it assumes this approach: framed as a living document, in relation with history, bodies, perspectives, and the passing of time. The work of theatre is alive in its irreproducibility. It
can contain infinite worlds, infinite characters within its fictions. The question is how design in the age
of mechanical reproduction resists its tendency to collapse the potential into a single message, a single
authentic reading. I don’t know yet what this design looks like, except that I want to believe it can be
done — in limited editions and even at scale, beyond arts and crafts or dynamics of software and hardware. I want to believe that the book and the website, the poster and the user interface crackle with life
and the spirit of performance. They are offerings by humans performing for other humans.

I believe design in this mode allows for debate on the truths it espouses. Criticism moves beyond merely
analyzing formal decisions in a vacuum. Instead, criticism might examine formal and conceptual decisions as character or and persona put forward by the design as a vessel to promote a set of beliefs. The
work might be judged based on criteria of characterization and whether the performance creates an interesting, lively discourse around the designer’s research and inquiry. Under this rubric, what makes
the Sailor Moon persona successful is how it allows Serena to fight for love and justice in the name of
the moon while creating a firm boundary between her superhero duties and the demands of her school
life 4. The design is multiplied and adapted for others to engage in that same pursuit, who recognize the
possibilities of the Sailor Moon performance. Thus, the Sailor Scouts — the team of magical girls that
fight with Sailor Moon — are founded.

4	Let’s not even get into Princess Serenity.
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LETTERING FOR A DEFINITION OF GRAPHIC DESIGN

OLE UKENA

Developed for a project in Anne West’s thesis writing class, Spring 2021

Cher, Chair, Share (Hello, Joseph), 2011

Theatrical design must be open to criticality as it explores possible objective truths. Han, again, states
that “formalization, conventionalization, and ritualization do not exclude expressivity. The theater is a
site of expression. But acts of expression here are objective feelings and not manifestations of psychic
interiority. Therefore they are represented and not exhibited.” Designers are accustomed to working
with symbols and motifs inside of personal graphic idioms. By proposing theatrical design, I reorient
my approach to type and image as tools to express the world through the theatre of form.

Design boils down to communication. If design is theatre, performance is also visual communication.
The meaning of symbols we use to communicate are never truly set in stone, they are open to interpretation and re/decontextualization. Joseph Kosuth played with one and three chairs, while Pina Bausch
navigated a room full of them. A chair carries different meanings under different articulations, in performance literally (observed in the gallery or on the stage) or figuratively (what the symbol represents).
Communication persists because we are always trying to bridge the endless gap between the speaker
and the listener, between you in relation to me, despite the risk of misrepresentation and misinterpretation. In gestalt theory, the law of closure states that we perceive individual parts and fill in the gaps
to construct an imaginary whole. If you draw a loop that nearly loops back into itself and the mind perceives a circle that doesn’t exist. An actor says one thing, but their body language says something else.
What are they communicating in that gap?
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The Truman Show (1998)
Directed by Peter Weir
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I perceive this gap as our right under opacity. The gap must persist. Serena Tsukino must be allowed
to have a normal teenage life as far away from her responsibilities as Sailor Moon as possible. Tim
Kreider wrote “if we want the rewards of being loved we have to submit to the mortifying ordeal of being known.” He was writing in the New York Times about being judged by coworkers for his photos of
his goats. I’m saying we must be in control of when and how we choose to be known completely. I’m
saying maybe don’t get super intense about your goats with coworkers until you know each other better.
You do not have to make yourself legible to others. Sometimes images must stay poor. We must oppose
tyranny and isolation of authenticity. This is the design of endless distances and multiple ways of seeing! This is the design of infinite supply!
[A bell rings bright as crystal. End of Act 2.]
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Alex Turgeon

A conversation about fairy tales, fantasy, gentrification, and critical desire between two friends, Alex Turgeon & Ryan Diaz, conducted remotely over Zoom
from their homes in Nova Scotia, Canada and Providence, Rhode Island. Interview held on March 24, 2021. Text has been edited for clarity.

RYAN DIAZ Well I really just want to talk to friends, the people I feel comfortable with and enjoy talking to. I mentioned
you to one of my friends in the program and he recognized
your name from when he was looking into Rutgers. So you’re
fairly famous and as your stock rises, I’ll definitely ride on
your coattails.

Alex Turgeon, The Dreamlife of Vernacular Agents (or My Life as a House), 2020 PHOTO: JASON RUSNOCK
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ALEX TURGEON

Haha, more like vice versa.
RD

But how’s it going? Are you teaching this semester?

I am not, unfortunately, but that’s okay. I’m working on an exhibition so I have
time to do that, which is great.

AT

I think we talked about it the last time we spoke. What’s
the exhibition about again?
RD

Well, it’s taken on a lot of different forms, and it’s sort of in the cognitive stages of development. Since it will be in Europe, the question is whether or not I can
go and how that will work. So I’ve been trying to ultimately rework it or figure it
out. There was the original intention of me being there and it being site specific.
But that may be shifting to something that can happen whether or not I’m there,
basically, and potentially working with someone to help with some of the more
complicated elements of the installation if I’m unable to go. So it’s taken on lots
of different forms.
The show is looking at the idea of interiority through a queer lens, but
also through of course an architectural lens. And then also through a COVID kind
of lens, but not necessarily about COVID, more about concentrated time, inside
of both space and self. Refracting the current situation that continues through all
these other metaphorical layers that are already present in my work.That’s sort of
where it’s going right now. A lot of architectural imagery and how it relates to a
reflection on now, but also self, too. Does that make sense?

AT

RD After reading a lot of your writing and your project descriptions, yes. It’s really interesting to see how you fold in
what I think you refer to as “the poetic space of architecture
and the built space of poetry.” And together, that’s really nice.
AT Thank you.
RD I’m not an architect although I do like writing — I will
never share my writing with you — and I apply approaches
to poetry into graphic design. Do you have an architecture
background?
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Not at all. I have no relationship to architecture besides just being curious
about it. Are we now — is this the interview? Have you started recording this?
I don’t even know.

and this return to tethering queerness or gayness to a natural state, to nature, or
as something that’s natural through parallels to forms of nature, like a pig or a
bear or a wolf or a cub or an otter or something. Of course, it’s playful and while
it’s not necessarily a secret code there’s a sort of codification that happens. I was
interested in that relationship between the two and how this pig then becomes
his other thing also in the house.

AT

RD

Oh yeah, it’s been recording!

AT Now I see. Yeah, so architecture has become a metaphor or avenue to pursue or
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RD While you were talking, because I know your work circles
around queerness, I was thinking, “Oh, like dirty dick pigs!”
It’s interesting, the playfulness and childishness of that.
You mention fairy tales and I know that you reference a lot of mythology in your work from what I’ve been
reading. Like you and architecture, I’m not a theatre artist,
I’m not an actor, and I’m not a playwright but I use theatre
and performance as a metaphor when I think about graphic
design. It’s interesting to hear how you’ve arrived at architecture through working for another artist. I worked before
with dancers and theatre artists, and that’s where I get a lot
of my influences from.
I was thinking about your piece, The Dreamlife of
Vernacular Agents. We talked about it last time and the playhouse from your childhood. You wrote about it as a kind of
Goldilocks zone, in-the-middle thing. It made me think about
this Rebecca Solnit quote from her book The Faraway Nearby
that I’ve been looking at, about enchantment as somebody
transformed into something they’re not, and disenchantment as being returned to the state of being yourself, or as
the blessing of becoming yourself again. What’s interesting
is that you leave the house in that middle state — there is no
disenchantment. You write about that structure “enacting
its failure of exactitude as generative of queer possibilities.”
That thing that is not yet transformed back into itself can
still become anything, which I’m really interested in myself.
Design as theatrical staging brings people into a
performance that they wouldn’t naturally act out themselves,
and lets them play around in that space, before eventually
bringing people back to themselves. When I think of bringing
people into a space, trying something new, and then returning back from it reminds me of language from BDSM therapy
and providing aftercare. So there’s an undercurrent of fun
seediness that I don’t always bring to the fore. I usually just
talk about that aspect of my work with other queer people.
And I don’t know if that’s something that is particularly interesting or comfortable for me to talk about with a general
audience.

Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017
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contain some of the ideas that I’ve been working with in my work for a long period
of time. I started explicitly incorporating architectural imagery or reference into
my current work in the past five years or so. I became interested in the aesthetics
of architectural drafting or rendering in a very rudimentary way after working for
an artist. I was doing a lot of layouts and plans for their exhibitions. I was using
this particular program that’s used for drawing architectural drawings. Not like
3D rendering, though you could, but I was using it for plan and elevations, so very
flat imagery, with graphic black and white, and maybe some cross hatching textures. I became really interested in this aesthetic because it was so rudimentary.
It seemed kind of retro and had a very graphic quality similar to print but also
early digital interface aesthetics. I started becoming interested in this tool as a
drawing tool. Not only for my job at the time, but as a tool that I could use to make
drawings with. So I started utilizing this process as a way of drawing.
Later, I was invited to do a residency in London that was specifically
about the real estate market there, gentrification, and some of the themes that
are now more prevalent in my own work. Combining that with what I had been
pursuing previously, and of course poetry, or maybe bad poetry, poetry that is
maybe not cool. At the time I was writing some sonnets and I was interested in
rhythm and rhyme, which aren’t really part of a lot of contemporary writing practices within poetry. I was looking at fairy tales and nursery rhymes and I came to
The Three Little Pigs. I don’t know how I actually came to it, maybe just by navigating the collective consciousness of Western literature, locating where I was first
exposed to rhyme in that way. This may have originated the interest for me, from
reading these as a kid maybe. I started to think about The Three Little Pigs as also a
story of architecture: the house of straw, house of sticks, house of bricks. There’s
a moral to that story which puts a very particular type of architecture, specifically
Western English brick and mortar architecture — like row housing, basically — as
the most successful or the most important or sensible form of domestication,
over maybe what could be considered more immediate or non-colonial strategies
for building in a really reduced form.
And of course the pig is this metaphor for the person. And if this is
the pig’s house, then are our homes pens for us? There’s a flipping around of the
logic of something really basic like a fairy tale or nursery rhyme. I think about
how to apply that to contemporary life and the way in which we navigate or define
spaces, and the moral code that is applied to space and how we activate it. For instance, “cleanliness is next to godliness,” and how a pig is associated with being
dirty. There’s something funny about that.
Then there’s how the anthropomorphization of animals as it relates to
language used and shared by gay men. I was thinking about bodies and animals
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AT To

I think a queer space is something that is not necessarily defined as such, or
maybe it is, but it’s also relegated to particular demographics of those who occupy it. Of course there’s this kind of overall umbrella of queer fluidity that I think
is positive and leads to the element of community which isn’t always treated as
important in gay spaces. Because gay spaces are often very toxic and full of toxic
masculinity. Gay spaces are something that as a gay person I still somehow desire, but that’s also not something that I prescribe to 24/7. There are people who
do, but I don’t feel that way. So I think queer spaces are spaces that are more
directed towards a kind of community than one that’s more directed towards specific exchange or action.

AT

RD I think queer and gay spaces deal with fantasy differently.
AT Yes!

RD That’s where I’m interested in the difference between
queerness and gayness. If you said something like “gay
possibility” it would be very different than “queer possibility,” and what fantasy that each evokes, which space that I’d
rather be more playful within. Then there’s the relationship
of making — or what is creative, what kind of creativity flourishes in those spaces? It’s about performance too. In a gay
bar, there’s one way to perform in that space and a different way to perform in a queer bar. While outside both spaces there’s an entire public performance. Your work creates
Theatrical Design
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RD I think about that too, and try to explain the nuances of
that distinction. Sometimes I’m gay, sometimes I’m queer.
Most times I aspire to queer and sometimes I’m just gay.
And a gay space can be very different from a queer space. In
your definition, what does that mean?

queer space for possibility, and you do performances as
well as installations. What is the role of performance in your
work? Do you have an idea or intention for your audience
and how they perform, especially when you’re performing in
relationship to them?
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piggyback on that [Editor’s note: pun hopefully intended], for me, it was really about responding to the oversaturation of that while living in Berlin, because
it was so present in the periphery of my life during that time. It wasn’t something
that was even just between queer people because it was like everyone was involved in some way. In thinking about gay sex or gay life or queer exchanges relegated to a particular demographic, it felt like that was the world I occupied at a
macro level. It was also the thing that was so accessible and so immediate in that
city particularly, because it’s kind of designed for that, those points of access. It
has a very particular infrastructure that supports those exchanges or those communities that were particularly sex oriented. So for me, thinking about those animal phrases like “dick pig” or whatever, I was responding to the environment that
I wasn’t necessarily a part of but still witness to. For me, there are things that felt
accessible as a gay person and other things that didn’t feel accessible as a queer
person. I was trying to navigate that liminal space in my work.

or continue to make are really a projection of my own singularity as a queer space,
as interiority, or as architecture. Not necessarily as intended for collaboration or
collective queer acts, but more about articulating an individual perspective. Of
course they are queer spaces in and of themselves, but I don’t think of them as
explicitly community spaces, though some have been.
Of course there’s a difference between an installation and a performance in an installation versus a performance in a bookstore or something, like a
reading. There are different ways to articulate that. I’m thinking of one particular
installation I did that was based on thinking about the idea of a tomb. So that
wasn’t really about generating a community, more about expressing an emotional state of isolated melancholy or enclosure. A hermetically sealed space that
we’re (the viewing public) excavating by being in it.
Or this other installation I did, as part of an exhibition I had a performance where I performed a poem with a microphone in my mouth. That was really
related to the specific space itself, because the gallery was more or less like a
vitrine or a storefront window. It was a very acute triangle, but two sides of that
triangle were all glass. So it was already a very public space that was at street
level, so you could almost experience the exhibition without entering it. Relating
to the content of that exhibition, I wanted to isolate myself from the audience by
sealing myself inside and while keeping them out. This work became about isolated singularity that is further accentuated by its removal from the collective or
the community by being behind glass, activating and changing the nature of the
gallery into this kind of cage that describes the barrier between inside and out.
The Ouroboros in the Cul-de-Sac (Part 1) was a performance where
I navigated around a large print of a house on transparent plastic. To me that
piece is more related to a community space because it was in a community space.
It was in an exhibition space — I’m not sure if it still exists to be honest — that was
also a shared living space and the communal areas would be cleared out for the
public when there was an event happening. For me that was activating a community space that had a sort of queer undertone to it already, but it wasn’t necessarily about bringing queerness out of it. And the performance was about responding
to architecture as a sort of powerful force for control, while framing it as a kind of
a transparent façade, a form of drag.
I did a performance with a friend and fellow artist Elif Saydam years
ago for Valentine’s Day, actually, where we were invited to do a bar night at this
place called Babes Bar. We as queer people, and roommates at the time, made a
Western themed bar, a cowboy themed bar, because those tropes are prevalent in
both of our works and that just sort of happened and we never planned it. When
we lived together we realized we have a lot of overlap. We made this event that
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was very much about generating community and queering something that’s super
hetero and playing with a lot of the tropes and stereotypes. It’s also about changing the dynamic of nightlife in Berlin, which was always very specific to a kind
of music and style. We wanted to do something that was camp and play country
music as queer people and like it as queer people and listen to country with our
queer ears [AT & RD laugh]. We both did readings and it became kind of like an
open mic. The event self-generated a community sharing in a small way. Maybe
that relates more to what you’re saying about generating queer spaces.

Right?
RD I know that you’ve rendered these architectural pieces
representing buildings, like in The Dream Life of Vernacular
Agents and in The Ouroboros in the Cul-de-Sac (Part 1) you
had that transparent sheet. You mentioned interiority and
articulating one person’s perspective. In The Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier you have those holes, the broken windows
to look inside the space. When you work with interiority is
it about bringing people in, emerging, and manifesting the
personal externally? In my own work when I’m trying to
manifest an aspect of their personal lives, I’m worried about
being too extractive or exploitative when I have others perform something that could be very intimate. Is it reasonable
to make somebody talk about their loneliness? That’s why
I think about aftercare because I don’t want to just leave it at
that, like, “Thank you for crying, that’s really good footage.”
I did a project that’s based on that feeling when you read
something really beautiful and you say to yourself, “Oh my
god, I read this in my head and it’s hitting me. Then you read
it out loud to yourself and they respond like, ‘oh, okay.’” How
can I make you feel how I feel? There’s just no way. Reading
is very personal and you can’t take people with you. You can’t
get people to read the way you want them to, the way you
read something in your head, which can be very excruciating when you want to share your feelings with others. I don’t
know where this question is going, but is there some aspect
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Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017

AT

I think what I do is extrude my own interpretations of my emotions into installations or spaces, graft them onto buildings as a way of giving a building an
identity through its brokenness. I’m not necessarily trying to articulate someone
else’s emotions. But I’m trying to maybe conflate my own emotions with concerns
that I have regarding the nature of society at large as a kind of social critique.
My thought process in making some of those works is very convoluted
so trying to go back and unravel that now that I’ve done them is sort of a task, but
of course there is intent behind them that happens when I put something in the
world, especially in a public way. For instance, in The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
where I had a mirror foil with letters cut out making concrete poems that looked
like the windows were broken.
Gentrification is about sealing away public space but also sterilizing
public space, façades or the image of public space. Broken windows theory is the
idea that if you fix the windows of empty buildings then the crime rate goes down
in that area, encouraging more reputable occupants or developers to see it as a
potential investment. I’m thinking about the beauty of decay and how a building
becomes depressed as a physical structure, how it sort of sinks into itself and
collapses, but I also like to think how that can express an emotional state as well.
Within these kinds of beautification techniques there’s a lot of development and the curiosity of the public has switched the way in which development is unveiled. You’re probably familiar when sometimes new businesses or
new buildings will have their windows covered in a film and in some cases they’ll
have little peep holes so you can see the process of construction. If a building is
being built, sometimes construction underpasses will have windows cut out so
people can watch it in action as it’s unveiled. That’s a loose transparency technique I was interested in playing with that kind of window treatment as both being an illusion of decay while also offering a perspective inside it.
This allowed for a portion of the exhibition to be enacted by the public
because it requires people to look through the windows to see inside. The inside
was sealed so no one can enter but they can look in. There was also a video on
loop 24/7 so no matter what time of day there was always some way to peer in and
access this thing which was happening on the inside of this interior space. Manipulating that threshold was part of the work itself... I’m not sure if I’ve answered
your question.

AT
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RD It makes me think of a lot of other connections. Reading
descriptions of your work I see you think about gentrification
a lot. Listening to you makes me think about interiority as
an act of enclosing what is usually open, public space. Now
that public space is closed off, it’s completely interior and
inaccessible except for a certain kind of person. What was
once a grocery store is now, I don’t know, a fancy boutique,
which feels very uninviting in the way that a grocery store is
much more inviting.

to this in your performances? A sense of sharing or trying
to articulate something specific for people, or is it just that
you’re articulating something and you don’t know how the
audience is receiving it, but it’s just happening.

RD

I don’t even know what I asked. [AT & RD laugh]

I’m not sure how to conclude that thought. There’s an intentionality behind the
things that I do of course in a sort of more public way. But there is an element
of chance of how it will be interpreted or how there’s a hope as to how it will be
perceived. But then of course there’s the reality. I wasn’t staked out 24/7 to see

AT
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everyone go and look into the windows. But there was a sort of expectation that it
would eventually happen at least once. It’s a very passive way to activate a space.

I don’t think so. [AT & RD laugh]
RD I’m embarrassed. I did a project based on loneliness.
I make work because I experience a feeling and I want other
people to talk about how they feel when they feel it too so I
don’t feel alone in it. I’m drawn to The Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier because what you write in the description of that
work revolves around ideas of nostalgia and melancholy and
those are emotions that I like to work through. For the project
I sat with someone and had them imagine someone that they
missed in a guided meditation. I thought it would be a very
silly thing to make people perform this for me, but people
ended up crying and then I started crying.

AT About what exactly?
RD Just missing somebody back home, maybe. We were people in grad school, it was our first semester together, and we
didn’t really know each other as well as we do now. Everyone
was estranged from the family and loved ones they had left
behind. So I was feeling lonely, and I thought I’d engage with
people and talk about our loneliness together. It started with
a voicemail from my mom, so I gathered people together to
leave me voicemails as if they were talking to someone that
they missed. After our one on one meditation, I left the room
so they could call my phone and leave the message, “Hey
it’s me, call me back,” and that was it. I want to take all these
voicemails and install them behind a glory hole so you can
put your ear up to it and listen to these audio clips. I wanted
to get at the feeling of loneliness through how it sounds, not
particularly by what’s being said.
There was also some research I was doing about
the Pulse nightclub shooting, reading about first responders
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I was thinking about the movie Happy Together and how
the main character judged his partner for being promiscuous
yet he ended up going to bathroom stalls and porn theatres.
He says, “Lonely people are all the same,” and that line and
particular context about connection started the idea.
Also, I wasn’t really going to gay bars much because there weren’t so many people who wanted to go out
with me in Providence. I guess glory holes are also a place
where connection happens that I’m really interested in. Not
that it’s a site for connection that’s activated purely out of
loneliness, I think people come to glory holes for multiple
reasons. Bathroom stalls were also a place where people
were hiding during Pulse. Something drew me to this porous barrier where you can’t fully connect with someone on
the other side, and yet there’s something meaningful that’s
transmitted across the boundary.
I wanted to do something about queer loneliness
in particular, but the line, “Lonely people are all the same”
related because many of the people I asked to participate
in the project were not queer. Putting their voicemails into a
queer space even though they don’t themselves identify that
way. I can’t say it was a particularly strong connection besides me just trying something.
I’m also not a very particularly adventurous person. I’ve never used a glory hole. Have you heard seen the
Hannah Gadsby standup special Nanette when she talks
about being a tea-and-quiet-night-in kind of gay? I’m fairly
innocent when it comes to adventurous things but I like the
idea of glory holes and I wanted to engage with them somehow. Maybe through a lonely glory hole.
In Happy Together, a character records the main
character speaking into a recording device. I’m interested
RD

Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017

AT

In my grad school experience we had an exercise in a class that basically produced the same result. Not through voicemails but in everyone being very sensitive and emotional. The prompt was “who do we invite into our space of learning,”
or “who are we grateful for and who do we thank.” Of course it became very personal very quickly.
I’m not sure if you’ve read my book [Ryan lifts Alex’s poetry book, Love
Poems for Ceres, up to the camera] — “Touch of Pink” is actually in response to
Pulse. A kind of automatic writing meditation after learning about that tragedy.
I’m curious about the glory hole as a kind of site in this instance with
your piece. How does this relate to loneliness?

AT
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RD The idea that something under construction provokes a
public interest much more than the thing that’s finally built
really interests me. The act of becoming something porous,
too. I really like that. I’ve been thinking about the idea of
queer space as full of potential and gloryholes that I’ve been
wanting to work with that I can’t install right now — there’s
a lot that I can’t do because of COVID. I don’t know if I’ve
ever shown you — wait, have I ever shown you any of my work
before?

haunted by the sounds of phones ringing all around the club
that nobody was answering.
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RD Maybe I can play some of the voicemails and you can tell
me what you think.
AT

Sure.
plays a selection of Hey It’s Me, Call Me Back]
I didn’t know what I would get, more I wanted to
see what would happen. I’ve been holding onto these voicemails and I haven’t found the appropriate container for them
yet because they feel very earnestly given and I feel very responsible for them. I don’t want to turn it into a basic graphic
design project, like a simple book or something.
RD [RD
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Right.
Something like walking up to a hole and putting your ear
up to it feels more intimate. It’s not real but something I’ve
been thinking about for my work has been, if it’s not real,
maybe thinking about it as rehearsal — a way for you to try
something out for yourself. A way to put yourself in an emotional mindset and then be prepared for it later.
For the goodbye project, I want to film people in the
program who are leaving, people who are in my year. And also
people around Providence, people at cafés, bodegas, the gym
and other places that I visit a lot, the people I see all the time.
I realized that after I leave Providence I’m probably not going to come back, definitely not immediately or for a very long
time. The people I’ve met who work at these jobs may not be
staying at that job for a very long time and many are students
also with Providence being a college town. Because it’s not
a real goodbye and hopefully I’ll see everyone later in some
instance, in some way, it would just prepare me later when I’m
saying goodbye to everyone for real because I get very emotional. I’m thinking about it as rehearsal and practice.
The emotional material that I work with can be —
for a certain kind of person — uninteresting or off-putting
or seen as kitschy. I’m drawn to The Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier because of the ideas around melancholy, nostalgia,
and romantic hopelessness. I don’t think of you as a particularly apologetic person when you’re presenting work. How
have people received your work when it’s been more camp or
kitsch or more emotional?
RD

Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017

I wonder if there’s a way to use this original source material but not in a way
that’s exposing any identity or particular personal information. Could these voice
mails be performed by someone else, like your voicemail from your mother? What
does someone saying “just kidding” do to the, not to sound pejorative, integrity of
it? What is the real that is being addressed here? Is it about the inability to admit
to loneliness or is it about expressing a loneliness that is an individual experience,
but also a collective understanding?

AT

AT

Alex Turgeon, The Dreamlife of Vernacular Agents (or My Life as a House), 2020 PHOTO: JASON RUSNOCK

in the act of bringing your ear up to something and listening,
kind of like a seashell. I thought was moving, and fun, too.
I did another project based on a shooting that happened in Seattle’s International District, where I’m from. It’s
not something that I planned, but shootings come up often.
Reading the court testimony of families talking about how
they could never get time back with loved ones turned into a
project where people slow danced together. Again, not very
many of my participants identified as queer but I asked them
to dance with same-sex partners, to hold on to each other
as long as they could to get at that feeling intimacy and the
feeling of wanting to hold onto a moment that seems fairly
mundane or embarrassing.
Right now I’m working on a project about saying
goodbye, because everyone is leaving this program, the city.
I want to film people waving goodbye to a camera. I think all
of these projects are contrived, fake emotions. Someone
asked me why I didn’t just get real voicemails from people.
And I didn’t want that, which began my spiral into creating
artificial performances of emotion. I wouldn’t give someone
my mom’s voicemail. That seems too intimate and personal.
But something fake that someone can perform in, they could
always say, “Just kidding!”They could always walk it back, or
there’s always an out to it.

AT That’s

a good question. Sometimes that’s lost to me because feedback isn’t
perhaps always as readily available. I don’t put anything into the world that I don’t
feel confident about, even if there has to be some logistical manoeuvring to make
it happen. I’m not really doing the work for the response necessarily, I’m doing it to
articulate this idea or this emotion that’s really pertinent to me or my work at the
time. For The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier I was working with themes that I had
been thinking about for a while. Like the color blue and its connotations — I mean
the book is blue for a reason, the lamps are blue for a reason.The roses that are in
that wreath are actually from the video which is a really long loop of roses being
waterboarded and painted blue that is intentionally kind of violent. It’s sort of gratuitous how they’re blued and then they’re collected into this wreath which has a
funerary element to it but it’s sculptural and also very kitsch as a craft thing.
I’m not really concerned about how people perceive it because for me
it’s almost like I just want to exorcise these incentives or initiatives. Also a lot
of my work pulls from of course myself and my own biography. Some of the aesthetics of the more kitsch or camp elements are derived from things that I grew
INTERMISSION
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AT I’m not sure, actually. I think that there’s maybe a self-cynicism, that if desire is

present it’s usually criticized, which also underscores it. If it’s my desire for something, it’s usually critiqued or somehow undermined by the work itself. There’s a
more cynical element to that, I would say, than something that is celebratory of
desire. Why? For me, I feel I want to make things that are critical rather than celebratory, that’s just how I am as an artist I guess. As an artist I have a hard time
making nice things, nice expensive objects. A critical integrity is always at the
fore in conceptualizing my work. That’s just how I want to be as an artist. And
maybe it’s to my detriment, I don’t know.
Things like romantic desire, sexual desire, or material desire are present, though I obfuscate them through this sort of self-reflexive critical analysis.
Even if it’s something as simple as a collage, it’s something poised with that intention of undermining desire while also highlighting it, exemplifying it.
RD Is there an example in particular when you thwart that desire or deny or critique or are cynical about your own desire?

I was thinking about the recent shootings in Atlanta, how
that works within race, the ways in which Whiteness subsumes Asianness or deputizes Asianness on its behalf for
the ways Asianness is seen in proximity to a normativity
of race, like language like “model minority.”. And as you’re
talking and thinking about these benchmarks for success
rooted in capitalism that my parents aspire for me as immigrants to America, etc. Then me wanting to push against
that because of the ways I believe one should be in the world
weighed against the feeling that I shouldn’t let them feel
worried about my wellbeing at the same time too.
In terms of time, I just want to thank you now. It’s
been awesome to chat with you about this stuff.
RD

Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017

RD This is gonna be a clumsy transition but when you’re talk
ing about sourcing your personal and family history, I remem
ber the last time we talked you unearthed those cattle rancher publications that were so ripe for queering in terms of
reading them in a different way than how they where intended to be read — here’s the transition — we talked about how
we both avoid that sort of pin-up style material to distance
ourselves from a kind of gay art. Where in your work do you
work with desire? Is there a space for desire in your work
and not just romantic or sexual desire but when I think about
potential and possibility they are rooted in a desire for how
I want the world to be or how I want to be in it. What role does
desire have for you and your work and writing because love
poems and sonnets speak to desire in a very real way, too.

I think a lot of the newer stuff about residential spaces like Homos & Land. I’m
very critical of the normativity that gay culture has aligned itself with. There’s
also something inherently comfortable about the idea of being normal, or whatever that means, living a normative existence that seems less complicated. There is
something equally frightening while equally desirable about it. I don’t feel that I
can just easily flip a switch and become normative nor do I have any desire to, but
I do understand the desire for it as an escape route when trying to exist as the obtuse person that I am becomes exhausting. Like, I wish I just had a basic 9 to 5 job,
a decent apartment with a couch and a TV, maybe a dog. Just basic things that I’ve
really tried to avoid for some reason or another. Of course I don’t actually mean
a couch or a nice apartment, but these benchmarks of stability that seem to be
rooted in a form of capital comfort, normalcy, that I’ve always butted up against
somehow or have always been out of reach.

AT
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up with or things that pertain to my development and also the aesthetics of my
family or those that surround my life in that way, the integral parts of my life. A lot
of my work has a rural or farm kind of aesthetic rooted in the fact that my family
does have a small farm. Sites like these are often used as a metaphor in a lot of
stories and fairy tales and I collapse these moments into different combinations
of aesthetics with things I pull from my life. Because I want to make work that I
have authority over, I use myself as an entry point and the materials of my surroundings that I feel I have agency with. Rather than making art about something
in the world that doesn’t necessarily relate to me, I make art that are abstractions
and composites of who I am as a way to create something that I feel has a certain
sincerity to it.

AT

I hope it’s been informative or helpful to your process.
Of course! It couldn’t not be informative or interesting.
One last thing I want to ask you — it’s nice to hear you talk
about exorcising these emotions that you’ve been thinking
about. I definitely feel that way in making my own work and
it’s nice to hear how you approach that. You’ve talked about
staying away from things that are too nice or celebratory.
Are there emotions or feelings that you haven’t made work
about yet, that’s still gestating in your head that you would
love to make work about, or that’s burgeoning for you. What
would a new work come from?
RD

AT That’s something that I’m really trying to figure out because I feel like I’ve real-

ly put myself in a box with this kind of architectural direction in my work.
RD No pun intended?
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Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017
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AT Well, kind of intended. Puns are cool. No need to excuse the pun. [AT & RD laugh]
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AT Yes. Especially, yes.
RD

Do you have any advice for me after I graduate?

Nope! Because I feel like I can’t give any advice. I’m not in a very optimal situation right now but I’m surviving.

AT

RD I don’t know, surviving sounds really comfortable and
nice. I hope that I make it through, myself.
Alex Turgeon, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, 2017

RD A lot of my work involves bringing people together that
can’t happen safely, at least for now. So I’ve been using digital gatherings that don’t feel the same but there’s a new texture that happens, and a new way of engaging with people
that’s been interesting. I did a dance project with people over
Zoom and I think more interesting for me was watching people will themselves into dancing because other people were.
You could see everyone trying their best. For me, it was like
keeping the ball afloat. I was thinking, This is awkward and
kind of silly but other people are dancing and I don’t want to
leave them alone in that, so I’m going to start dancing. The
project became less about this silly dance moment and more
of that resignation — I guess I have to dance. People doing
the thing anyway.
When I think about future work, there’s this line by
the poet Chen Chen, where he writes, “What do you think?
/ I’m trying out this thing where questions about love & forgiveness // are a form of work I’d rather not do alone.”
That’s where I’m at. I’m realizing that I don’t have
to do everything myself and I could ask other people how they
feel. My work has always been about getting people to talk
about things I’m interested in talking about. After the loneliness voicemails were recorded, my participants and I just

talked for a little bit afterwards about feeling lonely. That’s
not something that I recorded but even at the time I thought,
Okay, the point of me doing this is for this conversation.
And I’m glad I reached out to you and now we’re
here together, chatting!

Alex Turgeon, The Dreamlife of Vernacular Agents (or My Life as a House), 2020 PHOTO: JASON RUSNOCK

I’m thinking about how to move away from architecture because it can
be almost hindering or constricting. I’m trying to do that now, trying to find the
Goldilocks zone to bring back between these moments of architecture and moments of sculpture. Or personal interpretation, or romanticism, or queer strategies in making formal ideas, the way things can become more fluid in their relation to each other rather than explicit hermetic images.
One thing I’ve realized in going through my work recently is that a lot
of it is really singular. There’s always been the intent that these things can live together at one point, like in an exhibition.That there’s a theme in which they can all
be curated under I guess. My hope is that I can develop less hermetically sealed
or isolated moments and think of work more as a unit, a collection of parts which
work together.
Thematically, I think I’ve pretty much established that in my work, I don’t
know if I can really weather including any more at this time. I’m still grappling with
the ones that I have. It’s been an interesting period of time to think about what art
is and can be because it has been with the thought of it being presented in public.
Now that it’s pretty much — well, maybe not as much in the US — but in Canada it’s
not happening at all. It’s been a convoluted process imagining where art belongs
now. And where I want it to be, too, along with what it is.
That might be a very open ended answer to your question but that’s
because it’s still an open ended situation.

AT

I’m sure you will. I have complete confidence.
RD If you wouldn’t mind, I’ll definitely put this interview in my

thesis book. I’m excited for other people to read what you’ve
said!
AT

Can I read it before you publish it?
RD Absolutely! You have complete editorial authority.

[A chime sounds last call for refreshments. Please return to the theatre for Act 3.]
INTERMISSION
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Alex Turgeon is an artist and educator from Canada. He received his BFA from
Emily Carr University in 2010 and his MFA from Rutgers University in 2020. His
artistic practice operates at the intersection of the built space of language and
the poetic space of architecture to consider how both inform, dictate and define
notions of gender and sexuality. In 2017 he published Love Poems for Ceres, a collection of poetry published by Broken Dimanche Press, Berlin.
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Alex Turgeon, The Ouroboros in the Cul-de-Sac (Part 1), 2017
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Karaoke night at Seattle’s Best Karaoke with friends in Seattle.
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arrangements. In Seattle, I had my choice of Pony, Bush Garden, and the
Crescent Lounge where I would expect to hear a majority of ’80s punk, ’90s
R&B, and country ballads, respectively. These venues become community
symbols for the clientele and music preferences that congregate there,
establishing its social scene. The people build their community over time.
The crowd builds off each other’s energy through song choices that are
both personal to their singer and generous to the audience. Some songs
show off the skill and style of the singer while some songs hype up the
crowd; often they do both and nothing is worse than choosing a boring
song that brings down the room. The person under the spotlight sets the
mood through their choice of song and style of singing and if my Best
Friend’s Wedding taught me anything, even the worst singers can galvanize a crowd through sheer charisma alone.

If harana is a performative mode I adopt as a logic and spatial organization for my social approach to graphic design, karaoke is my model for
social organization within performance and roleplay. Both scenarios operate as social gatherings, but karaoke speaks to more people than simply the beloved and sets up the vibe and potential for roleplay that occurs
inside my work as a designer and facilitator. The link between harana is
even noted by Florante Aguilar in his essay, “The Different Stages of Harana (Serenading)” when he discusses the panagutan (response) phase
of harana, the penultimate stage when the lover and their beloved sing
together inside the hacienda:

I JUST DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH MYSELF
DON’T KNOW JUST WHAT TO DO WITH MYSELF

The singing apparently would go on late into the night. It
was not lost to me that harana probably had that quality
of enjoyment one might feel in a karaoke setting. In fact,
I dare suggest that harana singing could be the prototype
of the now famous (or infamous) karaoke where a group of
friends take turns singing well into the night.

While I am inspired by harana as my formal, conceptual model and incentive to bring others into physical proximity with each other through the
space created through design, karaoke informs my relationship to content and engagement with audiences: a freer, more eclectic model permitting diverse choices for self-expression. Karaoke is a modern harana
that casts a wider social net. Karaoke is motivated by more than desire
and attraction, although it includes those impulses behind its impetus.
The performer does not need to appear as their best selves or even their
natural selves. Through song choice, delivery, earnestness, and guile, the
performer can captivate the crowd beyond the measure of virtuosity.

While the ritual of harana is built on persuasion through virtuosity and
skill in response to beauty and attraction with the ultimate goal of exclusive, long-term union, karaoke draws amateurs and experts alike for the
inherent joy of collective performance and spectacle within fleeting but
no less meaningful moments of connection. Karaoke pulls from a larger
range of music than traditional harana and the songbook becomes a menu
of possibilities, allowing more people to step up to the mic in a fashion
that suits them. Even love’s haters, the cynics, and the heartbroken can
sing their hearts out.

BUT IT’S JUST A SWEET, SWEET FANTASY, BABY
WHEN I CLOSE MY EYES, YOU COME AND TAKE ME
ON AND ON AND ON, IT’S SO DEEP IN MY DAYDREAMS
BUT IT’S JUST A SWEET, SWEET FANTASY, BABY

IT
JUST
TAKES
SOME
TIME
LITTLE GIRL, YOU’RE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE RIDE
EVERYTHING,
EVERYTHING WILL
BE
JUST
FINE
EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING WILL BE ALRIGHT, ALRIGHT

Karaoke is performance as I want it to be for myself and others: messy,
fluid, and earnest.This is acting. Acting lets us access so much more than
we have available to us in real life. We can engage in the genuine without the baggage of authenticity. This magic of transformation is a magician’s magic, the art of illusion. Illusion, whether seamless or coarse, in
its falseness does not mean the audience’s response of belief or disbelief
is counterfeit. Even if the performer sings an aching, melancholy lament,

The audience at karaoke nights in bars and restaurants are entertained
within the chaotic musical whiplash that happens as pop follows hair
metal follows grunge follows every other genre that crashes the party, creating an atmospheric exquisite corpse of random, unexpected
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under the right circumstances it can energize an audience and bring the
room to their feet. Obfuscation of the authentic creates an invitation to
change the signals of reality. Our sensory imagination is free to roam
while tethered to the world outside the stage-space, minimizing potential
for harm and exposure, capture, and extraction.

HEY
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A
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the first one on our block to have a LaserDisc machine and I spent weekend afternoons with my friends practicing songs by Tina Turner and Diana
Ross. We sifted through my parents’ CD collection listening to Whitney
Houston, Mariah Carey, Brian Adams, Debbie Gibson, and Richard Marx
albums track by track as we jumped around on the living room couches.
We played our favorite songs over and over until we knew the lyrics by
heart. Singing with my friends taught me how to enjoy being with others
through the heightened emotions of art. These moments are how I earned
what love sounds like. I learned how many more words there are for love
and what melodies declared it the loudest and the brightest, songs that
spoke to me with the silliest sincerity and deepest tackiness.

STAR
PAID
GOLD
MOLD

I
STILL
BELIEVE
IN
YOUR
EYES
THERE IS NO CHOICE, I BELONG TO YOUR LIFE
BECAUSE I WILL LIVE TO LOVE YOU SOMEDAY
YOU’LL
BE
MY
BABY
AND
WE’LL
FLY
AWAY
AND
I’LL
FLY
WITH
YOU

If you are too shy to sing at public venues (I am) or if you crave an even bigger audience, karaoke scales up and down to larger or smaller gatherings
that allow for participation at the scale of familiarity and vulnerability. Leveraging this impulse to perform for an audience of multitudes, in 2009 the
artist Amie Siegel drew from footage posted to YouTube for her My Way
series of works. In two iterations titled My Way 1 and My Way 2, Siegel
gathered karaoke-style amateur performance videos of teenagers covering “Gotta Go My Own Way” from High School Musical 2 and individual
men alone in domestic spaces singing Frank Sinatra’s “My Way,” respectively. More shy and supported by comfortable company, my friends and I
would meet at Seattle’s Best Karaoke (SBK), entertaining each other for
hours. We competed to out-perform, out-warble, out-embarrass each other in a room all to ourselves.

I’M OFF
I’LL

THE DEEP
NEVER

END, WATCH AS
MEET
THE

I

Through karaoke and singing beside others, I learned how love and community can feel. In exchange, all you have to do is expose yourself to vulnerability and the risk of looking ridiculous. Call it benevolent humiliation
or awkward exaltation; the performer doesn’t just transmit the song to
the audience, but the opportunity for social relation that transcends karaoke and establishes a divine, fleeting connection between everyone in
the room regardless of the audience’s attitude towards the performer’s
skill or charisma. All eyes are on the singer, even if someone hates their
singing; being inside the room butts everyone up against the physical and
spiritual corporeality of presence, the physical vibration of sound itself reverberating into the bodies of the crowd. The singer commands the audience’s attention. In Greta Gerwig’s 2018 film Lady Bird, Sister Sarah-Joan
reminds Lady Bird, “Don’t you think maybe they are the same thing? Love
and attention?”

DIVE IN
GROUND

Karaoke was a fixture in my family’s celebrations growing up. As an adult
gathering amongst people with their own karaoke histories, we recreated our memories of karaoke at the end of community organizing meetups
and milestones. I remember a general assembly for the local chapter of
Anakbayan, a Filipino activism group I organized with alongside friends,
when we sat together harmonizing along to Lauryn Hill and Bill Withers.
It brought me back to memories of childhood when proud mothers forced
their daughters into belting power ballads during neighborhood potlucks
in the small, Filipino enclaves that sprang up in the suburbs near US Navy
shipyards. At holidays and weddings my brother and my aunts and uncles
grabbed microphones out of each other’s hands bellowing beer-soaked
torch songs until dawn. When I was in elementary school, my house was
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YOU COME CRASH INTO ME AND I COME INTO YOU
I
COME
INTO
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IN
A
BOYS
DREAM

In Maren Ade’s film Toni Erdmann, middle-aged music teacher Winfried
Conradi reconnects with his daughter, Ines, by transforming himself into
the absurd, zany eponymous character of his own creation. Before he
donned a long black wig and false teeth, the baggage of their relationship
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BABY,
AND
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BUT

impeded their relationship and interactions with each other as adults.
They become mysteries to each other, baffling in their resemblance to
who they once were. After interacting through the character of Toni Erdmann, they begin to engage with each other anew. Later, Toni Erdmann
takes “his” daughter to a small party and forces her to sing Whitney
Houston’s “Greatest Love of All,” which she performs with gusto. Even
Conradi/Erdmann is astounded by her bravado, her cracking voice reaching for the high notes. After finishing she promptly leaves. Something
transforms between them and the rest of the movie explodes fantastically
in ways I refuse to spoil in this essay.

KISS
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LIKE
THIS
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LOST
LONG
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COMING
BACK
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How beautiful to be able to be free by assuming a different role, by being something you haven’t been. This is true
[even if] I give you the job of handing [out] napkins. All of
a sudden you’re much happier than you were two minutes
before. Two minutes before you had the responsibility of
being a person consistent with the person you’ve been for
the previous 48 hours who has to [behave a certain way].
Now you can just be a napkin vendor, you know? There’s
all kinds of possibilities. By inhabiting these roles you become free to experiment and be playful and not be held to
being who you have been [before].

Performance enchants its audience into belief, and in this transportation
through the power of imagination, not only is the performer someone other than who they were before, the audience and the space they are inhabiting are enchanted into other selves. In The Faraway Nearby, Rebecca Solnit discusses the power of fairy tales representing cycles of enchantment
and disenchantment. She writes, “Enchantment in these stories is the
state of being disguised, displaced in an animal’s body or another’s identity. Disenchantment is the blessing of becoming yourself.” To design and
open up a space for enchantment, one creates a way back out of the experimentation and experiential play through the ritual of disenchantment: the
applause, the curtain closing, the bows that signal that we have returned
to the world. Then, the disenchanted embark on applying the lessons they
learned in enchantment into their lives beyond the performance space.
The karaoke jockey (KJ), the facilitator, the witch, the magician, can set
the rules for return,but the bookends of the story remain the same: people
become themselves, return to themselves, in the end.

So much of this performance is possible through technology: napkins,
props, digital interfaces, voicemail recordings, curtains, backdrops, lighting, fog machines, wooden boxes painted in black. Immersion can be lowor high-fidelity and the audience can be let in on the artifice, subverting
the expectation of semblance to reality. The playwright Tony Kushner,
after Bertolt Brecht’s epic theatre, recommended no blackouts during
scene shifts in his Angels in America duology so audiences could watch
the deconstruction and transformation of the set in real time. An imaginative practice in art and design can be a stage as well.
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In the winter of 2021, I developed and taught my first class from syllabi
creation to final review and the experience reinforced my belief that the
classroom is also a stage and performance is a pedagogical tool. My role
as a teacher was not unlike the KJ, organizing the performers, setting
people up for success, making sure that the class had a good time learning. The class was held remotely over Zoom and the layers of performance
built up to a trial under fire for educational modeling. The common roles
used as metaphors for the educator applied: facilitator, detective, gardener, mentor, trickster, and student myself. I had to change my role constantly in order to get the best out of my students. Writer Jesse Ball discusses
roleplay as a pedagogical tool in the Between the Covers podcast:

THE
GREATEST
LOVE
OF
ALL
IS
EASY
TO
ACHIEVE
LEARNING
TO
LOVE
YOURSELF
IT
IS
THE
GREATEST
LOVE
OF
ALL
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Because stages don’t need to resemble the standard architectures of canonical theatre in order for performance to occur, social zones and the
presence of an audience are more crucial to the development of performance. Spaces become theatrical when a distinction is made between
exterior and interior logics of behavior—and thus performance—inside
that space. Just as graphic design sets its own backdrop for performance,
the dance floor of a night club, the karaoke bar, the weightroom of a gym,
a classroom, and a video chat are all primed for roleplay, primed for audience and performer to play with what is or isn’t an authentic portrayal
where the boundaries of interior and exterior are drawn.

to go look after the animals. One night, somebody tries to
pass Caedmon the harp after dinner, and he flees to the
stable. There among the ungulates he drifts off and is visited by a mysterious figure, probably God. “You must sing
to me,” says God. “I can’t,” Caedmon says, if not in these
words. “That’s why I’m sleeping in the stable instead of
drinking mead with my friends around the fire.” But God
(or an angel or demon—the text is vague) keeps demanding a song. “But what should I sing?” asks Caedmon, who I
imagine is desperate, cold-sweating through a nightmare.
“Sing the beginning of created things,” instructs the visitor. Caedmon opens his mouth and, to his amazement, gorgeous verses praising God pour forth.

OH, AND BABE I’M FIST FIGHTING WITH FIRE
JUST
TO
GET
CLOSE
TO
YOU
CAN
WE
BURN
SOMETHING,
BABE?
AND I RUN FOR MILES JUST TO GET A TASTE
MUST
BE
LOVE
ON
THE
BRAIN

SHYNESS
ALL
THE

Inside the bar with a microphone in their hands, the karaoke performer can
be anything they want to be for as long as it takes to sing a song. Karaoke
allows its performers to approach a fantastical, alternate universe self.
Karaoke is a rehearsal, a recital, a reading of the body spanning across
dimensions.

LEAN
ON
ME
WHEN
YOU’RE
NOT
STRONG
AND I’LL BE YOUR FRIEND, I’LL HELP YOU CARRY ON

In The Hatred of Poetry, Ben Lerner describes the account of the first
named English poet, a person who essentially discovered poetry when he
was finally forced to take part in a medieval karaoke party.

At a karaoke bar with my friends, when the song I picked flashes on
screen, I dread the feeling when my nerves kick up and I start to regret
volunteering to perform. But a familiar melody starts playing and one by
one, the people in the room start singing along with me, drowning out my
own voice as I let go of any self-awareness and melt into the music. Karaoke is magical, in that way, and everyone, even the people who don’t step
on stage can sing, can perform, can enjoy the beauty of coming together.

Caedmon, the first poet in English whose name we know,
learned the art of song in a dream. According to Bede’s
Historia, Caedmon was an illiterate cowherd who couldn’t
sing. When, during this or that merry feast, it was decided
that everyone in turn would contribute a song, Caedmon
would withdraw in embarrassment, maybe claiming he had
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YOU
FROM
DOING
LIFE
YOU’D
LIKE
TO

The poet-artist, in a sense, is a person who overcomes their FOMO. In
the midst of performance, the artist-karaoke-singer becomes a different
version of themselves while channeling another, separate performer’s
work entirely and their body becomes a vessel for transformation flowing through them. Whereas theatre can feel too stately, too grand a stage
to tread, the karaoke stage is open to anyone who wants to step into the
spotlight. Karaoke gives me the space and opportunity to create a projected, a virtual persona that’s different from my actual self. I can play the seductive temptress, the soulful rogue, the faded diva, the flashy robot, the
awkward alien, and the folk hero with no expectation of mastery or even
verisimilitude. Being bad, failing at singing, bombing completely is built
into the experience, if not expected entirely.

IF
THIS
IS
MY
LAST
NIGHT
WITH
YOU
HOLD ME LIKE I’M MORE THAN JUST A FRIEND
GIVE
ME
A
MEMORY
I
CAN
USE
TAKE ME BY THE HAND WHILE WE DO WHAT LOVERS DO
IT
MATTERS
HOW
THIS
ENDS
‘CAUSE
WHAT
IF
I
NEVER
LOVE
AGAIN?
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A Playlist for a Karaoke Party with Friends

AND YOU CAN TELL EVERYBODY THIS IS YOUR SONG
IT MAY BE QUITE SIMPLE, BUT NOW THAT IT’S DONE
I HOPE YOU DON’T MIND, I HOPE YOU DON’T MIND
THAT
I
PUT
DOWN
IN
WORDS
HOW WONDERFUL LIFE IS WHILE YOU’RE IN THE WORLD.

01. Kate Bush
Wuthering Heights
02. Jimmy Eat World
The Middle
03. Dusty Springfield
I Just Don’t Know What to Do With
			Myself
04. Mariah Carey
Fantasy
05. Smash Mouth
All Star
06. Lady Gaga
Shallow
07. Gigi D’Agnostin
L’Amour Toujours
08. Dave Matthews Band
Crash
09. Whitney Houston
Greatest Love of All
10. The Killers
Mr. Brightside
11. Celine Dion
It’s All Coming Back to Me Now
12. Audrey Hepburn
Moon River
13. Rihanna
Love on the Brain
14. Adele
All I Ask
15. The Smiths
Ask
16. Bill Withers
Lean on Me
17. Elton John
Your Song
18. Natasha Beddingfield Unwritten

Karaoke informs the world I want to construct inside shared space made
manifest through the theatrical staging of graphic design. When I work
with a topic and establish the rules for engagement. The best songs at karaoke are the songs that everyone knows. In my work, the songs are songs
of loneliness and love, community and intimacy and everyone knows the
words inside themselves. My song becomes your song and we can sing
together.

REACHING
FOR
SOMETHING
IN
THE
DISTANCE
SO
CLOSE
YOU
CAN
ALMOST
TASTE
IT
RELEASE
YOUR
INHIBITIONS
FEEL
THE
RAIN
ON
YOUR
SKIN
NO
ONE
ELSE
CAN
FEEL
IT
FOR
ONLY
YOU
CAN
LET
IT
NO
ONE
ELSE,
NO
ONE
CAN
SPEAK
THE
WORDS
ON
YOUR

YOU
IN
ELSE
LIPS

DRENCH
YOURSELF
IN
WORDS
UNSPOKEN
LIVE
YOUR
LIFE
WITH
ARMS
WIDE
OPEN
TODAY
IS
WHERE
YOUR
BOOK
BEGINS
THE
REST
IS
STILL
UNWRITTEN
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Project Case Study:
Step Into the Wall and Vanish
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A REHEARSAL FOR TRANSFORMATION & CHANGE

STEP
INTO
THE WALL
AND
VANISH

CONSTRUCTING
NARRATIVE
THROUGH
COLLABORATION

For the installation, I had the opportunity to install in a large room but for only 24 hours. While it was bittersweet to have to bring it down
after so little time on view, I took the chance to make it more of an event. The sheer size of the room and limited time meant I had to forgo
taping the floor, to mixed results. This iteration came without prompts or preconceived scenarios as I wanted to have participants roam the
space and come up with scenarios on their own.
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GOT TO BELIEVE IN MAGIC
Step Into the Wall and Vanish explores magic as a
social tool. That is, when I say magic I mean ma
gician’s magic: the school of performing arts in
which the artist produces feats that suggest the
impossible through apparatus, staging, and crowd
work. Magic in this sense is less about perform
ing what cannot be, but rather creating conditions
where an audience collectively believes in a world
that’s different from their own, something compel
ling, new, and seductively altered.
Imagine a magician sawing a woman in two,
pulling a rabbit out of a hat, or escaping from
certain death only to miraculously reappear un
scathed. The laws of physics and cause and effect
don’t behave the way they’re supposed to, but it’s
important that the audience forget that. As men
tioned in the film The Prestige (2006), if the aud
ience actually thought what they saw was real, they
wouldn’t applaud  —  they would scream.
This magic is better known as illusion and
working magicians often describe themselves as
illusionists. Rebecca Solnit also makes a case for
understanding magic as art in The Faraway Nearby.
Magic, like art, is a threshold where “we all step
into other worlds.” An unspoken contract between
the magician and audience upholds the illusion
while misdirection is permission to be deceived.
Magicians rely on this misdirection to sustain the
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illusion of alternative realit ies with unique log
ics crafted through performance.
Misdirection allows for collective hal
lucinat ion as magicians distort reality. Story
tellers might call it plot. If misdirection fails, just
like when a story no longer makes sense, plot
holes poke holes in the illusion of narrative. Art
ists rely on the formal qualities of their medium
to capture the audience’s imagination. Solnit
describes this formal misdirection:
The object we call a book is not the
real book, but its potential, like a musi
cal score or seed. It exists fully only in
the act of being read; and its
real home is inside the head of the
reader, where the symphony resounds,
the seed germinates.
Magic works because it exists in the act
of being believed. The world does not change.
The world as it should operate alters briefly
in the minds of the audience. They want to be
deceived because it means the world could be
more than what it is, if only for a moment. While
the audience focuses on the saw, the silk hat,
the chains, the rest of the world fades away. The
magician, the artist is in control.
COLLABORATION

How do audiences become active participants
in the illusion rather than a passive bystand
ers? What are the advantages when power and
authorship are shared equally? If magic is an art
that can reshape the world, wouldn’t shared ac
cess to the potential and world building of magic
offer new possibilities created by a multiplicity
of identities and experiences? In “Turing Com
plete User” Olia Lialina advocates for putting
tools in the hands of users so they may discover
and create unexpected applicat ions for their
tools. There is a diff erence between passively
accepting technologies and actively wielding
that technology to better understand the world
under one’s own terms.
Imagine everyone is a magician.
Close your eyes. Open your eyes. Everyone now
has the ability to craft illusions and alternative
narratives beyond reality as we know it. People
might instead cut a man in two, reframing gen
dered power dynamics. One magician starts
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their set in the throes of desperation and frees
themselves, appearing elsewhere, reconstituted,
perfectly whole. A rabbit pulls a carrot out of a
hat. Someone sits on a two-dimensional chair
by leaning against a wall. Imagine everyone with
the power to shape reality.
SPACE TO PLAY

Step Into the Wall and Vanish refers to the van
ishing of the world outside constructed space,
where oy developing a modest visual language,
all one needs to carry out these experiments and
exercises is a blank wall and masking tape.
The emphasis on staging is inspired by
customizable game spaces like Animal Cros
sing, The Sims, and other virtual realities. Within
those worlds, players craft environments based
on their personalities and tastes. Most people
know how to approach these environments be
cause they approxim
 ate to the real world, while
also determined through fantasy. One can craft
a new persona or amplify aspects of themselves
with little to no repercussions.
The project draws from Solnit’s asser
tion that narratives are “adventures that are
magical because they travel between levels
and kinds of reality.” I’m also inspired by the
trope in video games where players leap into
in-game artworks to access new worlds, like the
paintings in Super Mario 64 and Dark Souls, the
puzzles in Dragon Quest VII, and the "Song of
Time" in The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time.
One day I hope to extend this work into digital
space as a site for collective narrative.
The installation hints at movement back
and forth between physical and potential stages
in the form of thresholds: illustrated boundaries
in and out of the room like holes, doors, hall
ways, corners around walls, stairways, etc. They
suggest imaginary rooms beyond the space and
also remind participants of the world outside the
staged environment. These holes in the instal
lation are portals that suggest the sensibility of
a sitcom or talk show, a vernacular that allows
for narrative entrances and exits. Ultimately the
installation draws participants to the rehearsal
space, only to thrust them back out, changed.
As in virtual reality, the installation
has unlimited potential bounded by developer
tools and player imagination. Participants enter
the workshop with the task of staging collect
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ive make-believe gesturing towards magic and
illusions. Simple prompts (like the directive in
the project title) set up tasks for participants to
act out together. Relying on improvisation and
mutual trust, participants stretch their imag
inat ions through collaborative narrative under
sust ained believability. Instead of settling for
passive participation, Step Into the Wall and
Vanish emphasizes cooperation and teamwork to
expand the world beyond authorial intention.
The ephemeral nature of staging and
play space speaks to the material qualities of
the workshop installations. Masking tape is rela
tively cheap. It can be taken down at any moment
and built up again quickly. The low fidelity allows
part icipants and organizers to be less precious
both in the making and the acting.
PERFORMATIVE ILLUSIONS

Examples of the workshops held at the Rhode
Island School of Design describe each event
with accompanying documentation. Iterations
of each workshop were tested with different
variables and the inquiry is ongoing. What works
during one test might not work for another dep
ending on participants’ att itudes and lines of
trust inside the group dynamic. Testing different
levels of vulnerability is an unt ested metric that
future iterations might explore further.
People working together towards be
lieving in a set of conditions thereby simulating
alternate realities in real time is an opportunity
to ultimately change reality itself. When people
refuse to return to the world as we know it when
there’s an alternative, fantasy world we would
rather inhabit, imagine the impossible becoming
inevitable when people buy into a shared idea of
the world as it should be. They can advocate for
shared beliefs rooted in the goal of collective
liberation. While a lofty proposition, the small
act of people accepting a drawing of a chair as a
physical chair is not unlike believing in common
dignity or accepting systems of power in the
world and at play between individuals.
The project’s emphasis on performance
is intentional. I am interested in bodies and how
they inhabit space. People generously bring their
identities and histories to any environment they
occupy. This grants the project the opportunity
for strategic references to the reality certain
bodies face in the world as narrative conceits.
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I’m interested in complicating collab
oration and the potent ial for confrontation to
reveal fault lines in the narratives we assume
are shared. Different, opposing perspect ives not
only make collaboration more difficult but sum
mons the natural, multiple, and often opposing
beliefs and values held by people from different
walks of life. Inspired by provocations on race
by artists like Young Jean Lee and Vaginal Davis,
how can collaborative belief in a transgres
sive illusion work towards honestly addressing
race as it is perceived and policed in Western
culture? The approachability of the graphic envi
ronment is intentional as it anchors rehearsal in
the world. Perhaps participants find themselves
open to exploring alternative ways of being
when mediated through familiar settings slightly
askew. I’m interested in deconstructing reality
in a designed, manuf actured possibility space to
challenge systems of power across race, gender,
sexuality, and other intersections of identity.
SIGHT LINES

The core of Step Into the Wall and Vanish is an
investigation into design’s theatrical potential
via staging. Through minimal interventions using
black tape, the installations are able to elicit
performances through a framework of rehearsal.
By working with groups, the work tests
how one person’s wall might be another person’s
door. Magic presents the illusion as a given, and
in that between-realm, two things can be true
at once. In conversation with Nora Khan on the
topic of magic, we discussed how approximating
one’s relationship to reality is a matter of dis
tance to the stage. “Being in the audience,” she
said, “and watching someone express or inhabit
magic allows us to project ourselves into the fu
ture.” Step Into the Wall and Vanish is a step in my
process towards renegotiating the subject-ob
ject relationship between audience and perform
er. Once we accept that each side must perform
for the other to maintain the illusion, how long
must we perform before the present catches up
to the future. When does performance, or the
artifice, become a more flexible truth?

Initial set-up in the CIT grad studio.

First improv workshop using scripts from popular movies.
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Second test, allowing participants to add their own interventions onto the space.

The final result.
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Large-scale installation in-progress shots.
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All’s well that ends well!
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Elsewheres
by Madeline Woods
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PHONE A FRIEND

Written in February 2021 during Anne West’s thesis
writing workshop where we were tasked with
responding to a peer’s work. In my case, it was an honor
and a delight to write a response for Maddie Woods,
a genius designer, a builder of worlds, and most of all,
my dear friend.
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Elsewheres are a collection of poetic experiments that orbit the beyond.
Virtual worlds transport players into other bodies navigating multi-sensory
experiences, reducing perception into pure sensation. Maddie Woods constructs arenas for unbounded play in digital space developed in the Unity
game engine. There, the glowing islands are carpeted in flowers and burst
with color; the neon oasis conjures surreal distortions of time and self; the
hallway of light shrouds the inevitable in mystery. The player is transfixed
through embedded storytelling as the screen creates a permeable barrier between the here and there.
These spaces simulate the natural world, shimmering and powder-soft,
the way memory and daydreams might polish the rough edges of experience.
In its artificiality, a crucial distinction is named: digital space is not physical space. These game worlds are not illusions. Sound and text are crucially
non-diagetic. They call not for representation but amplification of sense
and nonsense in response to a present moment where daily life isn’t lived so
much as endured. What else, where else, can we be when our present environments do not suffice?
Elsewheres are sites for new and old growth. Here, there are sense
memories for experiences that have no root in the world, as if the player is
transported into sensation itself. What is familiar here are the emotions of
the sublime, the subliminal, the sublunary. Elsewheres conjure a world of
dream logic where narrative is always active, unfixed within peripheral conditions. It doesn’t matter how you arrived as the lushness of the game world
holds your attention. It holds delicious sway, persuasive as if you were never
not here, you have always been elsewhere.”
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Ocean State
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ON OCEANS, NAMES, AND IMAGINATIVE TRAVEL

Written in June 2020 on the departure of Sophia
Brinkgerd from the RISD graphic design MFA program
back to Germany. Originally published in my email
newsletter for my friends back home in Seattle, Ryan Is
Studying Design (RISD)

Ocean, don’t be afraid.
The end of the road is so far ahead
it is already behind us.
—  Ocean Vuong, “Someday I’ll Love Ocean Vuong”

For Sophia

Fausto on the Seattle Waterfront before I left the city for Providence.

Will and Sophia told me we were going to the ocean. Snacks and a change
of clothes in my backpack, I stretched a bit waiting outside my apartment
before they picked me up in Will’s car. Typing “Beavertail State Park” into
Google Maps to navigate us to the southern tip of Rhode Island, I prepared
myself for an odyssey, my first encounter with the Atlantic. We made it to our
destination on the southernmost tip of Conanticut Island on Narragansett
Bay in less than thirty minutes. After living in Providence for a year, I never
realized how the little river I heard at night outside my window at Charles
Landing contributed to something so much larger than itself, so near. I felt
like a parent finding their child playing hooky in the mall. So this is where
you go when you leave home?
The Atlantic is not what I imagine when I think “ocean.” Seattle, my
real home; the Pacific, the Ocean. Yet I realize I’ve barely even visited it.
In Seattle, the Puget Sound feels as big as an ocean. I took the Pacific for
granted. Even now, I fail in comprehending its scale. How do you convey
how big an ocean is compared to a great bay when standing on the shore they
look the same? Boarding the Washington State Ferries, a voyage so boring after years of visiting my parents in Bremerton, I barely register the sound as
I shuffle into a booth and fall asleep.
From where I lived in Capitol Hill about two miles from the waterfront and 300 feet above sea level, I could see the water on my walks around
the neighborhood while crossing streets that parted the trees and buildings.
I can’t say I ever stopped to admire the view and even if I wanted to, I’d be
standing in the middle of traffic.
Before the city tore down the Alaskan Way Viaduct, the elevated highway that ran alongside the water through Downtown, I was riding in a car
with my boss at the wheel when he said, “This view belongs to everyone.”
Everyone seemed upset by the Viaduct’s impending demolition and yet it
was the first time I had been on the viaduct because I don’t know how to
drive. I got around town on buses or underground aboard the light rail. I remember looking out the window while my boss kept his eyes on the road. It
must have been a nice view.
To be more specific, I was looking out at Elliott Bay, the expanse of water
that embraces the west edge of the city, the name for the section of the Puget
Sound lapping the Waterfront. Before I left Seattle, Fausto and I rode the
Ferris wheel on the water’s edge to make a ritual of our goodbye. Just sitting
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aboard the Seattle Great Wheel mattered more to me than the view, but you
can only appreciate the water and not the vessel when you’re suspended in
one of its carriages. That night it was too dark to really look out onto the
water. During the summer of 2020 I booted up The Last of Us Part II and I
played as a character sitting on the same Ferris wheel while both the virtual
and actual Seattles were on lockdown from different pandemics. Now that
travel is limited, what do I even know about the city where I lived most of
my adult life? I had to look up the names of half the things I’ve already mentioned. I was surprised to find Ferris was a person and an amusement ride.
From the city, how do you get to the ocean? I opened up a web browser
to Google Maps and found myself back at the Seattle Great Wheel.
With the waterfront as your starting point, if you were on a sailboat navigating the waters en route to the Pacific you would first travel north up the
Puget Sound veering slightly west towards the setting sun. Eventually, with
Port Townsend on your left and Whidbey Island on your right, the Sound
would open up into the Salish Sea, a chamber of water as open as a sinus cavity. Traveling on Google Maps gives you an omniscient perspective, distance
reduced to scanning text on screen. The names of minor bays and tributaries along the way remind me of Circe by Madeline Miller. What minor gods
and goddesses tended these inlets and coves, ignored for grander bodies of
water? On the Google Maps interface, their names appear only past a certain
zoom threshold as if the user wills the world into being. I wonder how every
bay figures in its local imagination, if the people who live on the water have
their own names not captured by satellite imagery. What names are erased
by history and human conquest? In what stories and legends are these waters named after heroes or villains? Of the names present on screen, I see indigenous languages, names of colonizers, and simple descriptions. Sequim
Bay. Fort Casey. Mutiny Bay. What happened there? I see Point No Point,
where I spent summers with friends in high school. Is that how far north
it is? Another obscure distance made mysterious by my lack of a driver’s license. Above a certain scale a map is useless for a pedestrian, god and human
vision impossible for the other to comprehend.
As I sit across the country on a different coast scrutinizing landmarks
online, I realize my nostalgia is a romantic hypothetical. As a city boy, an
indoor kid, I never got out too much, if at all. My friends once took me to a
lake and the only footwear I owned were a pair of Doc Martens I wore on the
wet sand, frowning on a log watching my friends swim in the shallow water. I
can’t even imagine actually making this journey if I ever returned. So much
of what I know is only second-hand knowledge. I receive the world more than
I make my way through it.
While plotting this imaginary voyage and scanning the Salish Sea, I’m
reminded of Sony’s 2018 Playstation 4 reboot of God of War. In the game,
you traverse the Lake of the Nine, the central hub with different story beats
branching out in every direction. The Spartan warrior who ascended to godhood, Kratos, has since been displaced in the land of the Norse gods. In his

adventure, he and the player learn new mythologies inscribed into the geography itself. You travel the world in third person, the camera above Kratos’s
shoulder in the simulation of a single shot camera take. Pausing the game
brings you to the world map. God’s-eye view for the god’s eye. Whose vision
is this? The game world is a book you learn to read.
Back in this reality, as you sail out into the Salish Sea, Canada is to the
north, of course. It’s where I was supposed to be all of August when the borders closed like a checkpoint in an RPG. In Pokémon, a slumbering Snorlax
blocks your path until you retrieve the pokéflute and wake it up. When I think
of journeys, I imagine where I’ve wandered in digital spaces. I remember
the fields of Hyrule, the desecration of post-apocalyptic Tokyo in the Shin
Megami Tensei series, the wilderness of The Witcher. Beyond roadtrips where
I sat staring out of windows while others navigated highways and exits, my
traveling is limited to areas around the hub of airport terminals. Subways
tend towards the subterranean and graphic designers plotting these paths on
maps can abstract their twists and turns along simple lines with notches for
different stops along their routes.
While tracing sea routes in Seattle from Providence, my friends back
home sent me photos of their camping trip on Cranberry Lake Campground
at Deception Pass, a public grounds on the eastern shores of the Salish Sea.
I saved their group photo at night along the beach and set it as my iPhone wallpaper. They crowd together, maskless after each receiving negative COVID
tests, and smile bigly for the camera. They look so small in the heroic portrait
of evening. Taking up the majority of the picture, the night sky is alight with
stars. A few weeks ago, my new friends in Providence and I sat on a rooftop
as we watched the heavens anticipating the Perseid meteor shower. Like the
Europeans whose names brand the new world, classic Greek and Roman mythology laid claim to the language I learned to describe the heavens.
From what we read in the local news, at its peak nearly 100 shooting
stars would streak across the sky per hour. We realized too late that the
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Lake of the Nine in God of War (2018). I loved the conversations that happened while traveling here.

OCEAN STATE

Excerpt from Cathy by Cathy Guisewite.

optimal viewing time was at 4 AM but we stayed up until 2 anyway, enjoying each other’s company watching the clouds pass to reveal pockets of deep,
clear black. Only one or two of us saw a shooting star that night. I wore my
glasses outside for the first time in a long time and I was shocked that I could
see the red pinhole of Mars, as clear as if it were a camera apparatus about
to take an exposure. Somehow a city as small as Providence still drowned the
night sky in light pollution. The few stars I saw above are another fathomless
distance. It’s humbling to confront what ought to be a nightly reminder of
my smallness in the vastness of the universe. Humans manipulating light in
the darkness grow bolder and we forget our place in the design. After staring
upwards for a few hours, we realized our eyes had adjusted to the dark and
we could see each other perfectly, almost as if it were day. “I can see you!” we
exclaimed, seeing each other anew.
I remember a fragment of a phrase I wrote down when I was in my poetry program in Rome. I think I lifted it off the didactic panels at a museum
or from a Keats reference: imaginative travel. Charting journeys on Google
Maps, staring into the night sky looking for meteors, a canceled flight booking
in my email inbox, and countries banning foreign citizens from entering their
borders out of risk of infection — imaginative travel is all I have these days.
When I was a kid, my family took a ferry to Victoria and I remember it
was either early morning or late evening with a big black sky. The boat rocked
back and forth so much I thought we would capsize. The only other notable
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memory happened during the border crossing back to the States. I watched
my auntie and uncle, two naturalized American citizens, fumble their answers
to the basic questions of where they lived and how they were doing, answering them out of sync. How are you? What? Where do you live? Fine. Back then,
my cousins and I laughed and laughed but now when I get scrutinized for the
last name on my passport, I remember the way my auntie rubbed my Uncle’s
back as he stammered to correct himself. We lived in America. We still do.
I don’t mean to linger at sea. Back to the journey to the Pacific. Continue
westward on the Salish and you’ll sail between Vancouver Island on your right,
and the Olympic Peninsula on your left. The Strait of Juan de Fuca. Two
“of ’s” in two different languages. Speaking of possession it seems there’s a
spot on the southern tip of Whidbey Island actually named Possession. Seems
awfully romantic. Or dark, depending on what possesses you most. Clicking
on it reveals no answers. But anyway that’s back down South and we’ve given
up on visiting it already.
Juan de Fuca was born Ioannis Phokas, a Greek sailor in service to the
King of Spain, Philip II, the same king conquistadors named a collection of
Southeast Asian islands after. Juan de Fuca made his mark by voyaging to the
Pacific Northwest. In the land of 29 federally-recognized indigenous tribes
(and there are more and there were more) Juan de Fuca claimed to have discovered the Strait of Anián, a mythical body of water said to grant access to
the Northwest Passage, another hypothetical sea route suggested by speculative cartographers of the era connecting the Atlantic and the Pacific across
the New World. Imaginative travel. Of course, there is no Northwest Passage
and for a while researchers examining the Spanish colonial archives found no
evidence of Juan de Fuca himself, rendering him as fictional as the strait he
supposedly discovered. It was the British captain, Charles William Barkley,
who named the Strait of Juan de Fuca in 1787 after its seeming similarities to
the Strait of Anián. In 1859, on the eve of the American Civil War, American
scholars were able to prove Juan de Fuca’s existence in the official record,
but not the veracity of his legendary voyages. If there was a name for this
body of water before colonization, I can’t find it. According to native-land.ca,
the lands along the strait are home to the Klallam, Coast Salish, Pacheedaht,
Makah, Te’mexw, Lekwungen/Songhees peoples, and surely others.
As I imagine sailing along the strait, I’m stunned by its enormity: twice
the width of the whole landmass of Seattle if set lengthwise side by side then
turned 90 degrees. Arriving on your sailboat, would you know you were on
a path to the ocean or would you mistake yourself as there already? Rivers,
lakes, seas, and oceans are as borderless as the land but maps fail to tell me
when one body of water ends and another begins. Estuaries mark where fresh
and saltwater mix, but beyond that, how do you know if you’ve crossed over
from one name to another?
The last time I touched the Pacific Ocean, I was on a vacation to the
Oregon Coast. I remember it now only in photographs, a trip marred by the
heartache that happened not long after the trip was over. I remember it was a
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grey day on the beach and I had only brought clothes better suited to tropical
beaches of my youth. I remember one photo where I’m wrapped in a blanket
with my boyfriend like a burrito on the sand. In Bremerton, where I spent
most of my childhood, my family and I would go crabbing, oyster harvesting,
and sit along the docks at the Silverdale Waterfront overlooking Dyes Inlet.
It’s not like I didn’t already know that beaches in the Pacific Northwest were
different — colder, rockier, moodier somehow — but those beaches were
along the Puget Sound. Maybe I thought since it was a more southern part
of the Pacific, the beach would resemble the sandy cradles I grew up with in
Hawaii or California. It would be a reunion. And why not? Wasn’t this the
same ocean that delivered a bloom of jellyfish around us when my cousins
and I swam together in the Philippines? What was the name of that beach?
What were its other, older names? What is its name it will never reveal?
The Pacific and Atlantic oceans feel like polar opposites to me, two
kingdoms ruled over by two warring gods with unique and complementary
temperaments. I’ve lived my entire adult life along the Ring of Fire up until a year ago. The Pacific feels like home — more nostalgic, more romantic.
I am attuned to it in the sense that it has always served as a potential journey, a story I tell myself for each of those locations, that I could visit it if only
I wanted to put in the effort. Like all things grown too familiar I treated the
ocean with neglect and comforted myself in the story of its ceaseless possibility. Here in Providence, the Atlantic carries with it too much baggage.
Detritus. The sins and atrocities of the old world are sunken at the bottom.
The Mid-Atlantic Ridge rips the world in half along its seam. In my imagination the Atlantic is colder, more ruthless, the ocean of old sea shanties, legendary malice, and violent trade. But I’m being unfair. Susceptible to homeocean bias. The oceans are really just one big ocean.
Over the past few months, the story of Bas Jan Ader has been pressing
up against me, retold and delivered in different formats as if an algorithm
knew exactly what I wanted to know before I knew it myself. I first heard
about the artist when Jack Halberstam mentioned his work while lecturing
on auto-destructive art in a video uploaded onto YouTube. Next, he was featured in a catalogue book for the exhibition Getting Emotional at the Institute
of Contemporary Art, Boston. Now, in The Crying Book, Heather Christle
references his work and his tragedy, reminding me of how aligned his art
and my interests are. These sources mention three of his projects. In his Fall
series, Ader staged dramatic falls to the earth. Videos document his various
falls: from standing on the ground, off of roofs while sitting in a chair, and in
one instance, Ader hangs from a tree and falls into a canal in Holland (what
canal?). In his series of videos and photographs, I’m too sad to tell you, Ader
weeps with no explanation in front of a camera. His last work, In Search of
the Miraculous, Ader “set sail in a little boat stupidly to cross the Atlantic
and never returned.” He went missing on this voyage and never completed
the three-part work, the Atlantic journey that began at the Hook of Holland
bookended by two night wanderings in different cities equipped with only a

flashlight. I can’t help but compare his last series to a video game, the world
map pockmarked with markers for abandoned quests and unvisited points
of interest. What was Ader looking for? What was there to tell? His boat was
found wrecked off the coast of Ireland (which coast?). His body was never recovered, and in a sense the world is always in search of his traces.
Sophia is leaving for Germany soon. I asked her if she wanted to touch
the Atlantic Ocean while we were at Beavertail State Park so she could run
her hands through the same water when she was back home in Europe and
remember our day together. I watched her and Will tease towards the water’s
edge but the park was more cliffside than beach and I don’t know if they made
contact. I had another opportunity to appreciate the ocean and I sat on the hill
and read a book about it instead. Squirming under the shade of a tree where
we set down our blankets, I watched them like they were kids playing at the
seashore. I held my book in my hand, my fingers keeping my place and days
later the book still opens up to that page on its own as if it, too, remembers
that day. I remember the final scene at the end of Portrait of a Lady on Fire
and I think about what imaginative travel means when distances are too great
and no one can travel at all. The people we love might as well be on Mars, at
the bottom of the ocean, in their images we carry with us in our pockets.
When will I see my friend again?
I will never come back to this shore.
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A Playlist for Dropping a Friend off at the Airport in Boston
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

John Denver
Carole King
David Bowie
Wyclef Jean
Semisonic
Simon & Garfunkel
Elton John
Keane
The Postal Service
The Beach Boys
Iron & Wine
Vitamin C
Madonna
Diddy, Faith Evans, & 112
Whitney Houston
ABBA
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Leaving, On a Jet Plane
So Far Away
Changes
Gone Till November
Closing Time
My Little Town
Goodbye Yellow Brick Road
Somewhere Only We Know
Such Great Heights
Wouldn’t It Be Nice
Flightless Bird, American Mouth
Graduation (Friends Forever)
Take a Bow
I’ll Be Missing You
I Will Always Love You
Our Last Summer
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Fragments of the Gothic
as a Stained-Glass Essay
on the Past, Present, and
Future
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ON SPEAKING THE FUTURE INTO BEING

Written in December 2020 for Susan L. Ward’s
Cathedrals & Cities class.

I
In July 2015, the Center for Art, New Ventures, & Sustainable Development
(CANVAS) in the Philippines exhibited the seventh iteration of the Looking
for Juan Outdoor Banner Show, an annual event showcasing art that investigates Philippine national identity. In their write-up for the show, CANVAS
evokes horror vacui, Latin for “fear of empty spaces,” to describe the country’s cultural aesthetic. Coming from the Filipino diaspora myself, discovering the phrase immediately conjured memories of crowded cities, narrow
streets of endless traffic, the traffic itself made up of brilliantly decorated
Jeepney trucks as pedestrians and street vendors stream against the current of
vehicles, the tropical flora and fauna impossible keep at bay as nature sprouts
out of every crack in infrastructure, lavish kamayan feasts, Technicolor sari
sari stores packed with my auntie’s wares, my relatives’ homes full of photographs and trinkets from countless family members flung all over the world.
Even the ways my family talks to each other are devoid of empty space: voices
clashing in every direction, sharp squeals, cackles, and fast chatter erupting
in rapid succession as if the air between us could not bear a moment of silence. Where there is room, that void will be filled—history’s inheritance for
a country subjected to poverty, resistance, and thwarted self-determination
after centuries of colonial rule under European and inter-Asian imperialism. Even in my design practice, I see how I fill in the gaps of white space on
the page and seek to close the distance between my audience and my work.
Whether or not this is because of an inherent Filipino-ness matters less to
me than how a connection can be drawn at all between aesthetics and history.
Tenuous or not, horror vacui fills the space between my practice and the past,
the present, and beyond.

Enormous buttress slabs on the sides of Paoay Church in Ilocos Norte, Philippines, a primary example of the nation’s Spanish colonial
earthquake baroque-style architecture, a region-specific adaptation of the European baroque style coined by Alicia Coseteng.

II
Reading “Negotiating Buttress Spaces,” the second chapter of Maile S.
Hutterer’s Framing the Church: The Social and Artistic Power of Buttresses in
French Gothic Architecture, I was fascinated by the intermediary zones that
emerged from the construction of flying buttresses in Gothic cathedrals and
how “buttress interstices acted as a buffer, a gradation between the outside
world and the church,” (61). These negative spaces became sites for engagement, an estuary between the sacred and the profane, “neither exclusively
liturgical nor exclusively secular,” (61). Hutterer describes the various functions of buttress interstices used for both religious and nonreligious activities, particularly mercantile functions and the conflict between the religious
and secular offices that laid claim to some cut and control over these spaces.
The architectural system of flying buttresses created a new, contested site
for public engagement. The public, in turn, sought out these spaces for their
functionality and the natural protection they offered: walled with stone on
three sides and open on the fourth that allowed easy setup for temporary
structures for merchant stalls, workshops, storage, and other needs. Third
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spaces — imbued with possibility — will always arise between two distinct zones. Empty space unintentionally, naturally became active space.
Eventually the church developed chantry chapels, interiorizing and claiming
these sites of potential as definitively liturgical spaces. The church regained
authority and the power to define the edges of the sacred in exchange for revenue streams to the church from taxing vendors and occupants who formerly
inhabited these interstitial zones. Liminal spaces became definitive. The sizable buffer zone distancing the church and extrachurch that was both endless and definitively bounded collapsed with this interiorization. The middle
space between discrete parts could no longer traverse the sacred and profane
simultaneously, reincorporating back into itself the space that “served both
as a present reality and as an imagined future,” (63). The filling-in of empty
space is the negation of potential, the collapsing of all possible futures into a
set reality. Where there is potential, the seed of futurity, the speculative nature of authority will seek to possess the riches therein.

III
As COVID-19 swept the US in early 2020, schools, gyms, cafes, and restaurants shut down in order to halt the spread of the airborne virus. As public
officials and private citizens learned more about the processes of infection,
outdoor activities slowly became more available to the public when they were
considered safe. Certain gyms were allowed to hold outdoor training classes.
On summer nights in Providence, Rhode Island the city closed off roads and
allowed restaurants to set up outdoor tables and seating enclosed within temporary barriers. The streets became extensions of interior space and were
transformed towards their new use as dining and drinking areas. Neither
fully private business nor public space but both. As the days got colder, some
restaurants offered more protective barriers like plastic domes while others
built more stable structures with wooden frames and stalls to shield people
from the elements until these “outdoor” spaces ultimately resembled and
acted as the buildings that were unsafe in the first place. It’s hard not to feel
bitter thinking of encampments of houseless people under highway overpasses, as their condition worsens from ever-expanding class disparity. The
state destroys their makeshift communities, policing the formerly empty, inactive zone that could be refuge, if even for a little while. Between-spaces like
green-spaces and other public features like park benches are clearly meant
for a certain kind of person deemed respectable to society. Governments
spend public funds on spikes on park benches and other forms of hostile architecture to exclude the poor among us while those same funds could place
the most vulnerable among us in apartments and housing that stand empty
after rapid, inequitable development projects. Where there is potential, the
inhumane nature of authority will seek to antagonize and control the distribution of aid therein.
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IV
In the 12th century when Abbot Suger campaigned for the remodeling of the
monastery church of St Denis, he only lived long enough to preside over the
construction of the eastern chevet and the western frontispiece; the central
nave connecting the two east and west end of the church was never completed during his lifetime. And yet this church is attributed as the birth of
Gothic architecture. The beginning, middle, and end of the physical church
space, these new additions built on opposing extremes of the central nave,
marked a new perspective on the philosophy behind the most potent religious symbol of church power and its relationship with God. Yet they were
“more like three buildings than one” as described by Stephen Murray in his
book, Plotting Gothic (89). In order to reconcile and connect these two ends,
the alpha and the omega, as it were, Abbot Suger’s role in the development
of the construction of the church of St. Denis was as its storyteller. Abbot
Suger “spoke the building,” in order to “focus the attention of the community upon an object of desire — the vision of the as-yet-unbuilt church — and
to sustain that focus until the production was complete,” (92). The church
as he left it after his death was a site for potential, a gap in the story. Abbot
Suger “projected the end before the middle was realized,” (94). Murray emphasizes “the abbot’s growing dread as he approached his last days” with the
unfinished church weighing upon his soul (93). The building he envisioned
lacked a proper unity, the gap between the new additions suggesting the new
church as it might be completed. Abbot Suger’s fear of leaving behind an
unfinished legacy reinforced his efforts to write the building into creation,
so that those who took up his mantle could complete the work. The future is
where the Gothic was born, not the present.

V
Building churches on Southeast Asian islands in order to spread Catholicism
to their new claim, Spanish Priests in the 17th century would find their traditional models of construction unsuited to the climate and natural phenomena endemic to the region. The new style of construction to develop appropriate houses of worship would culminate in a style called “earthquake
baroque,” coined by Alicia Cosetang, a scholar of early colonial church architecture. Incorporating regional materials like coral stone blocks, lower
and wider building proportions, and thicker, heavily buttressed walls, this
“mestizo architecture” exists to fill in the gaps between colonizer and colonized. Two histories came together from two distinct zones of religion and
ecology and made use of the potential within this gap under an authority established through possession and domination. Like the chantry chapels of
the European Gothic cathedrals, the construction of these churches along
with other important secular buildings were developed to reinforce the
economic, political, and religious control of Spain upon their colony. The
Philippine islands were interiorized into Spain’s empire. For centuries the
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country would experience revolution, the return of colonization, and revolution again with different levels of military, public, and economic corruption at all levels. The country is in a state of flux, bearing the remains of all
cultures and figureheads that claimed and subjected themselves upon the
masses. The Philippines and other countries under colonial rule were seen as
empty spaces in the imperial imagination. This false barrenness permits the
engine of colonization to trample the world. In its current state, the country
is somewhat more free yet infested with corruption, exploitation, and authoritarian rule. The Philippines is not yet complete in the imagination of its
people and yet it does not feel like it is in transition either. So, what is it, then?
Unfinished as in not yet realized or as in full of potential?

are the lived experiences of potentiality. As Matthew M. Reeve writes in the
essay, “Gothic,” from Studies in Iconography 33, Reeve analyzes descriptions
criticizing Gothic architecture a defilement of gender norms and notes how
“the hermaphrodite queer body and the hermaphrodite Gothic building become pictured as hybrids: literally a third type, which, in architectural terms,
was neither ancient nor medieval but Gothic(k),” (243). By containing all genders, all potential expressions of gender are the domain of the future and the
Gothic. I am interested in the defilement of the present that does not and cannot hold space for queerness and queer bodies. I speak this void into the future
so that I might eagerly await a world that has yet to arrive at my door.

VI
“Gothic” is word that has nearly lost all its meaning and Marvin Trachtenberg
has proposed a replacement term ,“Medieval Modernism” in his essay,
“Suger’s Miracles, Branner’s Bourges: Reflections on ‘Gothic Architecture’
as Medieval Modernism.” The era referred to as the Gothic, according to
Trachtenberg, was actually a time of transition, not stability. The architecture ushered in by Abbot Suger was rooted in its breaking away from history, not defined by a culmination of architectural elements or style but the
product of a philosophical mode and an antihistoricist and anticlassical jettisoning of the previous era of Romanesque aesthetics. The Gothic favored a
“grounding in the ‘present,’ an emphasis on the critical power of reason over
precedent and authority, and ultimately to some degree an empowering of
individual subjectivity, but…not necessarily any particular formal features
of its cultural production,” (191). I interpret medieval modernism in this
sense as a contemporary expression of thought within the era it was developed; it looked to the future from the perspective of the present, transitioning away from the past that had overstayed its welcome. Modernism, in a way,
is a relative mode, not a discrete slab of time. Perhaps it’s more like a wormhole, a way out of history.

VIII
Writing on stained glass in Gothic cathedrals in “Biblical Stories in Windows:
Were They Bibles for the Poor?” Madeline H. Caviness explains how the imagery couldn’t have been accurately interpreted by the laity visiting the cathedrals without aid or explanation. Stained glass windows are not books. “Once
independent of a text,” Caviness writes, “the window stands by itself and is
open to variant readings and interpretations that need not be ‘corrected’ in
reference to a text… Indeed, a modern view of history (as in [Alain] RobbeGrillet) provides no canonical sequence, only an infinite variety of experiences
and memories to be registered by an audience in light of their own experience,”
(146). While the windows as a whole convey narrative arcs, individual panels
demand “‘recitation’ rather than a reading.” This recitation is only ever a personal interpretation. Recitation guesses at relationships between two shards of
the same story represented in the juxtaposition of discrete panels. The panels
suggest an act of closure; this closure arises when key frames of a story are unveiled all at once. Windows are not books because books have pages that need
to be turned, which “closely shadows the passing of time, so the past is hidden,
the present is revealed, [and] the future is not yet known,” (126). Stained glass
windows approach the problem of Suger’s unfinished nave, a complicated
problem in the middle of a story for the listener to fill in themselves.

VII
The future is an empty space that will never be filled. Mikhail Bakhtin developed his concept of unfinalizability in Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, stating
that “nothing conclusive has yet taken place in the world, the ultimate word
of the world and about the world has not yet been spoken, the world is open
and free, everything is still in the future and will always be in the future.” In
Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, José Esteban Muñoz
writes, “We have never been queer, yet queerness exists for us as an ideality
that can be distilled from the past and used to imagine a future. The future
is queerness’s domain.” Like the buttress interstitials, potential and futurity
exist in third spaces; identities and ways of life that exist outside of binaries

IX
In Minor Feelings: An Asian American Reckoning by Cathy Park Hong, Hong
describes her frustration with writing about identity. “I turned to the modular essay because I am only capable of ‘speaking nearby’ the Asian American
condition. …I have chosen this episodic form, with its exit routes that permit
me to stray. But I always return, from a different angle, which is my own way
of inching closer to it,” (103–104). How would a reader interpret this essay if
I arranged it like a stained-glass window? What closures would arise if I asked
the reader to bridge the gap between my discrete thoughts, between the writer
they imagine and themselves? Would I get closer to filling in the gaps between
how I am and how I’m represented, my intent and others’ interpretations?
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X
I thought of Gothic architecture while reading Jane Rendell’s “A Place
Between: Art, Architecture and Critical Theory.” Through Trachtenberg,
my understanding of the Gothic transforms into an impressionistic portrait
of the Western world in transition. Rendell writes:
A place between is spatial, it is a mapping of the topographies between
here, there and elsewhere. A place between is temporal, it pays attention to time, to the ways in which we locate the then from the now, the
now from the yet-to-come, for in our writings of history, our placing of
the past in the present, we are already positioning possibilities for the
future. A place between is social, it is an articulation of the place of dialogue, ongoing discussion, between one and another.
I imagine a classic logic puzzle: In order to get from Point A to Point B, one
must reach the midpoint C in between. Between C and B, there is another
midpoint D, and so on and so forth, so that ostensibly reaching point B will
never occur as an infinite amount of midpoints exist between any two points
in space. This is how I imagine the Gothic, horror vacui, the potential and
the endlessness of infinity. Maybe we fill this space with light as suggested by
Abbot Suger, something holy and sacred rather than dense and of this world.
Inside the unfinished church is a space that spans the past, the present, and
the future; the Romanesque and the Gothic and beyond; an in-between that
bridges interior and the exterior of church walls, the laity and the clergy.
Today this church can only be traversed in the virtual sense, as described by
Reeve, where our “‘way back’ to the Gothic is now, at least in part, a digital
journey,” mediated through technologies like three dimensional models and
other innovations “allowing the Gothic to enter fully into the postmodern
perceptual arena of simulacra and simulation,” (234). Time itself collapses
into infinite recitations, and what remains constant from the Gothic to today
is the way we speak the future with so much history in its way. Empty space at
odds with the impulse to fill it, an infinity that stretches out in all directions
between discrete points of knowing and unknowing.
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Project Proposal:
The End of the Road is So
Far Ahead
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A PROPOSAL, AN ELEGY, & A MEMORIAL FOR THE FUTURE

Installation proposal for the Providence Train Station
100 Gaspee St, Providence, RI 02903
harnessing sound, horizon, light, & messages.
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THE END OF THE ROAD IS SO FAR AHEAD

How do you plan for the future in the midst of precarity?
The End of the Road is So Far Ahead is a site-specific installation
about the past, the present, and the future. Using the Providence
Train Station platform as a large-scale memorial, t he project will
aim to materialize the sense of loss, hope, and potential of our
current experiences under crisis and duress.

The platform is below the
waiting area, and extends
beyond the upper level

Providence Train Station aerial view
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Conceived during COVID-19, the form of the proposal suits my
purposes as a reinforcement of potential and frustrated becoming.
Inspired by films like Before Sunrise, Eternal Sunshine of the Spot
less Mind, and Weekend, the project will use the train station as
an already emotionally charged site to voice as a metaphor for our
anxiety, excitement, desire, and fear for what lies ahead.

We will go back to Newport together.

The project will meet with different communities chosen based on
their shared experience at the precipice of life change, people at a
particular point in the human experience. It will look like elders at
a nursing home, preschoolers, college seniors about to graduate,
newly-engaged couples, etc. Facilitators will gather first-person
affirmative statements from participants describing their plans
for the future.

This virus will cease to exist and we will all breathe easy.

I will dance again with the people I love. 
I will visit my grandparents and they will embrace me without fear.
My friends and family will watch me graduate in person.
I will get a job doing what I love.
I will kiss you and you will kiss me.
We won’t go back to the way things were.
No one will be afraid of walking home at night alone.
The children I care for will remember me when they’re older.
I will sit at your dinner table and taste your cooking.

These messages will serve as the material for the text projections
used in the installation.

I will see you at the airport when you pick me up.
We will visit each other’s hometowns and I will introduce you as my dear friend.
My father will grow kinder and softer.
My brother will be happy and successful.
My mother will have no worries.
My friends will grow old with me, we will grow old together.
Every book I own will live together in the same place again.

Richard Linklater, Before Sunrise (1995)

I will have a home to call my own.
I will be able to support my family abroad whenever they need help.
I will find help when I need it the most.
You will come back with nothing standing in your way.
I will sleep as much as I need, no more no less.
I will learn to speak another language in order to know you better.
I will read everything I want to read.
I will be proud of all the work I’ve done and see how I’ve grown.
I will sunbathe beside a beach.
I will attend your wedding and cry.
I will give a name to someone the world will look after.
I will understand what it means to love someone unconditionally.
I will have a mother’s worry.
I won’t forget everything you’ve taught me.
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The installation will be a runway running along the floor of a dimly
lit station platform. The platform will become a liminal, transitory
space charged with limitless potential.
The Providence Train Station only allows passengers onto the
platform ten minutes before their train arrives. While passengers
wait for their train to arrive, the “I will” messages will marquee
across the path of light, transported towards the horizon where
their train is headed. Meanwhile, a recording of the previous train
to leave the station will play over the station loudspeakers, repre
senting the contemplation of the past.
Messages of longing, built on the past, made in the present, & in
tended for the future, traverse every time and every reality. This is
an era where the past is too painful to remember, the future is im
possible to imagine and so we linger in a ceaseless present.

The Past			
The Present		
The Future		

Sounds of the Previous Train
The Horizon Perpetually Out of Reach
The Platform & the Path of Light

Messages of longing built on the past, made in the present,
and intended for the future traverse all of time.

Nothing conclusive has yet taken place in the
world, the ultimate word of the world and about the
world has not yet been spoken, the world is open
and free, everything is still in the future and will al
ways be in the future.
Mikhail Bakhtin
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The view from the station floor as passengers arrive on the plat
form and a rendering of how the light and the text will run along the
floor towards the horizon.
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Some will say that all we have are the pleasures of this moment,
but we must never settle for that minimal transport; we must
dream and enact new and better pleasures, other ways of being in
the world, and ultimately new worlds. Queerness is a longing that
propels us onward, beyond romances of the negative and toiling in
the present.
José Esteban Muñoz
Cruising Utopia: The Then & There of Queer Futurity
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From the time you were very little, you’ve had people who
have smiled you into smiling, people who have talked
you into talking, sung you into singing, loved you into
loving. So, on this extra special day, let’s take some time
to think of those extra special people. Some of them may
be right here, some may be far away. Some may even be in
heaven. No matter where they are, deep down you know
they’ve always wanted what was best for you. They’ve
always cared about you beyond measure and have encour
aged you to be true to the best within you. Let’s just take
a minute of silence to think about those people now.
Fred Rogers

Rick Fiala

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

To the class of 2021:

I watched the documentary Won’t You
Be My Neighbor (2019, directed by Mor
gan Neville) three times in one month.
Each time, by the end of the movie
when the footage of Fred Rogers’ com
mencement speech plays and he asks
for a moment of silence to think about
the “people who have smiled you into
smiling, people who have sung you into
singing, loved you into loving” I sobbed
uncontrollably. Even reading the quote
to myself now just to confirm the words,
I started crying. All this just to say,
I have been the recipient of so much
love, care, and grace from so many
wonderful people who have smiled,
sung, and loved me into becoming
myself. I would not be where I am today
without the company who keeps me.

Matt Bejtlich, thank you for your
warmth and enthusiasm when I first
arrived at Providence. I remember when
we finished our final crits for Studio I
when we all played “Quack Diddly Oso”
in our exhausted delirium and you were
the first person to get out so you sat
in the middle, the tallest person in the
class with all of us surrounding you and
we were so out of it we couldn’t stop
laughing. Your goofiness and love for
your family is always so evident with
you. Thank you for always reaching out
to me after a presentation to congrat
ulate me. I know that with all your de
grees and hobbies you’re always going
to find ways to fold all your interests
into everything you do.

If you know me well enough, you’ll
know I love to play a game I like to call
Affirmations. I read an article about
obituaries that talked about how the
most beautiful things ever written or
said about us will never be heard by our
mortal ears. I started asking friends
at birthday parties, goodbye dinners,
holidays, and reunions to go around
the room and tell the guests of honor at
those occasions what we appreciated
and loved about them.
Even before I wrote a single word of
this thesis I have been looking forward
to writing my acknowledgements
more than any other element of this
book. I saved it for last which might
have been a bad decision because the
pressure to say what I want to say and
to say it perfectly has been a daunting
mountain to climb. Like this thesis, my
words here are only a stepping stone,
an unfinished project in a state of con
stant growth. I know already that I will
neglect to mention someone so integral
I will spend sleepless nights thinking of
ways to make amends. Please accept
my apologies in advance and let me
take you to coffee if you are not in this
list and you should be.
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Romik Bose Mitra, I knew from the
first moment we met that you would be
one of my best friends. I was shy and
nervous, starting a whole new chapter
of my life when you tapped me on the
shoulder while we were waiting for
drinks at a bar after an orientation
event. You asked me if I wanted to see
how your dad dances. I knew I loved all
the way back then and now that we have
basically lived together, commiserated
over missing our loved ones back home
together, took turns taking care of each
other, and lifted each other’s spirits
when we needed it the most, you have
become like a brother to me. Thank you
for introducing me to Akhila and your
mother, who taught me through you.
Thank you for sharing your story even
when it hurt to tell it. To watch you grow
into yourself, knowing how hard you
work and how deeply you care for oth
ers, has been a joy of my time in grad
school. We’ve done so much during our
time at RISD that we never would have
expected and I hope to continue follow
ing in your footsteps. You will always
have a home wherever I go.
Sophia Brinkgerd, you leaving the
program tore open a hole in our lives
but it fills again to bursting whenever
you send us messages and words of
encouragement. You know our struggle
and your name lighting up on my phone
says everything about the bonds that
form in grad school. Thank you for your
sharp eye and the way you make every
single thing you touch so chic. Thank
you for introducing me to the best
music to listen to while working and for
being the most mature person in our
cohort even when you are the youngest.
I will never give up my love for tight
leading because our little debates
over microtypography is what makes
me love design all over again. You will
complete what you started here on your
own terms, in your own way. We will be
together again.

Laura Diez de Baldeón, your work with
place and memory is indelible. I remem
ber crying when I was first acquainted
with your work through Atlas. It was so
beautiful how you mapped a site for
connecting with your grandfather in
Providence and whenever I pass by that
spot I still think of you. You contribute
to our cohort’s powerful writing empha
sis and our (well everyone else but me)
poetic digital work through your experi
mentation and growth over these years.
Thank you for always inviting me to sit
in the sun with you whenever we went
on coffee breaks even as I cowered in
the rays as a forever indoor-kid. I will
bring an umbrella next time!
Everett Epstein, the most prolific
among us, thank you for always going
above and beyond to bring new and
exciting things to crit for all of us to
thumb, scroll, and read through. Thank
you for always taking the time to teach
and reteach me how to use the binding
equipment and for talking to me about
weightlifting and our favorite poets.
I love the couch you sold me when
I moved into my new apartment in the
middle of the pandemic. It’s served me
and Romik well this past year. One day
I hope to sit with you and your partner
and meet your cats. The transition to
Zoom school gave us all the unexpect
ed sweetness of getting a peek into
your cozy home life. I’m glad that such
a kind and generous person as yourself
is surrounded with love.
Daphne Hsu, thank you for giving me
the courage to apply to grad school.
We’ve gone through a lot together from
our days as interns for the Henry Art
Gallery and shared so much in our
social and professional worlds. Now
we’re graduating from RISD together.
Thank you for bringing me along with
you on the ride. What I love about you
is how friggin’ hype you get whenever
you get excited about something, how
deeply you care for your loved ones,
your silliness and humor, your modesty
balanced against your virtuosity, the
way your finger is always on the pulse
of celebrity gossip, and above all else,
your enormous heart. The way you
share your thinking, the care you give
to saying exactly what needs to be said
is felt and known. Whenever we do
affirmations together, I think I’ll make
it through without crying but then you
say something that crumples my whole
face with your thoughtfulness. Thank
you for always making me laugh, for
your candidness, and your incredible
fashion sense. I want the world for you.
Although it’s a hard sell to get you to
move to Boston to keep this pattern
going, I know we are connected in an
uncanny, fateful way and you will never
be far from me.

Kit Son Lee, there is nothing I can say
that will convey how impossible this
experience would have been without
you. You are the queer family I found in
Providence after leaving mine behind in
Seattle. Your presence is a ward against
queer loneliness; your brilliance is an
incantation against mediocrity. You’ve
always encouraged even my most ridi
culous ideas while keeping an eye on
my capacity and wellbeing when I’ve
bitten off more than I can chew. The Kit
I always hear about from others is the
incredibly smart and prodigiously tal
ented artist-designer we all behold with
awe. Thank you for showing me and our
friends another side of you that reminds
me of the people I grew up with, who
obsessed over game worlds and adven
ture narratives and Internet Things that
gave us secret codes and memes and
fictions to get lost inside of together.
You give me permission to be myself.
You live your life in a way that reminds
me that I don’t have to give up what
delights me to speak across universes
and disciplines. Spending a day (or
pulling an all-nighter) with you gives
me the giddy feeling of coming home
after a day of playing make-believe as a
kid, knowing I can’t wait to wake up and
meet you to start all over again.
Will Mianecki, there is a warmth and
goodness that shines from you in all
that you do. It’s a sign of your decency
and compassion that I know where to
find you in a room by listening for the
laughter you draw from everyone that
surrounds you. Your criticality and your
openness as a person have produced
an approach to design and systems that
leaves room for others to navigate a
way back to our common humanity.You
uplift me into action rather than hurtle
me into despair. You have taken care of
me and listened to my complaints even
when you have a lot on your plate. Your
compassion for people struggling ex
tends beyond me and our cohort to the
communities of people whose suffering
you refuse to ignore. I told you once
that I’m used to taking care of people
and that I bear it gladly. In you I’ve
found someone who will never let me
fall behind, a friend who will talk about
movies and acting and pop culture to
match my own wild enthusiasm. There’s
a reason my friends all ask me about
you after meeting you only once. You
leave an impression on others that’s
completely your doing. Thank you for
sharing yourself with us so freely.
Georgie Nolan, thank you for teaching
me that there’s no limit to what’s
possible in grad school. From our first
days at RISD together, you’ve brought
your imagination, alien worlds, and
the future into our classroom. Your
ability to create magic and transport
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people through your work inspires all
of us and this labor extends beyond
the classroom. Working together on
the Biennial is a highlight of my time at
RISD. It’s great to witness your gifts
in action. You’ve gone through a lot
this past year and we can’t understand
how much you’ve had to sacrifice and
contend with, but what you’ve been able
to create has been astounding. Thank
you for always being down to talk for
hours after a meeting has ended about
everything and nothing (pun definitely
intended), and for keeping us in your
loop. You will be an incredible teacher
because you’ve already taught so many
of your peers. We will continue building
the future together.
Maddie Woods, you are a genius. I’ve
told you this over and over again and
I’ll keep repeating myself because you
set the bar so high with your sensitivity,
your nuance, your eye for color, and your
willingness to experiment with new
processes and mediums to engage our
senses. I’m not much of an outdoor per
son, as I’ve told you before, but you give
me inroads to nature in ways that even
I can appreciate. Your work is like you:
bold, sweet, and illuminating. Thank
you for doing the work of keeping your
friends and loved ones close, thank you
for modeling friendship and loyalty,
thank you for knowing how to have fun
and to be vulnerable at the same time.
Thank you for being a leader when we
need one, for supporting us all in small
ways, and for taking us with you on your
voyages elsewhere. I love talking with
you about boys, laughing when we’re
both confused and stressed out, and
screaming in mock horror through texts
at odd hours. I’m excited to see where
your future takes you. There’s nothing
you can’t do.
Lai Xu, thank you for being one of the
silliest, most charming, sweetest, and
calming presences in our cohort. Your
soft spoken nature and your conceptual
approach to graphic design teaches
and challenges me in ways that excite,
mystify, and beguile. I’m waiting for the
day you surprise us all and wear every
color of the rainbow. I love looking at
a cute animal post on social media
and seeing that you’ve already liked it.
Thank you for our conversations about
our work, your ability to talk at length
about what graphic design is and what
it can be. Thank you for being an excel
lent cook and for your beautiful ceramic
bowls I will treasure everywhere I go.
Thank you for introducing us to Wei
and the easy-going love between you
two. I’m honored to be part of the queer
saddies of RISD with you and Kit, and
I can’t wait to hear about your travels
in nature now that we’re more free to
roam the world.

To my advisors, professors, & friends:

my own person. You’ve played the most
important role in helping me in this new
stage of my life in design. You make me
understand that some people have a
particular gift when it comes to teach
ing. Your influence will reverberate in
the designers all having the singular joy
of having you as their professor.

Eva Laporte, thank you for being the
friend, confidant, mentor, cheerleader,
tour guide, and advisor to every grad
student in the graphic design depart
ment at RISD. Thank you for letting
Mukul and me take care of Mack when
we needed some puppy time. Thank you
for getting a coffee with me and telling
me everything would be alright. I love
our girl talk and how at ease you make
everyone feel when they’re around
you. Anytime anything interesting
happened to me during my time here,
I knew I could tell you and you would
have stories to share yourself. You are
the heart and soul of this program. The
brief time I spent with you during my
interview when you gave me a tour of
campus told me everything I needed
to know to say yes to attending RISD.
You were the draw with your candor and
your grace. All of us are in good hands
with you supporting us.

Nora N. Khan, thank you for being an
entire university on your own, even
when no one asked you to go so hard.
The generosity, the work, the criticality,
and the sheer excitement you bring to
the classroom from the very first day
of Studio I to the last day of my time
at RISD with you as my thesis advisor
and me as your teaching assistant has
been a once-in-a-lifetime experience
for me. I’m so grateful despite all that
has happened in this unfathomable
time that I and my peers were able to
overlap with you. Thank you for our con
versations on Slack that travel in every
direction. Thank you for your courage
and fierce allegiance to your beliefs.
Thank you for reigniting my passion for
writing, for showing me what a talented
writer can do with their craft and their
vision. Thank you for showing me how
to teach a class and how to land the
plane. When you call me your friend, my
heart swells with admiration and awe.
Thank you for believing in me, thank
you for believing in the work, thank
you for believing in love. Thank you for
everything.

Bethany Johns, thank you for taking a
chance on me. I held off on grad school
for so long I really know if it would
be the right decision for me. You saw
something in me that I wasn’t sure was
there and your skill at crafting a cohort
and the program reveals itself to me
with everything I learn at RISD. Thank
you for always sharing your stories
about New York, for knowing when to
push and when to check-in. I would love
to chat with you soon about the New
York Times articles we find interesting,
our favorite memories living, laughing,
and loving in our different gaybor
hoods, and our favorite Netflix shows.
Working with you this last semester at
RISD, Will and I are are in awe of your
pat ience, your keen eye, and your will
ingness to give so much to everyone.
It’s not lost on the grads that you do
so much for us behind the scenes. We
want to acknowledge it now for as long
as you will let us thank you for it. You
are a living legend and I am proud to be
your student.

Nontsikelelo Mutiti, thank you for
showing me how to get what I wanted
out of grad school. Your lecture at RISD
was so formative to my time here and
I’ve told you and everyone who will
listen to me how important it was for
me to listen to you talk about finding
your people. Because of you, I was
emboldened to pursue my own needs
and to be unrelenting in advocating for
the experience I wanted as a student.
Thank you for providing fresh eyes on
my work, for seeing things I never even
knew to consider. Thank you for pushing
me to get at the very essence of my
interests in feeling and emotion. Thank
you for sharing your references and
viewing lists. You did not have to accept
me as an advisee but you took me on
and this thesis book would not be what
it is without you.

Kelsey Elder, your care and your
mentorship has been foundational to
the transformation of my practice. If
there was ever a professor who can
get the best out of their students, it’s
you. You have a special and unique way
of building community and meeting
students on their own terms. You
elevate the work we do in ways that
feel so effortless even when we feel
stuck at an impasse. Thank you for
teaching me how to be a better student
and how to be a better teacher. Thank
you for answering all my questions
about your professional experiences
and for advising me on life in general.
I didn’t just learn how to be a graphic
designer under your wing, but how to be

Forest Young, thank you for insight
on my work, for the frameworks and
perspectives you bring to my work as a
critic. Your ability to see my intentions
and to generously offer new paths
for possibility have been vital to the
production of this thesis book. Thank
you for being my guide through the
theatre, for meeting me where I am, and
taking the time to really engage with my
ideas. Thank you for always being my
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advocate in critique, for talking about
my work with so much kindness. Your
encouragement gave me the confidence
to follow this inquiry when I had my
doubts. I’m able to stand proudly be
hind my work because of your support.

design from a completely different
approach and I am indebted to you for
stretching my thinking and demystify
ing what used to intimidate me. Thank
you for making the world of generative
design accessible and exciting.

Anne West, thank you for your gift with
language, thank you for really listening
to us when we read our writing back to
you and for giving me the confidence to
really engage with the writing as a part
of my thesis process. You and Adam
Fein are a winning combination. Any
time I came to one of our sessions with
doubts, I left knowing just what to do.
Both of your insights and references
live in this work and the book is written
on the foundation of your generosity.

Hammett Nurosi, thank you for showing
me how to teach with compassion and
care. Thank you for taking care of your
class and me during the pandemic
shutdown. I hope your sabbatical has
been restorative and illuminating.

James Goggin, every project I devel
oped with you in XYZ transformed my
practice. Your ability to craft a brief, to
write a syllabus, to gather readings as
thorough as it is inspiring. Thank you for
listening to me talk about the Padding
ton movies at length with you and thank
you for actually taking me seriously and
watching them so we could talk about
them together. When you left RISD it
rocked the entire community but we
know you’re not truly gone. Learning
from you happened so naturally and so
seamlessly, a testament to your care
and guidance. One day soon I hope we
can talk about Paddington 3 together,
this hemisphere or yours!
Kelsey Dusenka, even though I never
took a traditional class with you, I’ve
learned so much from you and your
miraculous way of stretching graphic
design into acts of delight and com
munion. I will always remember TA-ing
for you as a student poured sand from
her home town over my palm while I
closed my eyes. You helped make that
moment happen and I am so grateful.
Having you as my ISP advisor produced
a result I never would have pursued
without your enthusiasm and support.
Thank you for transforming what I see
as graphic design. May we binge sugar
cookies and hang out with your cats
soon!
John Caserta, thank you for your
encouragement, for keeping my head
above water, and for your calm and level
presence that made everything seem
possible after all.
Lucy Hitchcock, thank you for your
warmth and enthusiasm, for your vul
nerability, and your encouragement in
finding emotion within the craft.
Minkyoung Kim, thank you for your
artistry and your meticulousness. Even
serving just as your teaching assistant
taught me how to think and approach

Doug Scott, thank you for sharing your
knowledge, for giving me the opportuni
ty to teach my first class section on my
own, and for your kindness and open
ness to experimentation. Your support
in attending my Lateral Pedagogies
project was a master class in teaching
every time you showed up.
Kathleen & Christopher Sleboda, thank
you for showing me how to find joy in
form again. Thank you for reconnect
ing me with the simple joy of making
graphic design through the thoughtful
and challenging prompts you provide
every year that are just open enough
to let us bend them to our conceptual
frameworks while reminding us to make
good design. Thank you for champion
ing and platforming your students so
generously.
Paul Soulellis, thank you for challeng
ing me to experiment, to find my own
way through the work. Thank you for
testing my assumptions and asking
me to do new things besides graphic
design as I had practiced it in the field.
Anther Kiley, thank you for introduc
ing me to what I love about seminar
classes: the discussion, the chance to
learn from my peers, and the challenge
of taking ideas and transforming them
into visual form. Thank you for being my
guide through the reading.
Alicia Cheng, thank you for getting me
to talk to as many people as I could
about design, which started my investi
gation into love.
Susan Ward, thank you for teaching me
how to be a scholar, how to respect the
texts, and how to learn from everything
around me.
Mark Sherman, thank you for giving the
gift of theatre back to me.
Mairéad Byrne, thank you for giving the
gift of poetry back to me.
Annabelle Gould, thank you for champi
oning me throughout my time at the vi
sual communications department at the
University of Washington. You were a

major player in so many moments in my
career and I’m indebted to you for your
support after all this time. Thank you
for believing in my work as a fledgeling
designer. Thank you for teaching me to
love book design. Thank you for your eye
for nuance and typographic sensitivity.
You have given me so much more than
I could ever return.
Karen Cheng, thank you for teaching
me to love typography. Thank you for
encouraging me to pursue my ideas
in design even when my decisions
amused or confused you. Thank you for
giving me nuggets of design wisdom
I still say to myself as I design to this
day. You inspried me to pursue graphic
design in the first place when I was a
freshman make sense of my life.
Jayme Yen, thank you for being my
mentor for over 10 years now. Thank
you for being the first person who ever
encouraged me to pursue grad school
at all. Thank you for your incredible
sense of humor and your infectious
laughter. Thank you for being the
graphic designer I always wanted to
emulate. In my eyes, you can do no
wrong. Thank you for taking a chance
on me as a confused intern who let his
boy troubles get a little in the way of his
work. But the gossip was juicy, wasn’t
it? I hope I’m even just a little more
composed than I was back then. Thank
you for moving from mentor to friend,
moving between both when I need your
advice. You becoming a teacher gave
me the resolve to dust off the old dream
which led me to where I am today.
Mary Yang, thank you for encourag
ing me to apply to RISD. I would not
be here at all if I hadn’t met you and
somehow found myself on the receiving
end of your astounding support. Thank
you for loving Celine Dion with me and
Daphne. Thank you for always inviting
me to speak to your classes. I can’t
wait to work alongside each other as
colleagues teaching design in Boston
next year.
To the class of 2020: Seyong Ahn,
Lizzie Baur, Mukul Chakravarthi, Aleks
Dawson, Hilary duPont, Carl-Gustaf
Ewerbring, Emily Guez, Fabian Fohrer,
Elena Foraker Bobby Joe Smith III,
Yoonsu Kim, Sophie Loloi, Vaishnavi
Mahendran, Caroline Robinson Smith,
Weixi Zeng, with a special mention to
Meriem Maiouna, thank you for wel
coming us into the studio. Thank you for
enduring the confusion and frustration
of graduating during a pandemic. Thank
you for teaching us how to take the
work and keep it going. Thank you for
making CIT a special place for learning
I still dream about today.
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To the class of 2022 and those who
have found new paths and those who
will return: Forough Abadian, Katie
Burwick, Adam Fein, Hillary Good,
Zengqi (Zoey) Guo, Yingxi (Sabrina) Ji,
Qiwen (Kevin) Ju, Nick Larson, Ilhee
Park, Sadia Quddus, Louis Rakovich,
Ingrid Schmaedecke, Ásta Þrastardót
tir, thank you for always supporting the
thesis cohort through your enthusiasm
and kindness. After losing the studio
during the pandemic, I was worried how
I would see you all again but I was lucky
enough to TA for Seminar II with Nora
and I’m so proud and excited to see
what you all will achieve in the future.
Your compendium books are incredible
and thought-provoking and you are
more than well-prepared to move into
your thesis year at RISD. I can’t wait to
celebrate with you all in person when
the time comes. I’ll only be in Boston,
but even if I was halfway across the
world I would be available to you all as
your colleague and your friend. You will
shake the ground.
To the class of 2023, Mina Kim, Sun Ho
Lee, Mortiz Lónyay, Jenni Oughton,
Zoë Pulley, Zach Scheinfeld, Jack Tufts,
thank you all for bringing your talent,
experiences, and imaginations to the
graduate graphic design program at
RISD. The love you all have for each
other is palpable and thank you for
inviting me into your magic even in my
own small way. Shout out to honorary
student Patrick McGrath. I know all
of you will achieve incredible things
because of the support you give to each
other. You already have.
Mike, Bob, Scott, Arsenio, Patrick, Ce
cil, & Patricia, thank you for driving me
home safe with RISD Rides during my
first year at RISD. Your encouragement,
small talk, and mini therapy sessions
during our rides together at 3am most
nights kept me going when times were
tough and I’m so grateful for your
support in my education.

time at RISD. Thank you for trusting me
to take on a role I never held before, for
extending me and pushing me further
and further into performance. Your
friendship alone justifies going to grad
school to meet people like you.

time. Thank you for talking about love
with me off the cuff, for showing me
how lucky I am to be surrounded by
brilliant and insightful people in my life.
Thank you for your insight, and your
Googling tips. Thank you for your gay
friendship.

Mukul Chakravarthi, you kept me sane,
you gave me unflagging friendship, and
a reliable shoulder to lean on. Thank
you for your willingness to go with the
flow, for indulging my questions, for
listening intently to my answers. I trea
sure your intelligence, support, and
curiosity as much as your silliness, your
vulnerability, and your humor. Thank you
for always having my back, for always
listening to me when I’m stuck in inde
cision, and for introducing me to your
family who I can’t wait to meet one day.
It makes me feel loved when you tell me
you told someone about me, when you
consider me a part of your life. Thank
you for the little world of inside jokes
and references we’ve built together. In
you I’ve found another part of myself, a
friend forever.

Alex Turgeon, thank you for being my
new friend. Thank you for your brilliance
and your words, your art, your writing.
Thank you for being a teacher and a
colleague. Thank you for taking me se
riously. Thank you for showing me your
farming magazine collection. I know we
will keep this good thing going.
Sara Porkalob, thank you for your
artistry, thank you for your commitment
to your craft. Thank you for writing and
performing one of the only plays I could
watch with my mother. Thank you for
making Bremerton proud. Thank you for
taking me on to shadow your directing
process and giving me insight into a
world of play. Thank you for getting into
weightlifting so we could talk about it!
Thank you for your stories.

Nicole Ramirez, thank you for being
my teacher, my therapist, my sister all
these years we’ve been friends. I will
always treasure the foreword you wrote
for this thesis. The way you teach me
and all our friends to love what life
has to offer is your gift to all of us. You
have seen so much of me throughout
the years and I hope that this version
of myself emerging from grad school
is someone you can be proud of. Thank
you for being a historian of our friend
ship. Thank you for asking the right
questions that force me to dig deeper.
Thank you for your activism and your
auntie energy. Thank you for bringing
more life with you everywhere you go.

Alan Tracy, thank you for your mentor
ship and your support throughout my
time working for the Career Center.
You were instrumental in getting me
the help I needed when I was at my
lowest, and I’ve been meaning to reach
out to you and fill you in on everything
that has gone on with me since I had
to leave my position. Thank you for
your patience and understanding with
me. Thank you for your kindness and
sincere investment in my wellbeing.

Lorraine Lau, your presence in my life
has been a blessing. I am so glad I was
too shy to talk to anyone else in 7th
grade but you. Thank you for sharing
your locker with me, for sharing later
lockers, for sharing homes, for sharing
friends, art, joy, your vulnerability, your
intelligence, your tough love. I feel
like we started building our future
together before we even knew who
would be standing beside us after all
these years. Thank you for growing up
with me. Thank you for always sharing
your light. Thank you for teaching me
how to hug my loved ones, thank you
for teaching me how to say I love you.
When you keep me close and I know
I can do anything.

Hannah Lutz Winkler, thank you for in
viting me into your world time and time
again. In you I found a kindred spirit.
Your work inspires me to challenge my
own approach to graphic design and
our collaboration is a highlight of my

Addy Eleketami, thank you for your
friendship that started with a drunken
advice session between strangers at
a party that blossomed over the years
into a sweet and precious friendship
that grows in texture and nuance over

Seayoung Yim, thank you for your
words, the worlds you create through
your plays. Thank you for bringing a
piece of Seattle with you to Providence.
Thank you for your humor and your
invitation to a book club with your
friends. Thank you for our walks and our
discussions. Thank you for making the
work we need to see!
Brinda Bose, thank you for being
another professor we can turn to during
grad school. Your presence is palpable
amongst our cohort. Thank you for lend
ing us Romik and for being as involved
as you are with all of his friends. Thank
you for your intelligence and your gift
with words. Thank you for teaching us
through your son.
Alyza DelPan-Monley, thank you for
dancing, thank you for your incredible
brain. Thank you for performing in my
play so deftly and with such openness.
Our whole class talked about how bril
liant you are and I was proud to show
off my friend. Thank you for your white
elephant gift parties and your commit
ment to building community. Thank you
for teaching me how to be a clown.
Nadine Tabing, thank you for always
being my editor ever since we were
kids. Starting a creative writing club
with you in high school was a pivotal
moment in my life and I would not
be the writer I am today without you.
Thank you for your documentation, your
wit, and for teaching me the gifts of
strangeness. Thank you for loving video
games with me. Thank you for teaching
me how to be funny.
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Nicci Yin, thank you for being my
unofficial adviser during grad school,
for sharing your home, your life, your
community of friends, and your care
with me over these years. I can’t even
imagine my life without you, you have
become so integral to the person I’ve
become today. Thank you for the joy
you’ve brought to all of us.

Velva Kelly, thank you for your humor
and your joy. Your deep generosity and
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Diagram from “Between Theatre & Anthropology,” by Richard Schechner
“In workshop-rehearsal real work is being done, work that is serious and problematica: indicative, ‘is.’
But the daily experience of workshop-rehearsal — what a casual observer might feel —
is an ‘as-f,’ something tentative, subjunctive: ‘Let’s try that,’ ‘This could work,’ ‘What would happen if?’
Workshop is especially playful.

